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Wow. This really shows wonderful depth and complexity on
the nose with blueberries, fresh flowers and hints of stones.
It’s full-bodied, with ultra-refined tannins and a long, long
CANTEMERLE (Haut-Medoc)
2005
1.5 L
finish. Gets better and better with age: gorgeous now but
will improve for many years to come. Excellent. JS 93
Points
The grand vin is the result of an increasingly strict selection
process, with approximately 50% of the production going
into the final wine and the balance used in the Croix de
Beaucaillou. The 2009 may be the finest example of this
cuvee I have yet tasted. Up-front, precocious and generous,
LA CROIX DE BEAUCAILLOU
2009
1.5 L
it possesses a dense purple color, a big, broad, unctuous
"JADE JAGGER" (Saint-Julien)
texture and abundant notes of creme de cassis and black
cherry fruit intertwined with hints of wood smoke, vanillin
and earth. This nearly viscous-styled wine can be drunk in
2-3 years or cellared for 15+. WA 91 Points
Delivers a gorgeous note of crème de cassis, followed by
dark plum, anise, blackberry coulis and blueberry reduction
notes. A glorious display of fruit, with well-embedded
charcoal and graphite accents that help the finish drive on
LA DOMINIQUE (Saint-Emilion)
2010
1.5 L
with authority. Should age wonderfully. A very strong
showing for this estate. Best from 2016 through 2030. 7,500
cases made. –JM WS 94 Points
This is a wine that brings out all the bright fruit of the
vintage. It has classic black-currant flavors and crisp acidity.
D'ANGLUDET (Margaux) (2 bottles
2014
3L
The tannins are a firm supporting act to this wine that will
are available)
develop well over the medium term. WE 91 Points
A fabulous sleeper of the vintage, Chantegrive’s 2010 is the
best wine I have ever tasted from this estate, which has
long made very good wines that represent terrific values. An
equal part blend of Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon, the
2010 exceeds all expectations. Notes of tobacco leaf,
DE CHANTEGRIVE (Graves)
2010
3L
creme de cassis, barbecue smoke and loads of flesh,
opulence and richness characterize this dense purplecolored wine, which is full-bodied and over-achieving. Drink
it over the next decade. A major sleeper of the vintage. WA
90 Points
A beautiful wine and one of my favorites from this estate,
this blend of nearly two-thirds Cabernet Sauvignon and
one-third Merlot is aging impressively. Dense ruby/purple in
CLERC MILON (Pauillac) Only 1
color, with creme de cassis, charcoal, and sweet leathery
2000
5L
bottle is available
and chocolatey notes intermixed with the classic Pauillac
cedar and spice box, the wine is medium to full-bodied,
fleshy, with sweet tannin and a long finish. WA 92 Points
This is a wine that brings out all the bright fruit of the
vintage. It has classic black-currant flavors and crisp acidity.
D'ANGLUDET (Margaux) Only 1
2014
9L
The tannins are a firm supporting act to this wine that will
bottle is available in OWC
develop well over the medium term. WE 91 Points
This is a wine that brings out all the bright fruit of the
vintage. It has classic black-currant flavors and crisp acidity.
D'ANGLUDET (Margaux) Only 1
2014
12 L
The tannins are a firm supporting act to this wine that will
bottle is available in OWC
develop well over the medium term. WE 91 Points
This is a wine that brings out all the bright fruit of the
vintage. It has classic black-currant flavors and crisp acidity.
D'ANGLUDET (Margaux) Only 1
2014
15 L
The tannins are a firm supporting act to this wine that will
bottle is available in OWC
develop well over the medium term. WE 91 Points
Solid, with a direct, open-knit core of apricot, toasted
almond, piecrust and white peach flavors that meld through
PETIT GUIRAUD (Sauternes)
2011
375 ML
the creamy, ginger-tinged finish. Drink now through 2018.
WS 90 Points
Tasted blind at the Sauternes 2011 horizontal tasting. The
Château Rayne-Vigneau 2011 has a more resinous
bouquet than the Rieussec ’11: hints of lanolin and smoked
walnut infusing the honeyed fruit and lending complexity
and personality. The palate is fresh on the entry with crisp
RAYNE VIGNEAU (Sauternes) 4
2011
375 ML
acidity. There is fine tension here, neatly counterbalancing
bottles are avaiable
the strong botrytized fruit and it fans out wonderfully on the
finish. It needs more bottle age to develop personality, but
from this foundation it is set to become a Sauternes from
the top drawer. WA 94 Points
Shows enticing aromas of toffee, cream, dried apricot and
caramel. Full-bodied, very sweet and thick, with honey and
RIEUSSEC (Sauternes)
2005
375 ML caramel flavors. Long and rich, oozing with sweet, ripe fruit,
this is like liquid candy. Best after 2016.WS 96/WA 96
Points
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Tasted single blind against its peers. The Chateau
Rieussec 2008 should become an excellent Sauternes for
the vintage. It has a floral bouquet with peach, tinned
apricot and a touch of marmalade, all with fine delineation,
RIEUSSEC (Sauternes)
2008
375 ML and touches of lemon curd developing with aeration. The
palate is mellifluous on the entry, with great depth and a
luscious, vanillary note with hints of orange peel,
marmalade and quince towards the long finish. Excellent.
Tasted January 2012. WA 93 Points
Shows dried pineapple, honey, pear, caramel and piecrust
aromas. Full-bodied and very sweet, with spice, coconut,
SUDUIRAUT (Sauternes)
2005
375 ML tropical fruit and apple tart flavors. Long and dense, yet
lively. Best after 2013. 6,500 cases made. –JS WS 93
Points
The 2010 La Fleur du Bouard (80% Merlot, 15% Cabernet
Franc and 5% Cabernet Sauvignon) is bottled unfined and
unfiltered and hit 14.5% natural alcohol. The wine offers up
notes of black raspberry and blueberry pie intermixed with
incense, lead pencil shavings and plenty of underlying floral
LA FLEUR DE BOUARD (Lalande
notes. Some background oak is also present. The wine is
2010
750 ML
de Pomerol)
medium to full-bodied, beautifully pure, voluptuously
textured, rich, long and hedonistic and satisfying. Drink it
over the next 10+ years. The other cuvee, a limited
production wine, can be absolutely magnificent with some
bottle age, as the 2000 is certainly proving to be. WA 92
Points
75% Sauvignon 25% Semillon. Picked from across the
Yquem vineyard, rather than a separate site. Incredibly
concentrated and vibrant on the nose with tropical fruit and
pineapple character. Gorgeous acidity that perfectly
balances the weight and richness that are the hallmarks of
Y by D'YQUEM (Bordeaux)
2015
750 ML the 2015 vintage. Very ripe and fruit driven that makes it
stunning now, but with hints of savoury and herbacous
complexity that should develop with ageing. Very
Impressive length, keeps you coming back for more. White
wine buyers will want to snap this up. Only 10,000 bottles
per vintage.AJ
Another brilliant example from administrator Thomas
Duroux and his team, the intense second wine, Palmer’s
2012 Alter Ego (51% Merlot, 40% Cabernet Sauvignon and
9% Petit Verdot), offers up plenty of blackberry and crème
ALTER EGO DE PALMER
2012
750 ML
de cassis notes along with some spring flowers, licorice and
(Margaux)
subtle background oak. Opulently textured, full-bodied and
stunning, this is an outrageously successful second wine to
drink over the next 12-15 years. WA 93 Points
A gorgeous nose of ripe raspberry, with hints of vanilla and
blackberry. Intense yet subtle. Full-bodied, with lots of fruit,
yet refined and layered with silky tannins. Long and
BARDE-HAUT (Saint-Emilion)
2004
750 ML
caressing. Gets better and better. I like it more than the
2003 or the 2000. Best after 2012. 6,065 cases made. WS
91 Points
The 2014 Barde-Haut has turned out beautifully. Dark
cherry, mocha, spice, leather and tobacco flesh out in the
glass. Effortless, supple and nicely layered, the 2014 hits all
the right notes. The midweight style of the year comes
BARDE-HAUT (Saint-Emilion)
2014
750 ML through very nicely in this classy, polished Saint-Émilion.
Proprietor Hélène Garcin and consulting winemaker Alain
Raynaud captured all of the vintage's potential. The blend is
90 % Merlot and 10 % Cabernet Franc. Vinous 94/JS 94
Points
The vineyard is in the heart of the Haut-Médoc, midway
between Margaux and Saint-Julien. The wine is solid, dark
and with plenty of firm tannins. At the same time, it has
BEAUMONT (Haut-Medoc)
2014
750 ML
concentrated black fruits and a fine blend between blackcurrant acidity and ripe jammy fruitiness. Drink from 2020.
WE 92 Points
Opening with bright aromas of fresh red fruit and wild
violets, the 2015 Belian-Giraud bursts with satiny morello
BELAIN-GIRAUD (Bordeaux)
2015
750 ML cherry fruit, with light notes of crème de cassis and new
earth rising toward the finish. Highly quaffable, and loaded
with easy-drinking charm, and oodles of 2015 silkiness. AJ
While the dark ruby/purple-tinged 2006 may not equal the
brilliance of the 2005, it is a successful effort exhibiting
aromas of coffee beans, roasted herbs, black cherries,
BELLEFONT BELCIER (Saint2006
750 ML
plums, and earth. With medium to full body, moderate levels
Emilion)
of sweet tannin, and a long finish, this sleeper of the vintage
should drink nicely between 2010-2020. WA 89-91 Points
This is really structured with chalk, dark-chocolate, berry
BERLIQUET (Saint-Emilion)
2014
750 ML and walnut character. Full-bodied, tight and focused. Long
finish. Serious wine.JS 93 Points
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Features plum and loganberry fruit, with dark mocha
caressing the finish. Reliant on the toast, but
12572
BOUTISSE (Saint-Emilion)
2012
750 ML
the depth and mouthfeel here will win some fans for sure.
WS 89-91 Points
Very solid, with a core of gently steeped black currant and
plum fruit that shows ample depth, while notes of bay, loam
40140030 BROWN (Pessac-Leognan)
2014
750 ML and bramble run underneath. A loamy edge echoes longest,
thanks to well-embedded acidity. Best from 2019 through
2028. WS 92 Points
Loads of crushed berries, with mineral, lightly toasted oak
and licorice. Full-bodied, with big, velvety tannins and a
22063
CALON SEGUR (Saint-Estephe)
2003
750 ML long, caressing finish. This is the sleeper of the vintage.
Best after 2010. 17,500 cases made.
–JS WS 95 Points
The 1996 may not be as profound as I had predicted from
cask, but it is an exceptional wine. Dark ruby-colored, with a
complex nose of dried herbs, Asian spices, and black
cherry jam intermixed with cassis, it possesses outstanding
CALON SEGUR (Saint-Estephe) 8
13878
1996
750 ML
purity, and considerable tannin in the finish. This classic,
bottles are available
medium to full-bodied, traditionally made wine improves
dramatically with airing, suggesting it will have a very long
life. Anticipated maturity: 2009-2028. WA 92 Points
Lots of blackberry, vanilla and cherry on the nose. Fullbodied, with velvety tannins and a long, flavorful finish.
CANON LA GAFFELIERE (Saint16379
2003
750 ML
Well-structured. Solid wine here. Best after 2010. 3,755
Emilion)
cases made. –JS . WS 92 Points
Proprietor Comtes von Neipperg has done an incredible job
with this estate, turning things around from a vegetal,
diluted and undernourished wine in the 1970s and 1980s to
something that has gotten stronger and strong ever since
1988. The dense ruby/purple 2012 offers pure blackcurrant
and black cherry fruit along with some notes of Christmas
CANON LA GAFFELIERE (Saint13911
2012
750 ML spices and earth. It is full-bodied and opulent, with light
Emilion) 10 bottles are available
tannins in the finish. This is a beauty of impeccable
balance, great purity and texture. Kudos to von Neipperg,
who rarely ever seems to make a mistake. Anticipated
maturity: now-2030. The final blend tips the scales at 13.5%
from an equal-part blend of Merlot and Cabernet Franc. WA
93 Points
The wine needs a good 7-10 years of cellaring and should
keep for 30 more years, but this is the finest Cantemerle I
have encountered in my professional career of tasting
young vintages (dating back 34 years now). Stunningly
deep ruby/purple, with a beautiful nose of spring flowers
intermixed with perfumed raspberry and blueberry notes, it
exhibits a sort of cool-climate character. Broad, rich and
14981
CANTEMERLE (Haut-Medoc)
2010
750 ML
intense on the palate, the wine has plenty of tannins, but
they are sweet and well-integrated. Everything is delicately
entwined into this beautiful, medium to full-bodied, dense
purple wine, which shows stunning character and a
prodigious potential for development. This is definitely a
major sleeper of the vintage and even better than I thought
from barrel. WA 94+/JS 94 Points
The greatest Cantenac Brown I have ever tasted, the 2010
is one for the ages. Dense purple, with an extraordinary
nose of sweet forest floor, blackberry jam, pen ink and
graphite, this wine soars from the glass, giving it an
aromatic dimension and intensity I have never seen from
this estate. The tannins are present, as they are in most
Cantenac Browns, but the wine’s sweetness, broad,
40096
CANTENAC BROWN (Margaux)
2010
750 ML skyscraper-like mouthfeel, dense, purple color and
spectacular length (close to a minute) make this a giant
classic and a fabulous sleeper of the vintage that still
remains under-priced, considering how great its potential
may be. This is a wine for those with cold cellars and
youthful DNA. It is going to need at least a decade of
cellaring and should last for 20-40 years. A classic! WA 94+
Points
The 2014 Carbonnieux Rouge has a delightful, clean and
pure bouquet with gravel and sous-bois scents neatly
interwoven into the blackberry fruit. It feels quite
understated, but it gains intensity in the glass. The palate is
CARBONNIEUX (Pessac40140031
2014
750 ML medium-bodied with fine tannin, a keen line of acidity that
Leognan)
lends this impressive tension and vibrancy. There is not
enormous length here, but the sorbet-like freshness wins
you over. Keep in the cellar for 2-3 more years and then
enjoy over the next 15-18 years. WA 92/WE 92 Points
There is a beautiful straight line of crispness in this wine. It
CARBONNIEUX Blanc (Pessac40097
2015
750 ML cuts right through the wood and ripe yellow fruits to leave a
Leognan)
wine with great clarity. WE 93-95 Points
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Aromas of currants, blackberries and blackcurrants with
hints of chocolate and spices. Full body, firm and silky
CHATEAU LYNCH BAGES
2014
750 ML tannins and a long and flavorful finish. Juicy and muscular
wine. Needs three or four years to open. Beautiful. JS 96
Points
The aromas of stones, oyster shell, blackcurrants and
mushrooms are very intense. Full-bodied, dense and
CHATEAU LAFITE-ROTHSCHILD
2014
750 ML
powerful with lots of blackberries. Great finish. Super
energy and depth. JS 98 Points
A major sleeper of the vintage, this blend of equal parts
Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot is another “best ever”
performance. Notes of tobacco leaf, hot rocks, sweet kirsch
CHANTEGRIVE (Graves)
2009
750 ML
and black currants are impressively displayed in this
medium to full-bodied, velvety textured, very seductive style
of wine. Drink it over the next decade. WA 90 Points
A major sleeper of the vintage, this over-achieving St.Emilion seems to come up big in many of the top vintages
and needs more recognition from consumers. Loads of
black currants, toasty oak and forest floor notes comprise
CHAUVIN (Saint-Emilion)
2009
750 ML
this large-scaled, substantial wine. With its intense fruit,
copius glycerin, and long, complete finish, this wine is
successful now but should be better in 3-4 years and last
for 15 or more. WA 91/JS 91 Points
This outstanding effort displays loads of cassis fruit
interwoven with notions of espresso roast, white chocolate,
and menthol. It possesses a terrific front end, good midCLERC MILON (Pauillac)
2004
750 ML
section, and moderately high tannin in the finish.
Approximately 15,000 cases were produced. Anticipated
maturity: 2012-2025. WA 90/WS 90 Points
This property continues its upward trend. It is a solid wine,
packed with great ripe fruit. Old vines give extra
CLERC MILON (Pauillac)
2014
750 ML concentration and depth of flavor. The wine has great
potential, with both its tannins and rich fruit playing strongly.
Drink from 2023. WE 94/JS 94 Points
This is a backward, muscular, highly-extracted wine with a
boatload of tannin, thus the question mark. The saturated
plum/purple color is followed by an aggressively oaky nose
with scents of roasted coffee, blackberries, and prunes. It is
somewhat of a freak for a 1996 Pomerol given its richness,
intensity, and overripe style. Medium-bodied and powerful,
CLINET (Pomerol)
1996
750 ML but extremely closed, and in need of 5-7 years of cellaring,
it will be interesting to follow this wine's evolution to
determine if the tannin fully integrates itself into the wine's
concentrated style. If not, it will have a slight rusticity to its
tannin and structure. Anticipated maturity: 2007-2020. I
sense this wine will be much more controversial than I had
anticipated. WA 91 Points
Beautifully aromatic with lots of flowers and dark fruits. Full
CLOS DU MARQUIS (Saint-Julien)
2011
750 ML body with chewy backbone of tannins and a racy, textured
8 bottles are available
finish. It's mineral and focused. Try in 2017. JS 92 Points
Very tangy and fresh, with lots of thyme and gooseberry
notes followed by lemon pith and quinine accents. A rapier
CLOS FLORIDENE Blanc (Graves)
2015
750 ML
finish glistens with fleur de sel details. Shows ample cut and
purity. Pitch-perfect Sauvignon Blanc. WS 91-94 Points
Along with Petrus, Clos l’Eglise is one of the finest wines of
the vintage in Pomerol. Its deep ruby/purple color is
accompanied by a sumptuous perfume of mocha, fudge,
CLOS L'EGLISE (Pomerol)
2002
750 ML vanilla, black cherries, espresso, and plums, a creamy, fullbodied texture, gorgeous purity, and a long, persistent finish
with no hard edges. It is quite an achievement! WA 92
Points
Very sleek, with a lovely beam of cassis, blackberry and
plum, this red has a solid but silky and seamless structure
and a long, incense- and anise-filled finish that glides along
CLOS LA MADELEINE (Saint2010
750 ML
wonderfully. A sleeper worth watching in the next few
Emilion)
vintages. Best from 2014 through 2024. 666 cases made.
WS 92 Points
Solidly built, with thickly layered fig, blueberry and açaí
berry flavors pumping along, supported by still-chewy
ganache and tobacco notes. An accent of roasted apple
CLOS LES LUNELLES (Castillon
2010
750 ML
wood drives the finish. The pieces are in place, but this
Cotes de Bordeaux)
needs to be tamed in the cellar. Best from 2015 through
2023. 1,750 cases made. WS 92 Points
This 2010 is a classic Graves, with broad tobacco leaf and
smoky, spicy barbecue notes, as well as plenty of forest
floor, Christmas fruitcake and kirsch liqueur. Even a hint of
CLOS MARSALETTE (Pessac2010
750 ML fig pops into this blend of 50% Cabernet Sauvignon, 45%
Leognan)
Merlot and 5% Cabernet Franc. At 13.5%, the alcohols here
were more modest than one normally finds in this vintage.
Drink it over the next 6-8+ years. WS 93 Points
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From the empire of the Neippergs, this brilliant 2012 Clos
Marsalette has a gorgeous nose of Christmas fruitcake,
cedar wood, smoked herbs, blackcurrants and jammy
cherries. It is medium to full-bodied, silky smooth, very
CLOS MARSALETTE (Pessac2012
750 ML
sexy, complex and a total hedonistic, intellectual turn-on.
Leognan)
The complexity and nuances that the Neipperg winemaking
team is able to get in all of its wines is amazing. This is a
beauty and a major sleeper of the vintage. WA 92 Points
This is polished and open, with a core of juicy plum, briar
and black cherry fruit. Nicely rounded through the finish and
CONFIDENCES DE PRIEURE
2009
750 ML accessible now. Drink now through 2018. 9,500 cases
LICHINE (Margaux)
made.
–JM WS 89 Points
A very balanced and refined wine with blackberry,
CORBIN (Saint-Emilion)
2012
750 ML mushroom and chocolate. Medium to full body, fine tannins.
Fresh finish. Drink or hold. JS 91 Points
Cos d’Estournel has softened those austere Saint-Estèphe
tannins and produced a wine that is all opulence and
roundness. The tannins are certainly there, but they come
COS D'ESTOURNEL (Saint2006
750 ML
through as big, bold richness. The power suggests it will
Estephe)
age well, but for drinking earlier, the freshness of the sweet
homemade plum jam promises well. WE 95 Points
Tasted 7 Times Since Bottling With Consistent Notes

40103

COS D'ESTOURNEL (SaintEstephe)

1986

750 ML

16600

COS D'ESTOURNEL (SaintEstephe) 2 bottles are available

2008

750 ML

22071

COS D'ESTOURNEL (SaintEstephe) 8 bottles are available

2003

750 ML

40165

COUVENT DES JACOBINS (SaintEmilion)

2000

750 ML

30714

D'ANGLUDET (Margaux)

2005

750 ML

40104

D'ARMAILHAC (Pauillac)

2010

750 ML

13920

D'ARMAILHAC (Pauillac)

2006

750 ML

13871

D'ESCURAC (Medoc)

2009

750 ML

The 1986 is a highly extracted wine, with a black/ruby color
and plenty of toasty, smoky notes in its bouquet that
suggest ripe plums and licorice. Evolving at a glacial pace,
it exhibits massive, huge, ripe, extremely concentrated
flavors with impressive depth and richness. WA 94 Points
Closed but promising, this is a classic Cos revealing lots of
tannin along with damp earth, black currant, sweet black
cherry, graphite, licorice and truffle characteristics. This
medium to full-bodied, structured, firm, broodingly
backward, impenetrable effort demands 5-6 years of bottle
age; it should drink well for 20-25 years. WA 92+ Points
Two terrific efforts from this vintage, the 2003 Cos d’
Estournel (70% Cabernet Sauvignon, 27% Merlot and the
rest Petit Verdot and Cabernet Franc) remains one of the
superstars of the vintage. It offers an opaque ruby/purple
hue as well as notes of incense, camphor, licorice, creme
de cassis and graphite. Full-bodied, opulent, incredibly
fresh and well-delineated, it can be consumed now and
over the next decade. Kudos to the team at Cos d’
Estournel. WA 97/WS 97 Points
Good medium ruby. Perfumed aromas of blackberry, violet
and espresso. Suave and silky in the mouth, with lively
flavors of dark berries and sweet oak. Finishes with fine
tannins, subtle persistence and very good grip. A strong
performance for this chateau. Vinous
Mushroom, spice, berry and meat aromas follow through to
a full body, with slightly earthy undertone and soft tannins.
But this is rich and interesting. Best after 2011. 8,330 cases
made.
–JS WS 90+/WA 90 Points
Another sensational effort from Philippe Dhaluin, the
administrator of Mouton Rothschild, this blend of 60%
Cabernet Sauvignon, 23% Merlot, 15% Cabernet Franc and
the rest Petit Verdot shows complex floral notes intermixed
with forest floor, camphor, black currants and mulberries
that all jump from the glass of this aromatic style of d’
Armailhac. This wine possesses very good acidity, a
surprisingly higher percentage of Merlot than usual, but the
quality is impressive, and the good news is that there are
20,000 cases of this full-bodied beauty, which should age
nicely for 15-20+ years. WA 93/WS 93 Points
This impressive Pauillac is performing even better from
bottle than it did from barrel. Made by the staff at Mouton
Rothschild, it is a blend of 64% Cabernet Sauvignon, and
the rest Merlot and Cabernet Franc. A dense ruby/purple
color is followed by a bouquet of grilled meats, subtle herbs,
coffee, black currants, and a hint of camphor. The
sweetness of the tannins, full-bodied mouthfeel, and
stunning length, all in gorgeous symmetry, suggest this is
one of the finest d’Armailhacs yet made. Moreover, it is still
reasonably priced by the standards of this region.
Anticipated maturity: now-2025. WA 91 Points
A sleeper of the vintage, this well-made Medoc reveals lots
of cedar, tobacco leaf and black currant characteristics,
silky tannin, medium to full body and attractive succulence
and flesh. Year in and year out, d’Escurac is a major overachiever and the 2009 is no exception. Drink it over the next
decade. WA 89 Points
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A strong effort from proprietor Emmanuel Cruse, d’Issan’s
2009 was fashioned from minuscule yields of 18 hectoliters
per hectare, and its 13.7% natural alcohol set a record at
this estate. Composed of 62% Cabernet Sauvignon and
38% Merlot, it exhibits a classic Margaux fragrance of
13899
D'ISSAN (Margaux)
2009
750 ML acacia flowers/violets, blueberries, cassis, licorice and
camphor. Opulent and full-bodied with silky tannins as well
as a rich, dense style, it will be interesting to compare the
2009 with the brilliant 2000 and 2005 over the next two to
three decades. Anticipated maturity: 2018-2035+. WA 93
Points
This property has been on the upswing for a number of
years now, and the 2012 Dassault is showing brilliantly.
Dense plum/purple, with sweet blueberry, plum and
40105
DASSAULT (Saint-Emilion)
2012
750 ML blackcurrant fruit, the wine cuts a broad, full-bodied swath
on the palate. It has silky tannins and is forward, seductive
and opulent. Drink it over the next decade or more. This is a
beauty and a real crowd-pleaser. WA 91/WS 91 Points
Ripe and juicy, this offers bright acidity and ripe, soft
29226
DE BEL (Bordeaux)
2012
750 ML tannins. It's a generous wine, full of black currant fruits and
conveying a sweet character. It's to drink soon. WE
Friendly, with a light smoky thread weaving through the
lightly mulled plum and raspberry fruit. Shows an ember of
25856
DE SALES (Pomerol)
2012
750 ML
charcoal on the finish, but this is soft and approachable
now. WS
Very floral and elegant with raspberry and blackcurrant fruit
mixed with toasty oak/vanillin, followed by a medium to fullbodied, stylish, polished wine that is the quintessentially
refined style of Pessac-Léognan. Nevertheless, the
complexity and nuance has yet to fully emerge. This
DOMAINE DE CHEVALIER
13906
2012
750 ML
medium to full-bodied Domaine de Chevalier is poised for a
(Pessac-Leognan)
bright future. It is tight and backward now, as well as
restrained aromatically, but everything is there for the
future. Forget it for 5-7 years and drink it over the following
30 years. WA 92+ Points
This is a phenomenal white with super density and energy.
Full body, yet incredibly agile and intense. Fabulous
character of salt, mineral and shells. Hints of tannin too.
DOMAINE DE CHEVALIER Blanc
40166
2013
750 ML
Dried white peach. Pear and apple. Super subtle character.
(Pessac-Leognan)
70% sauvignon blanc and 30% semillon. Great wine. A
wine for the future but so great now. JS 98 Points
A wine of extraordinary charm and elegance, the dark
garnet-colored 1985 Ducru-Beaucaillou has a floral, cedary
nose intermixed with red and black currants as well as
DUCRU BEAUCAILLOU (Saint40107
1985
750 ML flowers. The wine is fully mature and soft, with beautiful
Julien)
concentration and purity. It is not a blockbuster, and
certainly not nearly as powerful and massive as the 1986,
but it is certainly much more seductive. WA 92 Points
Aromas of currants and fresh herbs. Medium to full body, a
8000088 ECHO DE LYNCH BAGES
2014
750 ML soft and juicy texture and a long finish. Juicy yet tight.
Excellent second wine. Better in 2020. JS 92 Points
This displays a solid core of cassis, raspberry and
blackberry coulis notes, framed by a rather polished
structure and lined with lightly toasted apple wood and
ECHO DE LYNCH BAGES
1264
2010
750 ML anise notes. Offers good definition, with a violet note
(Pauillac)
chiming in on the finish. A sleek, elegant Pauillac that relies
more on purity than muscle. Best from 2014 through 2023.
–JM WS 91 Points
A blend of 85% Merlot, 10% Cabernet Franc and 5%
Cabernet Sauvignon with 14.5% natural alcohol, the dark
ruby/purple-tinged 2008 Faugeres reveals abundant
amounts of blueberry and black raspberry fruit intermixed
40114
FAUGERES (Saint-Emilion)
2008
750 ML
with charcoal and underbrush characteristics as well as a
hint of oak. Fleshy, hedonistic and up-front, this modernstyled St.-Emilion should be consumed over the next 1012+ years. WA 90/WS 90 Points
Excellent dry white with sliced apple and lemon character.
40115
FERRAN Blanc (Pessac-Leognan)
2015
750 ML Full body, stone and bright acidity. Look forward to seeing
this develop in barrel. JS 92-93 Points
(75% Sémillon and 25% Sauvignon Blanc) Pale yellow robe
with shades of grey -Powerful and complex nose with
80140104 FONFROIDE Blanc (Bordeaux)
2015
750 ML
aromas of peach and white flowers - Lively and rounded
with notes of pink grapefruit. AJ
This is rich and round with a juicy, savory palate of crushed
40116
FONTENIL (Fronsac)
2010
750 ML berries. Minerals too. Full body, with velvety tannins and a
delicious finish. JS 92 Points
Now at its peak, this is a rich, full-bodied wine. It has a fine
blend of dark tannins and dense plum and berry fruits.
FOURCAS HOSTEN (Listrac40117
2010
750 ML
Maturing well, the wine is well balanced, with a smoky edge
Medoc)
and still with a touch of acidity. Drink now. WE 91 Points
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DESCRIPTION

VINTAGE
SIZE
REVIEWS
Products that are ALL RED and have RED STRIKES through them are SOLD OUT
This is a structured wine from 96% Merlot and 4% Cabernet
Sauvignon that has plenty of fruit. With some firm tannins
as well as concentrated blackberry fruit, it is going to be a
GIGAULT "CUVEE VIVA) (Blaye
2014
750 ML
fine wine. It was created under the direction of consultant
Cotes De Bordeaux)
Stéphane Derenoncourt's team. Start drinking from 2019.
WE
A stunning sleeper of the vintage, this beautiful, already
irresistible, plum/garnet-colored 2008 is a wine to purchase
by the case. It possesses a dense plum/purple color, a
GLORIA (Saint Julien)
2008
750 ML glorious perfume of Christmas fruitcake, cedarwood, black
currants, jammy cherries and licorice, medium to full body
and a silky personality. It will provide both a hedonistic and
intellectual turn-on over the next 10-15 years. WA 90 Points
This masterfully crafted wine offers both to the nose and the
palate an abundance of rich and ripe flavours (spices,
GRAND BATEAU (Bordeaux)
2015
750 ML black fruits, cigar box aromas and toasty new oak). It is
opulent, almost decadent in style, with exotic fruit
overflowing from the glass! AJ
An unqualified sleeper of the vintage, the opaque purplecolored 1995 Grand-Mayne displays a sweet, creamy, black
raspberry-scented nose with subtle notes of smoky, toasty
GRAND MAYNE (Saint-Emilion)
1995
750 ML
oak. Both powerful and elegant, this wine exhibits layers of
richness, nicely integrated acidity and tannin, and an
impressive full-bodied, long finish. WA 90/WS 90 Points
A blend of 70% Merlot and the rest equal parts Cabernet
Franc and Cabernet Sauvignon, the wine has an opaque
purple color and a sweet nose of vanillin, roasted coffee
beans, chocolate and kirsch liqueur intermixed with blacker
fruits such as cassis. It is rich, full-bodied, moderately
tannic, but low in acidity and quite heady and powerful (15%
natural alcohol). This impressive wine is a big, backGRAND PONTET (Saint-Emilion)
2009
750 ML
strapping effort to drink over the next 15+ years.

14959

GRAND PUY-LACOSTE (Pauillac)
11 bottles are available

2011

750 ML

30448

GRENET (Bordeaux) certified
organic

2015

750 ML

40120

GRESSIER GRAND POUJEAUX
(Moulis-en-Medoc)

2004

750 ML

13883

GRUAUD-LAROSE (Saint-Julien)

2011

750 ML

30442

GUIBEAU 'A LA VIE' (Puisseguin
Saint-Emilion)

2015

750 ML

30443

GUILLOU (Montagne SaintEmilion)

2015

750 ML

14987

HAUT BAILLY (Pessac-Leognan)

2011

750 ML

Produced by Sylvie Pourquet, the sister of Gerard and
Dominique Becot, this St.-Emilion grand cru classe comes
from a 35-acre vineyard that consistently makes top flight
wines, but I don’t think they have ever made one as
impressive as their 2009. WA 92 Points
The dense ruby/purple-colored 2011 Grand Puy Lacoste
exhibits a charming, open-knit bouquet of red and black
fruits. It is a savory, medium-bodied, flavorful, well-endowed
Pauillac from Xavier Borie that can be enjoyed over the next
10-15+ years.WA 91 Points
A bold blend of 50% Merlot, 40% Cabernet Sauvignon and
10% Malbec, entered in the Concours de Vins in Paris it
scored Gold. Dark and dense with remarkably smooth
tannins it shows the lively, bright fruit of this superb vintage
along with the balance and intensity of a wine from a much
higher station. Drinks beautifully now with brief aeration and
in your cellar who knows? For the price this Bordeaux is a
no brainer! AJ
The team at neighboring Château Chasse-Spleen makes
the wine here, giving the wine a sheen as well as enhancing
its firm structure. Big tannins parallel black fruits in a
promising mélange of flavors. WE
A very harmonious wine for the vintage with currants,
spices and stones. Full body, with ultra fine tannins and a
pretty finish. Delicate yet structured for the vintage. JS 9293 Points
Superb Right Bank claret from a great vintage and a
consistent Gold medal winning estate... Medium-bodied and
voluptuous with notes of plum, cassis and dried herbs. A
plush wine that doesn't forsake complexity for softness. AJ
Steered by a vineyard rental system by Jean-Claude
Berrouet (Chateau Petrus winemaker), Chateau Guillou
was bought in 2002 by the SABY family, also owner of
Chateaux Saint-Andre Corbin (St-Georges-St-Emilion),
Rozier (St-Emilion Grand Cru) and Hauchat (Fronsac). This
estate enjoys an exceptional geographical situation, on the
former city of Saint Georges. Further to excavations, the
historians think that the Ausone villa was located on the
estate. Diane Chasseresse’s statue exhibited at the Louvre
was found there. AJ
The saturated ruby/purple-hued 2011 Haut-Bailly exhibits a
glorious, subtle, noble set of aromatics consisting of red and
black currants, sweet cherries, graphite, truffles and a faint
hint of wood spice. The wine hits the palate with the
profound elegance and purity that have become so much a
characteristic under Wilmers and Sanders. Still youthful,
with good acidity and freshness, this brilliant, mediumbodied 2011 needs another 4-5 years of bottle age, and
should evolve effortlessly for 20-25 years. WA 94+ Points
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DESCRIPTION

VINTAGE
SIZE
REVIEWS
Products that are ALL RED and have RED STRIKES through them are SOLD OUT
A superb success for the vintage, the 2006 exhibits a deep
ruby/purple hue as well as a poised, classic bouquet of
sweet black cherries, graphite, camphor, truffles, and a
subtle hint of oak. Medium-bodied with a stunningly layered
HAUT BAILLY (Pessac-Leognan)
2006
750 ML texture, impressive purity, and beautiful balance, this cuvee
11 bottles are available
is haute couture in a glass. Although surprisingly
approachable, it won’t hit its adolescent stage for 8-10
years, and will last for 25-30 years thereafter. Bravo! WA 95
Points
The classic 2012 Haut-Bailly is staggeringly great wine, with
a stunning bouquet of lead pencil shavings, blueberries,
black raspberries and blackcurrants and perhaps a touch of
spring flowers, followed by a medium to full-bodied wine
with an almost seamless integration of wood, alcohol and
HAUT BAILLY (Pessac-Leognan)
2012
750 ML
tannin. It is rich, concentrated, stunningly supple, pure and
8 bottles are available
a total hedonistic and intellectual turn-on. This wine defines
what is meant by intensity of flavor, but it is light on its feet,
à la great cuisine. It should be drinkable reasonably young,
but age effortlessly for 25-30 years. WA 96 Points
This is profound! 2008 Haut-Brion: The extraordinary 2008
Haut-Brion is a candidate for -wine of the vintage.Composed of 50% Cabernet Sauvignon, 41% Merlot and
9% Cabernet Franc, it reveals more evolution and
complexity in its large-scaled perfume. The dense purple
color is followed by a sweet nose of creosote, asphalt,
HAUT-BRION (Pessac-Leognan)
2008
750 ML
blueberries, black currants and jammy raspberries, sweet
tannins, a savory, fleshy mouthfeel and a stunning finish.
This incredibly pure, noble wine was produced from one of
the estate's smallest crops (only 7,000 cases produced
versus the usual 12,000 cases). It should drink well for
three decades or more. WA 96 Points
One of the stars of the vintage, the 2014 Haut-Brion is an
exceptionally beautiful and vivid wine. Super-ripe dark
cherry, plum, tobacco and menthol are some of the notes
that run through the 2014. Just as it did from barrel, the
2014 boasts tons of opulence, intensity and richness. Dried
HAUT-BRION (Pessac-Leognan)
2014
750 ML flowers, tobacco, menthol, licorice and smoke wrap around
the huge, baritone-inflected finish. Readers should not be in
any rush with the 2014, as it is likely to require a number of
years before it even starts to drink well. The blend is 50 %
Merlot, 39 % Cabernet Sauvignon and 11 % Cabernet
Franc. Vinous 97/JS 97 Points
Lots of walnut shell and dried fruit character in this powerful
HAUT-MAILLET (Pomerol)
2015
750 ML red. Full body, chewy and rich. A little rustic but impressive.
JS 92-93 Points
A bold, racy wine, the 2014 Haut-Marbuzet offers notable
depth, richness and intensity. Super-ripe red cherry, plum,
smoke, leather, licorice and tobacco add aromatic intensity,
HAUT-MARBUZET (Saint2014
750 ML
but above all else, the 2014 stands out for its sexy, radiant
Estephe)
personality. This a gorgeous wine from the Duboscq family.
Vinous 92 Points
The 2012 Joanin Bécot is dark, open and quite seductive.
Black cherry, plum, spice and leather all meld together in a
very pretty, gracious wine with soft contours to drink now
JOANIN BECOT (Castillon Cotes
2012
750 ML and over the next handful of years. The 2012 is 75% Merlot
de Bordeaux)
and 25% Cabernet Franc. Jean-Philippe Fort is the
consulting winemaker. This is a gorgeous wine that delivers
superb quality as well as value. Vinous 91/WE 91 Points
This Merlot based wine with a little Cabernet Franc is
smooth and concentrated displaying flavorful dark currant
JOUANIN (Castillon Cotes de
2015
750 ML and black plum fruit and a slight chocolate/licorice note
Bordeaux)
followed by a soft earthiness. This wine seriously over
delivers for its humble price. AJ
This solidly tannic wine is powerful and firm. It's a very
complete wine, showcasing fruit and tannin elements to
KIRWAN (Margaux)
2012
750 ML
give a complex, structured whole. A wine that is for longterm aging. WE 92-94 Points
The 2015 de Fieuzal Blanc has plenty of tropical fruit on the
nose - pineapple, pink grapefruit and lime aromas that are
designed to seduce. The palate has a little fatness on the
L'ABEILLE DE FIEUZAL Blanc
2015
750 ML
entry, a little lower in acidity than its peers, with rounded
(Pessac-Leognan)
peach and pineapple notes flourishing on the finish. A
classy crowd-pleaser, in other words. WA 90-92 Points
A direct core of plum and black cherry fruit is lined with iron,
LA BRANNE (Medoc)
2012
750 ML sanguine and light cedar hints. Not big, but has good range
and focus. Drink now. 10,000 cases made. –JM WS
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DESCRIPTION

VINTAGE
SIZE
REVIEWS
Products that are ALL RED and have RED STRIKES through them are SOLD OUT
Denis Durantou's 2012 La Chenade is dark, supple and
inviting, with plenty of sweet black cherry, plum, licorice,
leather and smoke flavors. Ample and layered throughout,
LA CHENADE (Lalande de
2014
750 ML the 2012 is an excellent choice for drinking now and over
Pomerol)
the next handful of years. La Chenade is 80% Merlot and
20% Cabernet Franc taken from parcels planted on gravel
in Durantou's Lalande de Pomerol estate. Vinous 91 Points
One of the best wines from proprietor Christian Dauriac in
many a year, the 2009 La Clemence has backed off the
overt oakiness and is a better wine for it. Dense ruby/plum,
with notes of black cherry liqueur intermixed with flowers
LA CLEMENCE (Pomerol)
2009
750 ML
and lead pencil shavings as well as hints of smoke and
chocolate, the wine is full-bodied, opulent, fleshy and ripe,
with low acidity and sweet tannin. This wine should drink
well for at least a decade or more. WA 90 Points
The dense purple-colored 1999 la Clusiere is from a 2.5
acre vineyard above Pavie. … The wine is medium to fullbodied, elegant, and flamboyant, with a chewy texture and
LA CLUSIERE (Saint-Emilion)
1999
750 ML
well-integrated acidity, tannin, and wood. It should be at its
finest between 2003 -2020. The Le Pin of St. -Emilion? WA
93 Points
Very concentrated, with blackberry, coffee bean and vanilla.
Full-bodied, with lots of pretty fruit, velvety tannins and a
LA COUSPAUDE (Saint-Emilion)
2005
750 ML long, rich finish. Slightly pushed, but this should come
together with bottle age. A powerful young red. Best after
2013. –JS WS 92 Points
The best La Couspaude I have ever tasted, the opaque
purple 2009 exhibits nicely integrated toasty oak/pain grille
in addition to cassis, kirsch, raspberries and earthy
undertones. Full-bodied, with beautiful integration of acidity,
LA COUSPAUDE (Saint-Emilion) 4
2009
750 ML
alcohol and tannin, this is a robust, exuberant, somewhat
bottles are available
flamboyant style of St.-Emilion that is clearly modern, but
quite frankly, delicious. Drink it over the next 12-15 years.
WA 93 Points
The Château La Croix St. Georges 2014 has an
uncomplicated, fresh bouquet with brambly red berry fruit
with a touch of wilted rose petal, though it does not deliver
the concentration of recent vintages. The palate is mediumbodied with supple ripe tannin, well-judged acidity and a
LA CROIX SAINT GEORGES
2014
750 ML
harmonious, elegant finish. Winemaker Jean-Philippe
(Pomerol)
Janoueix usually goes from a more bullish style of Pomerol.
This is more refined and in a way, classier. It will also be
one of Pomerol's more approachable wines but one that still
deserves respect. WA 90-92 Points
This 2009 is a seductive, fruit-driven style of Pomerol, with
loads of sandy, loamy soil notes intermixed with
underbrush, black cherries, plum and mocha. MediumLA GRAVE (Pomerol)
2009
750 ML
bodied, with low acidity, in a style not dissimilar from the
1982, this is a wine to drink now and over the next 10-12
years. WS 92 Points
Aromas of licorice, tar and some blackberry lead to a
LA PRADE (Francs Cotes de
2007
750 ML medium body, with light tannins and a fruity, delicate finish.
Bordeaux)
Drink now. 835 cases made.–JS WS
As was the 2003, this is another big time sleeper of the
vintage. The dense ruby/purple-tinged 2004 offers a sweet
perfume of framboise, black cherry liqueur, cedar, and
spice. Supple-textured, medium to full-bodied, expansive,
LA VIEILLE CURE (Fronsac)
2004
750 ML
and savory with superb purity and texture, it can be drunk
now and over the next 10-12 years. This property has been
on a qualitative roll and still remains one of Bordeaux’s
finest values. WA 90 Points
The Château Lacoste-Borie 2014 is a blend of 67%
Cabernet Sauvignon, 23% Merlot and 10% Cabernet Franc
picked September 25-October 9 at 33 hectoliter per
LACOSTE BORIE (Pauillac)
2014
750 ML hectare. It has a very seductive nose in the making, with
ripe blackberries and blueberry scents, interwoven with
incense and a touch of graphite. The palate is mediumbodied with fine tannin. Drink: 2018-2030. WA 89-91 Points
It is laden with luscious honeyed fruit, orange zest and
mandarin, minerals and barley sugar. There is a wonderful
viscous texture that remains precise, well-balanced and
LAFAURIE PEYRAGUEY
2009
750 ML composed until the very end. I have to insert a question
(Sauternes)
mark due to the sulphur issue, but I recommend either
laying the bottle down for several years or affording it 12-24
hours decanting. WA 93 Points
Concentrated wine. Intense aromas of grilled meat, spice
and plum skin. Full-bodied, with big silky tannins and lots of
LAFON ROCHET (Saint-Estephe)
2000
750 ML
fruit. Long and chewy. Best after 2007. 11,165 cases made.
–JS WS 91 Points
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DESCRIPTION

VINTAGE
SIZE
REVIEWS
Products that are ALL RED and have RED STRIKES through them are SOLD OUT
There's an impressive richness to this wine along with
elegance. With its vanilla character from the wood aging, it
LALANDE BORIE (Saint-Julien)
2012
750 ML has smoothness and structure at the same time. At the end,
the wine's freshness and juicy black fruits become more
apparent. Drink from 2019. WE 90 Points
The 2009, which is inky blue/purple to the rim, is a final
blend of 48% Cabernet Sauvignon, 48% Merlot and 4%
Petit Verdot at 14% natural alcohol. The wine has a
beautiful blueberry-scented nose with hints of acacia
flowers, licorice, graphite and some subtle charcoal and
LASCOMBES (Margaux)
2009
750 ML background oak. Clearly a modern style of Margaux, it is
pure, seamless, full-bodied and opulent, and the high
glycerin and silky texture of 2009 are brilliantly displayed in
this wine. Drink it over the next 15+ years, although it is
certainly capable of lasting well past two decades. WA 94
Points
This has a gorgeous core of steeped plum, boysenberry
and black currant coulis flavors, backed by a prominent
graphite note that drives through the lengthy finish, where
LATOUR (Pauillac)
2011
750 ML
extra hints of anise and sweet tobacco flitter in the
background. Regal. Best from 2018 through 2035. 5,835
cases made. –JMWS 96 Points
This is a sexy, soft, round wine with notes of sweet red and
black fruits intermixed with hints of truffle, tobacco leaf, and
spice. Medium to full-bodied with sweet fruit and a savory
LATOUR A POMEROL (Pomerol)
2006
750 ML
mouthfeel in an up-front, forward style, this wine needs 2-3
years of cellaring and should drink up to 15 years or more.
WS 90 Points
A beautiful wine from the Moueix stable of right bank
offerings, the 2009 Latour a Pomerol displays a dense
plum/ruby/purple color along with a bouquet of mocha,
roasted nuts, wood smoke, truffles and sweet cherries. FullLATOUR A POMEROL (Pomerol)
2009
750 ML
bodied, round and generous with sweet tannin,
considerable power and no hard edges, this is a surprisingly
up-front, precocious effort that can be drunk now or cellared
for two decades. WA 92 Points
Tasted blind at the Southwold 2012 tasting. The 2012
LaTour-Martillac Blanc has a clean, well-defined bouquet
with citrus lemon, yellow flowers and light chalky scents.
The palate is fresh and lively on the entry, bright with a
LATOUR MARTILLAC Blanc
2012
750 ML
touch of spice, greengage and gooseberry notes flowing
(Pessac-Leognan)
towards the sustained finish. This is a delightful white
Bordeaux from LaTour-Matillac. Tasted January 2016. WA
92 Points
The 2014 Latour-Martillac Blanc builds upon its promise en
primeur, offering succinct aromas of citrus fruit, linseed and
a touch of jasmine. I appreciate the detail and the focus of
this white Pessac. The palate is fresh and vibrant with really
LATOUR MARTILLAC Blanc
2014
750 ML lip-smacking salinity on the entry, a wine determined to grab
(Pessac-Leognan)
your attention straight from the off. And why not when it is
this good? Brimming with tension and vivacity, it fans out
gloriously towards the finish. One of the best white wines
from this estate in recent years—bravo! WA 93 Points
This savory red offers tobacco, mineral and smoke notes,
with a core of black cherry. Supple on the palate, but
LAUSSAC (Castillon Cotes de
2009
750 ML
supported by firm tannins. Fresh and balanced. Drink now
Bordeaux)
through 2019. 6,665 cases made. WS 89 Points
Big tannins give this wine a powerful structure. It has a
dense texture that is slowly revealing the sweet-tasting fruit.
LE BON PASTEUR (Pomerol)
2009
750 ML
Powerful and concentrated, it has a long future. WE 93
Points
This is a shockingly good wine, although at present I would
rate what they produced in 2008 as the finest Le Gay since
the 1950. However, do not discount this 2007. Yields were
only 25 hectoliters per hectare, and the final blend of 90%
Merlot and 10% Cabernet Franc achieved 13.5% natural
alcohol. There are just over 1,000 cases of this wine due to
LE GAY (Pomerol)
2007
750 ML a severe selection. The wine exhibits fabulous blackberry
and mulberry fruit intermixed with notions of graphite,
charcoal, truffle, and incense. Medium to full-bodied, deep,
and lush, with some structure, but not the masculinity and
tannic power that most vintages of Le Gay possess, this
2007 will benefit from several years of bottle age, and
should drink well for 15+. Bravo! WA91 Points
With a deep garnet color, the nose is fruity with spiced
notes against a background of charred wood. In mouth, it
LE PETIT DE LA TOUR CARNET
2009
750 ML
has beautiful red fruits aromas supported by powerful
(Medoc)
tannins with a firm and persistent finish. AJ
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VINTAGE
SIZE
REVIEWS
Products that are ALL RED and have RED STRIKES through them are SOLD OUT
The 2015 Le Petit Haut Lafitte Blanc shows the brightness
and tension from the elevated presence of Sauvignon Blanc
in the blend along with a measure of lightly honeyed
unctuousness from the Sémillon. Lemon peel, white
LE PETIT HAUT LAFITTE Blanc
2015
750 ML
flowers, sage and mint are front and center in this finely
(Pessac-Leognan)
sculpted, expressive white from Smith Haut Lafitte. Le Petit
is 80% Sauvignon Blanc and 20% Sémillon. Vinous 90-93
Points
Fruit and freshness, allied with surprising breed, rule the
day here. Thanks to the substantial Cabernet component,
the wine opens with a lovely note of strawberry-infused
LE PIN D'AMBERT (Bordeaux)
2015
750 ML
crème de cassis. On the palate, there's surprising grip to
the pure, plucky, and seductively ripe fruit. Minimal tannins
assure that the fine fruit sails on to the finish. AJ
The dark ruby/plum/purple 2012 exhibits notes of graphite,
cedar wood, roasted herbs and sweet red and black
LE THIL (Pessac-Leognan)
2012
750 ML
currants. This medium-bodied, elegant yet rich wine should
drink well for a decade or more. WA 89-91 Points
Dense ruby/purple, with cassis licorice and forest floors
notes in the aromatics, Léoville-Barton’s 2012 is a relatively
LEOVILLE BARTON (Saint-Julien)
2012
750 ML big, rich, masculine style of wine. This full-bodied wine
11 bottles are available
needs 5-8 years of cellaring and should evolve easily for
25-30 years. WA 92 Points
I love the nose of blackberries, blueberries, flowers and
citrus. Hints of stones and wet earth. Full body and ultraLEOVILLE LAS CASES (Saint2014
750 ML
fine tannins that are so long and seamless. Incredible
Julien)
length. A wine that you want to drink now. JS 98 Points
One of the finest over-achieving efforts in this vintage as
well as a “best buy” for a top-flight St.-Julien, this 2008 is an
irresistible success. It reveals an opaque ruby/purple color,
lots of unctuosity and a boatload of sweet cassis and black
LEOVILLE POYFERRE (Saint2008
750 ML cherry fruit intertwined with notions of licorice, smoke and
Julien)
oak. Full-bodied, remarkably concentrated and stunningly
pure and textured, this sensational wine is already drinking
well, and will be even better with 2-3 years of cellaring. It
should last for 20-25 years. Bravo! WA 94 Points
This property, which has been on a qualitative tear over the
last generation, has produced one of the most successful
wines of 2011. A blend of 60% Cabernet Sauvignon, 30%
Merlot and the rest Petit Verdot and Cabernet Franc, it is
LEOVILLE POYFERRE (Saint2011
750 ML broad, rich, medium to full-bodied and dense. It boasts an
Julien)
inky/purple color as well as lots of concentration, silky
tannins, and a bigger, richer mouthfeel than any of its St.Julien peers. The result is one of the stars of the vintage.
WA 94/WE 94 Points
The wine out distances both Leoville Las Cases and
Leoville Barton, but all three of them are compelling efforts.
Full-bodied, dense purple in color, with floral notes
intermixed with blackberries, cassis, graphite and spring
flowers, this full-bodied, legendary effort is long and
opulent, with wonderfully abundant yet sweet tannin, a
skyscraper-like mid-palate and a thrilling, nearly one-minute
finish. This spectacular effort from Poyferre that should
LEOVILLE POYFERRE (Saint2010
750 ML drink well for 30+ years.
Julien)

LEOVILLE-BARTON (Saint-Julien)

2001

750 ML

Another spectacular wine from the Cuvelier family, Leoville
Poyferre (along with Ducru Beaucaillou) may be one of the
two best wines of St.-Julien year after year these days. This
is a large estate, covering nearly 200 acres, and the final
blend of the 2010 Leoville Poyferre is 56% Cabernet
Sauvignon, a whopping 34% Merlot and the rest 7% Petit
Verdot and 3% Cabernet Franc. WA 98+/WE 98 Points
A wonderfully firm, concentrated wine that walks a fine,
balanced line between richness and poised structure. It is
classic in the best sense, showing all the shape of a fine
Bordeaux, while adding the extra dimension of the freshest
of black fruits, complexity from a few hints of wood, and a
dark, brooding, long-lasting aftertaste. WE 96 Points

REG PRICE

SALE PRICE

$42.99

$37.99

$12.99

$10.99

$29.99

$22.99

$89.99

$65.99

$225.99

$179.99

$129.99

$89.99

$105.99

$85.99

$229.99

$179.99

$159.99

$129.99

ITEM

40136

40137

16381

16392

15134

15125

30444

23622

2598

20551

DESCRIPTION

VINTAGE
SIZE
REVIEWS
Products that are ALL RED and have RED STRIKES through them are SOLD OUT
I found this to be one of the more backward wines of the
2000 vintage and gave it a window of maturity of 2015-2040
when I reviewed it in 2003. In my two recent tastings of it, I
changed that window to 2018-2050, which probably says
more than the following tasting note could say. This is a
behemoth – dense, highly extracted, very tannic, broodingly
backward, with a dense purple color and very little evolution
since it was bottled 8 years ago. Wonderfully sweet cedar
LEOVILLE-BARTON (Saint-Julien)
2000
750 ML and fruitcake notes are intermixed with hints of creme de
cassis, licorice, and earthy forest floor. It is full-bodied and
tannic, with everything in place, but like so many wines that
come from Leoville Barton, it makes a mockery of many
modern-day consumers wanting a wine for immediate
gratification. Those who bought it should continue to
exercise patience and be proud to own a wonderful classic
with five decades of longevity ahead of it. WS 96/WE
96/WA 95+ Points
As so often, Léoville-Barton stands out for its style and
elegance. With fresh fruit and acidity allied to generous
LEOVILLE-BARTON (Saint-Julien)
2004
750 ML tannins, it sums up the character of the 2004 vintage. Very
classic in Bordeaux terms: not hugely powerful, but
delicious. WE 94 Points
87% Cabernet Sauvignon - 13% Merlot
Les Allées de Cantemerle is a consistently supple and
LES ALLEES DE CANTEMERLE
elegant wine for early drinking. The wine is approchable
(Haut-Medoc) 7 bottles are
2010
750 ML
now for its full freshness and delicate, pleasant fruitiness.
available
The wine is charming with evoking notes of coffee and wild
flowers. AJ
Offers a plush feel, with warm cocoa and steeped blueberry
notes leading the way, backed by dark, fleshy plum and
LES CARMES HAUT-BRION
blackberry fruit. A loamy edge takes over on the finish,
(Pessac-Leognan) 11 bottles are
2010
750 ML
revealing a flicker of tobacco in the background. Best from
available
2015 through 2025. 2,083 cases made.
–JM WS 91 Points
From the famous proprietor Denis Durantou, this blend of
90% Merlot and 10% Cabernet Franc from a vineyard just
adjacent to its more famous neighbor, Pomerol, is a terrific
2012, one of the best Les Cruzelles I’ve tasted, right up
there with some of the impressive Lalande de Pomerols of
LES CRUZELLES (Lalande de
2012
750 ML
2009 and 2010. This wine is supple-textured, opulent and
Pomerol)
full-bodied, with a dense ruby/purple color, loads of mocha,
black cherry and currant fruit. Long, full-bodied, rich, it is
best drunk over the next 10-12 years. A sleeper of the
vintage. WA 90 Points
This wine is characterized by both structure and rich
fruitiness. A dark, smoky character brings out the solid
tannins that underlie the black currant fruitiness and the
LES FORTS DE LATOUR
2011
750 ML
balance. Although it doesn’t have power, an intensity gives
(Pauillac)
a flavor that lasts in the mouth. Drink this wine from 2018
WE 93 Points
Made from 100% organic grapes, and certified organic by
Ecocert, the prestigious European licensing authority, this
wine opens with a highly floral nose. This is followed on the
LES GARELLES (Bordeaux)
2015
750 ML
palate by upfront, red fruit, seasoned by new oak. The finish
certified organic
is fine and very inviting. Drinks beautifully now with brief
aeration. For the price this Bordeaux is a no brainer! AJ
One of the cru bourgeois estates in the empire of Bernard
Magrez, this may possibly be the best wine Les Grands
Chenes has yet made. From old vines (average age 45) in
the very northern part of the Medoc, the final blend of 51%
Merlot, 43% Cabernet Sauvignon and the rest Cabernet
Franc hit 14% natural alcohol. The wine displays loads of
LES GRANDES CHENES (Medoc)
2009
750 ML
espresso roast, black chocolate, creme de cassis, forest
floor and tobacco leaf in a full-bodied, opulent, and
flamboyant style. Dense, rich and deep in fruit, it exhibits
the plush, silky tannins that are a signature of Michel
Rolland, the overall consultant for all of the Magrez estates.
Drink it over the next 7-8 years. WA 90 Points
The Reiffers family has turned out a seductive 2005 offering
notes of blueberries and raspberries interwoven with
LES GRANDES MURAILLES
notions of crushed rocks and spring flowers. With medium
(Saint-Emilion) 10 bottles are
2005
750 ML
body, sweet tannin, and outstanding purity, density, and
available
ripeness, it is relatively approachable for a 2005.
Anticipated maturity: 2011-2023.WA 91/WS 91 Points
This is a delicious, ripe wine that is packed with apricot,
apple and pear fruits. It is tangy and freshly fruity. The
LES HAUTS DE LAGARDE Blanc
2016
750 ML
bright, rich fruit continues right through this wine that is
(Bordeaux) certified organic
ready to drink now. WE

REG PRICE

SALE PRICE

$249.99

$179.99

$149.99

$129.99

$22.99

$17.99

$79.99

$62.99

$35.99

$25.99

$249.99

$175.99

$15.99

$13.99

$59.99

$39.99

$79.99

$64.99

$15.99

$13.99

ITEM

40170

4014034

40171

21856

15131

13925

25543

12574

40142

13900

23582

DESCRIPTION

VINTAGE
SIZE
REVIEWS
Products that are ALL RED and have RED STRIKES through them are SOLD OUT
Lafon-Rochet is an estate that is producing some very fine
wines. This second wine is a good reflection of the quality.
With its powerful tannins and dark concentration, it is a still
LES PELERINS DE LAFON
2010
750 ML
young. Blackberry fruits are paired with the dry core of
ROCHET (Saint-Estephe)
tannin to give a wine for aging. Drink from 2019. WE 91
Points
Fantastic aromas of blueberries, orange peel and flowers.
Full-bodied, fruity — yet silky and focused with a beautiful
LILLIAN LADOUYS
2014
750 ML
center palate of fruit and ripe tannins. Remains fresh and
gorgeous. Best ever. Drink in 2019. JS 93/WE 93 Points
A forward, flattering style, with slightly soft-edged plum,
blackberry and boysenberry fruit, lined with subtle mint,
cocoa and black licorice notes. Picks up some grip on the
LUCIA (Saint-Emilion)
2012
750 ML
finish, revealing a light briary edge, but stays polished
overall. For the hedonist crowd. Drink now through 2020.
750 cases made. WS
A healthy, youthful dark plum/ruby/purple color is followed
by a bouquet of smoke, barbecued meats, black currants
and new saddle leather. With full body and sweet tannin,
LYNCH BAGES (Pauillac)
2003
750 ML
this 2003 is strutting its stuff. Although it is not as fine as the
1989, 1990, or 2000, it is a complex, classic Pauillac to
enjoy over the next decade. WA 94 Points
This has a very solid core of dark plum, crushed black
currant and blackberry fruit, with lightly firm flesh and good
drive through the finish, where alder and iron notes fill in.
LYNCH BAGES (Pauillac)
2012
750 ML
Shows excellent energy and depth, while harnessing the
austere edge of the vintage. Best from 2018 through 2025.
WS 92 Points
The 2010 Lynch Bages is an absolutely brilliant wine, and
somewhat reminiscent at this stage in its development of
the profound 1989. Jean-Charles Cazes, who took over for
his father a number of years ago, has produced a
magnificent wine with the classic creme de cassis note
intermixed with smoke, graphite and spring flowers. It is a
LYNCH BAGES (Pauillac)
2010
750 ML
massive Lynch Bages, full-bodied and very 1989-ish, with
notable power, loads of tannin, and extraordinary
concentration and precision. This is not a Lynch Bages to
drink in its exuberant youth, but one to hold on to for 5-6
years and drink over the following three decades. WA
96/WS 96 Points
A sensational effort for the vintage, this textured, opulent,
superb Lynch Bages is already strutting its stuff and should
easily last for 20 years. Medium to full-bodied with an
LYNCH BAGES (Pauillac) 6
2008
750 ML opaque dense purple color, notes of flowers and cassis, a
bottles are available
layered texture that builds incrementally in the mouth and
tremendous purity and depth, it can be drunk now or
cellared for two decades or more. Bravo! WA 93 Points
Wonderful nose of crushed berry, lavender and stones. Full
body with integrated tannins and a fresh finish. Lively and
LYONNAT (Lussac Saint-Emilion)
2011
750 ML
delicious already but will soften with bottle age. Better in
2017. JS 91 Points
Another great wine in this vintage, the 2012 Malescot offers
up tremendous level of black fruits, charcoal and intense, a
medium to full-bodied mouthfeel, sensational purity, low
MALESCOT ST EXUPERY
2012
750 ML
acidity and ripe tannins. It is full-bodied, stunning,
(Margaux)
multidimensional, and a compelling example of this vintage.
Anticipated maturity: 2017-2030+. WA93/WS 93 Points
An amazing success in this vintage, the dark ruby/purplehued 2008 reveals its noble terroir in its complex aromatics
of spring flowers and burning embers/charcoal. A medium
MALESCOT ST. EXUPERY
2008
750 ML to full-bodied mouthfeel displaying no hard edges and a
(Margaux)
seamless integration of acidity, tannin, alcohol and wood
result in an approachable, already evolved wine that can be
drunk now or cellared for 15+ years. WA 93 Points
This is a stunning Chateau Margaux, made in a sexy, upfront, elegant style, with deep creme de cassis fruit
intermixed with spring flowers, a solid inner core of richness
and depth, but again, very sweet tannins as well as striking
minerality and elegance. One of the most seductive
MARGAUX (Margaux) 11 bottles
2008
750 ML Chateau Margauxs given its recent bottling, this blend of
are available
87% Cabernet Sauvignon, 10% Merlot, and the rest tiny
quantities of Cabernet Franc and Petit Verdot should drink
beautifully for the next 25-30 years. Remarkably, a mere
36% of the entire production was selected for the 2008
Chateau Margaux. WA 94 Points

REG PRICE

SALE PRICE

$35.99

$29.99

$34.99

$29.99

$52.99

$45.99

$199.99

$164.99

$119.99

$89.99

$239.99

$189.99

$159.99

$125.99

$25.99

$22.99

$69.99

$55.99

$79.99

$65.99

$649.99

$499.99

ITEM

8455

17830

40143

40144

6039

DESCRIPTION

VINTAGE
SIZE
REVIEWS
Products that are ALL RED and have RED STRIKES through them are SOLD OUT
The elegant 2007 Chateau Margaux’s purity, depth of fruit,
and overall equilibrium are impressive. A dark ruby/purple
color is accompanied by notes of spring flowers, black
currants, and blackberries, a soft, lush, medium to fullMARGAUX (Margaux) 3 bottles
2007
750 ML
bodied mouthfeel, and delicacy allied to impressive depth,
are available
texture, and length. Already drinkable, it should continue to
offer exceptional pleasure for 15 or more years. WA 92
Points
This is lovely, with enticing, velvety plum sauce, macerated
red currant fruit, black tea and incense notes that have
melded beautifully. This shows a lovely tug of earth at the
MARGAUX (Margaux) 7 bottles
2004
750 ML very end, retaining some grip for further cellaring, despite
are available
being approachable now. A lovely wine.—Non-blind
Château Margaux vertical (December 2013). Drink now
through 2029. 12,500 cases made. –JM . WS 94 Points
Located in the Entre-Deux-Mers region, Chateau Marjosse
is today owned by one of the many members of the Lurton
family, Pierre Lurton, who is also director of Cheval Blanc
and CEO of Chateau d'Yquem. The wine is a blend of equal
MARJOSSE Blanc (Bordeaux)
2016
750 ML
parts Semillon and Sauvignon Blanc with a small amount of
Muscadelle added in; it offers a citrus nose with hints of cut
grass, pineapple and lemon and tons of flavor on a long and
bright palate. AJ
The 2014 Mazeyres has a vivid and vibrant bouquet with
upfront red cherry and crushed strawberry aromas, tinged
with orange blossom and peony scents. It feels actually
more Saint Emilion in style than Pomerol. The palate is
MAZEYRES (Pomerol)
2014
750 ML medium-bodied with fine tannin. It is linear and strict unlike
the aromatics, a more conservative Pomerol compared to
others, though detailed and with appreciable tension on the
finish. This is a charming Pomerol that I suspect will
develop plenty of joie-de-vivre with time. WA 90 Points
A blend of 60% Merlot, 30% Cabernet Franc, and 10%
Cabernet Sauvignon, the 2006 possesses a dense
ruby/purple color as well as a sweet perfume of espresso
roast, damp earth, new oak, black cherries, and black
currants. Medium to full-bodied with exceptional purity,
surprising intensity, good texture, and sweet tannin in the
finish, this unfiltered cuvee should drink well for 12-15
years.
MONBOUSQUET (Saint-Emilion)
2006
750 ML

2344

MONTROSE (Saint-Estephe) 9
bottles are available

2005

750 ML

40145

MONTVIEL (Pomerol)

2012

750 ML

9667

MOUTON ROTHSCHILD (Pauillac)
8 bottles are available

2006

750 ML

23557

MOUTON ROTHSCHILD (Pauillac)
9 bottles are available

2008

750 ML

40146

NENIN (Pomerol)

2012

750 ML

The residence and home estate of Chantal and Gerard
Perse has once again turned in a serious effort. From sandy
soils that have been largely dismissed as a good source for
high quality wine production, Monbousquet, through
extraordinary viticultural work, and doing everything right in
the cellar, continues to turn out one of Bordeaux's finer
wines. WA 92 Points
The 2005 Montrose is an exceptionally tannic, broodingly
backward offering displaying a dense ruby/purple color
along with a provocative perfume of crushed rocks, flowers,
cassis, black raspberries, and blueberries. It continues to
add weight and richness, good traits considering the
substantial, forbiddingly high tannin levels and zesty acidity.
If you are over the age of fifty, this backward, powerful wine
will probably be more enjoyable to your descendants.
Anticipated maturity: 2020-2040+ WA 95 Points
Fleshy and succulent, with dark fig, boysenberry and
blueberry paste flavors melded together and backed by
notes of charcoal, licorice snap and incense. Shows solid
range and character. WS 90-93 Points
A major sleeper of the vintage and a great effort, the 2006
Mouton-Rothschild boasts abundant notes of crème de
cassis, licorice, truffles, forest floor and cedarwood. The
stunning aromatics are still somewhat primary, but the wine
is full-bodied with sweet, abundant tannin. Built like a
skyscraper with multiple dimensions, this superconcentrated, beautiful blend of 87% Cabernet Sauvignon
and 13% Merlot should drink well for 30+ years. WA
96/Vinous 96+ Points
From an underrated vintage for many Bordeaux wines, the
2008 Mouton-Rothschild reveals classic notes of cigar box,
forest floor, underbrush, vanillin, camphor, chocolate and
abundant blackcurrant and blackberry fruit. Beautifully
finessed tannins coat the mouth, giving the wine a savory,
expansive texture with no hard edges. It still has some
tannin to shed, but this beauty is evolving quickly,
displaying wonderful secondary nuances. It should age for
25+ years. WA 94/WS 94/Vinous 94 Points
Chewy and rich with a walnut, almond and delicate
chocolate character as well as the ripe fruit. Full and very
rich. Drink now. JS 93 Points

REG PRICE

SALE PRICE

$599.99

$449.99

$649.99

$499.99

$16.99

$13.99

$37.99

$32.99

$72.99

$62.99

$199.99

$149.99

$54.99

$44.99

$749.99

$559.99

$899.99

$499.99

$62.99

$52.99

ITEM

40147

4014035

16387

14993

16389

14916

40149

25877

6041

23682

40150

DESCRIPTION

VINTAGE
SIZE
REVIEWS
Products that are ALL RED and have RED STRIKES through them are SOLD OUT
The wine shows the success of white wines in the 2014
vintage. Initially it has lively acidity and a crisp texture. Then
OLIVIER Blanc (Pessac-Leognan)
2014
750 ML the palate fills out with complex citrus, pineapple and
apricot flavors. The aftertaste—juicy and tangy—is already
delicious. Drink from 2021. WE 95 Points
Earthy and savory, this starts rich and mellow then slowly
turns in the stern direction. A lot of personality and
ORMES DE PEZ (Saint-Estephe)
2014
750 ML
character, and power for long ageing. Try in 2020. JS 93
Points
This stunning wine is one of the vintage’s great successes.
Administrator Thomas Duroux has fashioned a modern day
version of Palmer’s brilliant 1966. Displaying a rare
combination of power and elegance, this dense purplePALMER (Margaux) 8 bottles
2004
750 ML colored offering exhibits notes of blackberries, truffles,
available
flowers, incense, and camphor. Long, classic, and medium
to full-bodied with stunning texture and richness, this superb
effort is a candidate for the finest Margaux of the vintage.
Anticipated maturity: 2011-2025+. WA 94 Points
The 2011 Pape Clement, a blend of 57% Cabernet
Sauvignon, 38% Merlot and the rest Petit Verdot and
Cabernet Franc, was aged 18 months in new French oak
before being bottled unfiltered. Absolutely profound, with a
complex bouquet of mulberries, black cherries, black
PAPE CLEMENT (Pessac2011
750 ML currants, graphite and subtle smoke and burning ember-like
Leognan)
aromas, this is a true super-star of the vintage. It represents
a remarkable achievement by the winemaking team of
Bernard Magrez. Full-bodied, rich and multidimensional,
this wine clearly transcends the entire vintage. It should age
effortlessly for 25 years. WA 96 Points
One of the top successes of the vintage, this blend of 50%
Cabernet Sauvignon, 45% Merlot and the rest Cabernet
Franc and Petit Verdot was harvested between October 8
and 24. The late harvest ensured perfect ripeness as
PAPE CLEMENT (Pessac2008
750 ML evidenced by the sweet bouquet of black cherries, lead
Leognan) 3 bottles are available
pencil shavings, cassis and subtle barbecue smoke. Wellbalanced with good acidity, ripe tannins, medium to full
body and a layered mouthfeel, this excellent 2008 can be
drunk now and over the next 15+ years.WA 95 Points
Aged in oak barrels, this lovely Sauternes from the village of
Fargues has a beautiful golden colour. The nose reveals
aromas of candied fruits, quince and lovely spices with oaky
PARTARRIEU (Sauternes)
2011
750 ML
notes, together with orange peel. So complex!
You will love its perfect balance between sugar and
acidity… A real treasure from Sauternes.AJ
Consultants Nicolas Thienpont and Stephane Derenoncourt
have produced a beautiful St.-Emilion that tastes like the
quintessence of crushed rocks intermixed with blueberry,
PAVIE MACQUIN (Saint-Emilion)
2008
750 ML blackberry, black raspberry, licorice, camphor and truffle
notes. This full-bodied effort should drink well in 4-5 years,
and last for two decades or more. It achieved 14.5% natural
alcohol. WA 94+/WE 94 Points
Ripe but focused, with heather, salted butter, macadamia
nut, white peach and Jonagold apple notes. This has weight
and definition, kept honest by a hint of tarragon on the
PAVILLON BLANC DU CHATEAU
MARGAUX (Margaux) 4 bottles
2010
750 ML finish. Very long and pure, showing a youthful vibrancy and
a precision that should carry this in the cellar longer than
are available
you might expect. Drink now through 2020. 1,250 cases
made. –JM WS 93 Points
Produced from 100% Sauvignon Blanc, this superb dry,
lemony white reveals hints of spring flowers, orange peel,
PAVILLON BLANC DU CHATEAU
crushed rocks, and a subtle touch of smoke. MediumMARGAUX (Margaux) 8 bottles
2006
750 ML
bodied with superb texture as well as purity, this is a
are available
dazzling example of white Bordeaux. Anticipated maturity:
now-2020. WA 93 Points
This really sneaks up on you, with laserlike focus to the
blanched macadamia nut, honeysuckle, white peach and
PAVILLON BLANC DU CHATEAU
creamed yellow apple fruit flavors. Very sleek and
MARGAUX (Margaux) Only 1
2009
750 ML
restrained, with a long, stone-framed finish that's as pure as
bottle is available
freshly fallen snow. Best from 2013 through 2023. –JM WS
94 Points
Fantastic aromas of crushed berries, violets, licorice and
blueberries. Full body, silky and firm tannins and a long and
PEBY FAUGERES (Saint-Emilion)
2014
750 ML
flavorful finish. Such class for the vintage. Powerful. Better
in 2022. JS 96 Points

REG PRICE

SALE PRICE

$42.99

$34.99

$37.99

$32.99

$299.99

$229.99

$119.99

$89.99

$129.99

$99.99

$29.99

$22.99

$104.99

$89.99

$279.99

$219.99

$249.99

$169.99

$259.99

$219.99

$125.99

$110.99

ITEM

40172

13917

13933

40090

26878

21877

14995

13889

40151

40152

25883

DESCRIPTION

VINTAGE
SIZE
REVIEWS
Products that are ALL RED and have RED STRIKES through them are SOLD OUT
The 2014 La Petite Eglise, pure Merlot picked on 3 October,
is always a little gem and probably deserves more respect
from cognoscenti. It has a gorgeously pure bouquet with
ebullient red berry fruit, perhaps showing now more blue
PETITE EGLISE (Pomerol)
2014
750 ML fruit, since I last tasted it. The palate is medium-bodied with
supple ripe tannin, pure red cherry and strawberry coulis
intermingled with cold stone and a touch of blood orange.
There is wonderful precision on the finish. This is just
superb and doubtless great value. WA 91 Points
As for the big sibling, the 2012 Pichon Baron (80%
Cabernet Sauvignon and 20% Merlot) probably has the
most saturated purple color of the Pauillacs. Its structure is
apparent, and the wine offers a wealth of blackcurrant fruit
PICHON BARON (Pauillac)
2012
750 ML interwoven with licorice, graphite, and background toasty
oak. Full-bodied, opulent and moderately tannic, this wine is
approachable now because of its low acidity, but promises
to age beautifully for 20+ years. This is another great
classic from Pichon Baron. WA 93 Points
The grande dame, the 2012 Pichon Lalande represents
only 50% of their harvest production. It has soft, round
tannins, endearing elegance, and up-front fruit. It is not a
blockbuster, but its lush, richly fruity style is charming and
seductive, with raspberry, blueberry, mocha and
PICHON LALANDE (Pauillac) 9
2012
750 ML blackcurrant fruit and a deep ruby/purple color. This
bottles are available
medium-bodied, supple-textured wine is surprisingly
precocious and forward, and therefore best drunk over the
next 15 years. The final blend was 59% Cabernet
Sauvignon, 28% Merlot, 8% Cabernet Franc and 5% Petit
Verdot. WA 90 Points
The 2006 Pichon Lalande, which blows away the 2005,
represents a return to the velvety-textured, rich, sexy style
most readers would associate with Pichon Lalande. This
blend of 64% Cabernet Sauvignon and 36% Merlot no Petit
PICHON LONGUEVILLE
Verdot was included in the final blend exhibits a dense
COMTESSE DE LALANDE
2006
750 ML
purple color as well as abundant aromas of chocolate,
(Pauillac)
coffee, cedar, black currants, and a subtle touch of smoke,
a rich, savory, full-bodied mouthfeel, plump, fleshy fruit, and
a superb finish. This is a 21st century version of the brilliant
1996. Anticipated maturity: 2013-2030 WA 95/WE 94 Points
The potential for a juicy, fruity wine lurks here beneath the
youthful, extracted tannins. The wine certainly has density,
PLINCE (Pomerol)
2009
750 ML
with its rich structure coming through strongly. However, it
needs aging over at least 10 years. WE 90 Points
The 2003 Le Plus smells like a chocolate fudge sunday with
notes of caramel, chocolate, vanilla, blackberries, and
PLUS DE LA FLEUR DE BOUARD
sweet cherry jam. Possessing great depth and plenty of
(Lalande-de-Pomerol) 5 bottles
2003
750 ML
flesh as well as some heavy duty tannins, it should drink
are available
well between 2008-2023. This cuvee tips the scales at 14%
natural alcohol. WA 90+ Points
This impeccably run, biodynamically farmed estate of Alfred
Tesseron goes from strength to strength. The 2012
triumphs once again with its notes of dark plum,
blackcurrant, licorice and almost a hint of truffle, its fullPONTET CANET (Pauillac) certified organic- 3 bottles are
2012
750 ML bodied, supple tannins, and beautiful, expensive mouthfeel.
Complex and deep, this dense ruby/purple-colored wine
available
may not be at the level of the 2009 or 2010, but it is a
successful wine in this vintage, and a significant wine in
2012. Anticipated maturity: 2017-2035. WA 93 Points
Enticing blackberry and licorice character, with a tiny bit of
PONTET CANET (Pauillac) 8
2001
750 ML tobacco. Full-bodied, with silky tannins and a serious finish.
bottles available
Best after 2007. –JSWS 90 Points
Shows smoky new wood and black currant fruit. This is a
structured wine, powerful, while preserving just the right
POTENSAC (Medoc)
2009
750 ML
balance of acidity. It's dark and dense in character, yet with
great freshness. WE 92 Points
A superb value for Jean-Hubert Delon, the 2005 Potensac
has a deep ruby/purple color, a classic bouquet of sweet
red and black fruits, as well as gorgeous texture and purity.
POTENSAC (Medoc)
2005
750 ML
Medium-bodied and concentrated, this wine behaves like a
Medoc cru classe. Moreover, it will age very well for 10-15
years. Very impressive! WA 90/Vinous 90 Points
Dark and enticing, with a subtle smoky frame around the
core of mulled plum, black currant and blackberry fruit. The
POUJEAUX (Moulis-en-Medoc)
2010
750 ML long, graceful finish is inlaid with flecks of charcoal, black
tea and singed sandalwood. Best from 2014 through 2022.
25,000 cases made. –JM WS 91 Points
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DESCRIPTION

VINTAGE
SIZE
REVIEWS
Products that are ALL RED and have RED STRIKES through them are SOLD OUT
Consistent notes to the bottle tasted at Southwold several
weeks earlier. It has a well-defined bouquet with scents of
spice, peach skin, mandarin and a slight marine-like accent
that was noticeable on the 2008. The palate is wellRAYNE VIGNEAU (Sauternes)
2009
750 ML balanced with a viscous entry. It has a candied purity with
good acidity, although there is still some oak to be resolved
on the finish. Give this beauty another two or three years to
show what it can really do. Drink 2016-2030. Tasted April
2013. WA 93+/WS 93 Points
A wine with a seamless tannin structure of ripe tannins.
RESERVE DE LA COMTESSE
2011
750 ML Very fine and polished. Lovely subtle fruit. Well done for
(Pauillac)
second wine of Pichon Lalande. JS 90-91 Points
The 2015 Château Reynon Blanc has a crisp Granny Smith
apple and limestone-scented bouquet that is linear and
focused, yet bounding full of energy. The palate is mediumREYNON Blanc (Bordeaux)
2015
750 ML bodied with a lively, citrus-driven entry backed by hints of
pineapple and guava. Harmonious from start to finish and
with impressive substance, this is a great Reynon Blanc
from Denis Dubourdieu. WA 90-92 Points
Shows enticing aromas of toffee, cream, dried apricot and
caramel. Full-bodied, very sweet and thick, with honey and
RIEUSSEC (Sauternes)
2005
750 ML caramel flavors. Long and rich, oozing with sweet, ripe fruit,
this is like liquid candy. Best after 2016.WS 96/WA 96
Points
The team at Chateau Rieussec have conjured a stellar wine
in 2009. There is a little reduction at first that fortunately
blows away, revealing thickly layered scents of honey,
Danish pastry and quince that appear to gain vigor with
RIEUSSEC (Sauternes)
2009
750 ML every passing sip. The palate is stunning: very viscous in
the mouth with tangy grapefruit, honey and white peach. It
is still primal, but the acidity is perfectly judged and there is
a life-affirming sense of precision and tension towards the
finish. Exceptional. Drink now-2045. WA 97 Points
The 2010 Rieussec was missing a little intellect when I
tasted it from barrel. Now in bottle it has become a
contender for the finest Sauternes of the vintage. It is
blessed with a pure and lifted bouquet with ripe peach,
nectarine and honey, hints of shaved ginger poke their head
above the surface with aeration. It is very subtle. The palate
RIEUSSEC (Sauternes)
2010
750 ML
is medium-bodied with fine tannins, perfectly judged acidity
and convincing harmony. This is a sophisticated Sauternes
with superb mineralite and outstanding persistency. I will
confess that I pinned this as "Yquem" and was both
shocked and pleased when its identity was revealed. Go
buy. Drink 2016-2035. WA 96/WE 96/JS 96 Points
Ruby-red. Expressive nose melds black raspberry, dark
chocolate, espresso and smoky oak. Sweet, lush and
seamless; a silky, subtle midweight, with lovely clarity of
ROL VALENTIN (Saint-Emilion)
2001
750 ML raspberry, coffee and floral flavors. Finishes floral and fine,
with ripe tannins and subtle persistence. Again, this is
distinctly Vosne-Romanee-like, and utterly seductive.
Vinous 91 Points
Château Roques de Jean Lice is a rather serious and
powerful wine which develops red fruits and sweet spice
ROQUES DE JEANLICE
2015
750 ML
aromas on the palate. The finish is long with mineral(Bordeaux)
inflicted tannins. AJ
Classic "old vines" Bordeaux from a great estate. Clean and
ROUSTAING (Bordeaux)
2015
750 ML medium bodied with red and black currants, tobacco and
espresso notes with fine tannins. AJ
This sports a slightly exotic core of raspberry and
blackberry fruit, backed by a roasted apple wood note and a
SAINTAYME (Saint-Emilion)
2014
750 ML jolt of licorice on the finish, imparting up-front appeal and a
bit of mid-term aging capacity. Drink now through 2024.
2,000 cases made. WS 91/JS 91 Points
The dark currant and blackberry fruit is offset by a lively,
racy, chalky spine and mouthwatering notes of savory and
SERILHAN (Saint-Estephe)
2010
750 ML violet. Stays firm through the finish, with a charcoal coating
and a pebbly finish. Best from 2015 through 2024.WS 89
Points
Siran is in the south of the Margaux appellation just where
the gravel outcrops rise above the river. It shows its fine
position in this tannic wine. It has all the black-currant fruit
SIRAN (Margaux)
2014
750 ML
buried for the moment under the structure. It is a serious
wine that will repay aging. Drink from 2022. WE 92/JS 92
Points
The opaque bluish-purple 2012 Smith Haut Lafite offers up
notes of licorice, graphite, blueberry and blackberry fruit, a
medium to full-bodied mouthfeel, stunningly ripe, velvety
SMITH HAUT LAFITE (Pessac2012
750 ML tannins and a long, long finish. This is another sensational
Leognan)
effort from the Cathiards that is perfectly balanced,
complex, super-rich and pure. Drink it over the next 20-25
years. WA 95/Vinous 95 Points
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$18.99
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DESCRIPTION

VINTAGE
SIZE
REVIEWS
Products that are ALL RED and have RED STRIKES through them are SOLD OUT
Tasted blind at the Southwold 2012 tasting. The 2012
Smith-Haut-Lafitte Blanc has an intense bouquet with mintfresh Granny Smith apple scents, quite exotic compared to
its peers, greengage and gooseberry, a touch of tinned
apricot. The palate is crisp and fresh on the entry with lime
SMITH HAUT LAFITE Blanc
2012
750 ML
and gooseberry notes, the acidity well judged, a healthy
(Pessac-Leognan)
veneer of new oak, but it is totally in sync with the fruit. Give
this 4-5 years for everything to fully assimilate and you will
have a splendid white Bordeaux. This is pure nectar. Tasted
January 2016. WA 95/WE 95 Points
This uncompromising property has turned out a backward,
forbiddingly tannic wine that, even in this very opulent and
flamboyant vintage, will need a minimum of 10-15 years of
cellaring yet keep for 40 or more years. Opaque
black/purple, with notes of crushed rock, white flowers,
SOCIANDO MALLET (Haut2009
750 ML graphite, blueberry and cassis, the wine is tight and needs
Medoc)
to be coaxed from the glass. It is medium to full-bodied, with
an excruciatingly tough-textured finish. Everything is here,
and the wine is set for a long life, but it is not the least bit
charming and certainly won’t be for at least another decade.
WA 90 Points
Already on the nose there’s another level of complexity and
sophistication to the other wines from this appellation.
Although it starts quite discreetly on the palate, it expands
SOCIANDO-MALLET (Haut2014
750 ML
as fast as the universe did just after the Big Bang until the
Medoc)
multidimensional finish almost overwhelms you! Best in
years. Better in 2020. JS 95 Points
Shows dried pineapple, honey, pear, caramel and piecrust
aromas. Full-bodied and very sweet, with spice, coconut,
SUDUIRAUT (Sauternes)
2005
750 ML tropical fruit and apple tart flavors. Long and dense, yet
lively. Best after 2013. 6,500 cases made. –JS WS 93
Points
The 2009 is one of the greatest wines ever produced from
the estate. It has a riveting bouquet of quince, honey, pear
and a touch of clarified butter that is beautifully defined,
offering scents of yellow flowers with continued aeration.
The palate is beautifully balanced with perfectly judged
SUDUIRAUT (Sauternes) 11
2009
750 ML
acidity and immense purity. The finish offers crisp honey,
bottles are available
quince and clementine notes laden with botrytis that is
counterpoised by wonderful acidity. It possesses an
unerring sense of completeness and composure that is
irresistible. Bravo! Drink now-2050. WA98 Points
This is an outstanding wine produced in the tell-tale style of
this well-placed hillside vineyard. The color is a deep ruby,
and the nose offers up hedonistic notes of smoky, crème
TERTRE ROTEBOEUF (Saint1996
750 ML brulee, roasted coffee, and chocolate-covered cherries. ...
Emilion)
Unlike most vintages of Le Tertre-Roteboeuf, which can be
drunk immediately, the 1996 requires 2-3 years of cellaring,
and shold keep for 15-16 years. WA 90 Points
The 2012 is another truly great wine from Troplong Mondot.
It’s always sentimental to taste this wine, realizing that
proprietress Christine Valette (the larger-than-life heart and
soul behind this estate) has passed away. She was one of
the bright, shining stars of Bordeaux. Nevertheless, her
legacy is certainly well-established, and the quality of this
TROPLONG MONDOT (Saintwine is beyond reproach. Inky bluish purple, its great notes
2012
750 ML
Emilion) 10 bottles available
of cassis, blackberry, licorice are followed by a full-bodied,
opulently textured wine with stunning concentration, purity
and overall balance. It should drink well for 20-25 years and
turn out to be one of the great superstars of 2012. Their 63acre vineyard was cropped at 31 hectoliters per hectare,
producing a final blend of 90% Merlot and 10 Cabernet
Sauvignon that achieved 14.2% alcohol. WA 96 Points
A dark and structured version, with loam and espresso
notes coursing underneath the core of crushed plum,
steeped blackberry and black currant fruit. Lots of roasted
TROTANOY (Pomerol)
2011
750 ML mesquite and ganache accents fill in on the finish. This is
among the most backward of the 2011 Pomerols, showing
remarkable stuffing for the vintage. Best from 2018 through
2032. 1,910 cases made. –JM WS 94 Points
This 1996 Valandraud has firmed up significantly since
bottling. Unfined and unfiltered, this viscous wine displays
the tell-tale thickness of color (saturated dark
ruby/plum/purple). The wine's exotic bouquet is just
VALANDRAUD (Saint-Emilion)
1996
750 ML beginning to form, offering up notes of iodine, roasted
coffee, jammy black fruits, and pain grille. In the mouth, it is
medium to full-bodied, with sweet tannin, terrific texture,
and outstanding purity and length. Anticipated maturity:
2003-2018. WA 91 Points
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DESCRIPTION

VINTAGE
SIZE
REVIEWS
Products that are ALL RED and have RED STRIKES through them are SOLD OUT
Over the last four or five years, this property has risen from
one of the most disappointing grand cru classes of St.Emilion to one of the best. The strong, positive, authoritative
2011 exhibits an opaque blue/purple color along with
copious aromas of blueberries, black raspberries, graphite
VILLEMAURINE (Saint-Emilion)
2011
750 ML and crushed chalk. It offers an attractive attack, a solidly
rich mid-palate and a light to moderately tannic finish. One
of the more complete wines to be found in this vintage, this
medium-bodied wine will benefit from 2-3 years of cellaring,
and should drink well over the following 15 years. It is a
sleeper of the vintage.WA 92 Points
One of the stars of the vintage, and a remarkable
achievement in 2008, with impressive richness, this dense
purple colored wine is almost as opaque as the 2010.
Spring flowers, crushed rocks, creme de cassis and some
subtle oak are followed by a full-bodied, concentrated wine
DUCRU BEAUCAILLOU (Saint2008
750 ML that transcends the vintage character in its power, richness,
Julien) 6 bottles are available
and aging potential. It also exhibits tremendous precision,
purity, and depth of character. It is more forward than the
2010 is likely to be, but probably not as sumptuous as the
2009 will turn out to be. This is a wine to buy. Anticipated
maturity: 2016-2035. WA 95+ Points
Another St.-Emilion garagiste estate, this 6.2-acre vineyard,
which abuts some of the Valandraud and Monbousquet
parcels, has outstanding potential. The opaque purple-hued
2006 Lynsolence reveals a big, sweet kiss of kirsch liqueur,
LYNSOLENCE (Saint-Emilion)
2006
750 ML black fruits, licorice, smoke, and crushed rock-like aromas.
Dense, deep, and full-bodied with moderate tannin and
impressive equilibrium, proprietor Denis Barraud has
consistently produced a wine that transcends his terroir.
Anticipated maturity: 2012-2022. WA 90+ Points
A very complex wine from the Perrin family, the 2012
Carbonnieux has dense ruby/purple color, notes of grilled
meats, blackcurrants, sweet cherries, graphite and spice. It
CARBONNIEUX ROUGE (Pessac2012
750ML
is medium to full-bodied, elegant, very pure with supple
Leognan)
tannins. This can be drunk in a few years, but promises to
age impressively for 12-20 years.91 WA Points
Tasted ex-château and single blind in Southwold. Having
adored this wine out of barrel, I am pleased to report that is
excelled in blind conditions. It has fine definition on the nose
with blackberry, cassis and blueberry. The palate has a
LES CARMES DE HAUT BRION
(Pessac-Leognan) 7 bottles are
2008
750ML sweet succulent entry, rounded in the mouth with beautifully
integrated new oak. Very focused, silky smooth oaky finish.
available
This is tailored in a modern fashion, but it is very classy. It
will be interesting to see how well it ages. Tasted January
2012. WA 93 Points
The wine shows the success of white wines in the 2014
vintage. Initially it has lively acidity and a crisp texture. Then
PAPE CLEMENT Blanc (Pessac2014
750ML the palate fills out with complex citrus, pineapple and
Leognan)
apricot flavors. The aftertaste—juicy and tangy—is already
delicious. Drink from 2021.WE 95 Points
The harvest at Petrus took place between September 27
and October 12, and the 2010 finished at 14.1% natural
alcohol, which is slightly lower than the 2009's 14.5%. The
2010 reminds me somewhat of the pre-1975 vintages of
Petrus, a monster-in-the-making, with loads of mulberry,
PETRUS (Pomerol) 18 bottles are
2010
750ML coffee, licorice and black cherry notes with an overlay of
available in OWC
enormous amounts of glycerin and depth. Stunningly rich,
full-bodied and more tannic and classic than the 2009, this
is an awesome Petrus, but probably needs to be forgotten
for 8-10 years. It should last at least another 50 or more.
WA 100 Points
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This Pouilly-Fuissé "Le Clos" has smoky notes followed by
very fine aromas of white flowers and linden blossom. The
ALBERT BICHOT POUILLYpalate is round and supple with fantastic balance between
40140040
2015
1.5 L
FUISSE 'LE CLOS'
roundness and vivacity. This expressive, rich, full-flavored
wine has a long, refreshing finish. AJ
(no new oak): Lime, quinine and white pepper on the
DOMAINE DE MONTILLE
pungent nose. Densely packed and adamantly stony, with
'CORTON CHARLEMAGNE'
electric cut to the middle palate. Finishes with a firm citrus
11771
2011
1.5 L
GRAND CRU (3 bottles are
edge and excellent length. This seems as vibrant as a
available)
2010. Vinous 92-94/BH 91-94 Points
A beautifully and highly expressive nose of acacia blossom,
cool pear and mineral reduction scents precede
DOMAINE DE MONTILLE
exceptionally well-delineated, intense and energetic flavors
PULIGNY MONTRACHET 'LE
that possess an abundance of minerality on the impeccably
11770
2011
1.5 L
CAILLERET' 1ER CRU (2 bottles
balanced finish. This is quite dry but not really austere and
are available)
should offer up to a decade of cellar potential. In sum, this
is terrific. BH 91-94 Points
A pungent and more expressive nose offers up a broad
assortment of aromas that include notes of matchstick,
white orchard fruit and in particular white peach, exotic tea
and plenty of citrus nuances. The mouth feel of the bigDOMAINE LEFLAIVE 'BATARD80140088
2015
1.5 L
bodied flavors is notably more refined than usual yet the
MONTRACHET' GRAND CRU
underlying power of a fine Bâtard is certainly present and
especially so on the hugely long, firm and built-to-age finish.
In a word, impressive. BH 94 Points
This is ripe, brimming with peach, lime, floral and pastry
aromas and flavors, backed by vivid structure. In the end,
DOMAINE LEFLAIVE PULIGNYthis is harmonious, offering a racy profile, with an essence
80140092 MONTRACHET 'LES PUCELLES'
2015
1.5 L
of lime blossom and stone on the aftertaste. Best from 2020
1ER CRU
to 2032. WS 95 Points
This is more aromatically complex still with its broadranging nose of floral, pear, citrus peel, apple and tidal pool
scents. There is a really lovely sense of underlying tension
WILLIAM FEVRE CHABLIS
to the concentrated and sleekly muscular flavors that
'VAULORENT' 1ER CRU (2 bottles
18475
2013
1.5 L
possess quality depth on the balanced, harmonious and
are available)
decidedly dry finish. A wine of class and grace. BH 91
Points
This is also quite restrained with ultra-pure aromas of wet
stone, floral hints, sandalwood and very fresh red berry fruit
scents. There is a focused power to the robust yet refined
DOMAINE DE MONTILLE
medium-bodied flavors that possess plenty of supporting
POMMARD 'RUGIENS BAS' 1ER
11774
2011
1.5 L
sap that helps to buffer the otherwise firm and wellCRU (2 bottles are available)
integrated tannic spine on the explosively long, balanced
and moderately austere finish. This beauty will also require
ample patience. BH 91-94 Points
This is aromatically similar except for the markedly more
pronounced spice component which is broader still and
DOMAINE DE MONTILLE VOSNEperhaps just a touch more elegant. There is outstanding
ROMANEE 'AUX MALCONSORTS
volume and richness to the large-scaled flavors that display
11784
2011
1.5 L
CHRISTIANE' 1ER CRU (Only 1
superb delineation and ample minerality before culminating
bottle is available)
in a mouth coating finish of Zen-like harmony and stunning
length. This is an indisputable 'wow' wine. BH 93-96 Points
The 2013 Gevrey Chambertin 1er Cru les Combottes, which
was bought by Hubert Lignier way back in 1959, has an
enticing bouquet that offers vanilla-tinged red cherry and
HUBERT LIGNIER GEVREYcrushed strawberry fruit. The palate is medium-bodied with
CHAMBERTIN 'AUX COMBOTTES'
29136
2013
1.5 L
considerable weight in the mouth. The tannins form a more
1ER CRU (Only one bottle is
masculine finish than the nose suggest, but there is
available)
sufficient fruit here to see it age over many years. Excellent.
WA 92-94 Points
The 2013 Morey St Denis 1er Cru les Chaffots, which
Laurent explained receives a little more sunshine since it
faces southwest, but also retains good levels of acidity,
underwent maturation in one-third new oak. There was a
HUBERT LIGNIER MOREY ST.
touch of reduction on the nose but the palate is succulent
DENIS 'LES CHAFFOTS' 1ER CRU
79417
2013
1.5 L
and fleshy on the entry, the acidity nice judged and it is
(Only one bottle is available)
bridled with a sense of composure and refinement on the
mineral-laden and structured finish reminiscent of Clos
Saint Denis just over the road. Superb. WA 91-93 Points
MEO CAMUZET HOSPICE DE
NUITS NSG 'VIGNERONDES' 1ER
3636
2008
1.5 L
A very rare release of Hospice wine by Meo-Camuzet.
CRU (2 bottles are available)
While this is powerful there is nonetheless a certain
tenderness to the medium-bodied and caressing flavors that
LOUIS MICHEL CHABLIS
possess fine mid-palate concentration before concluding in
'VAUDESIR' GRAND CRU (9
18476
2013
1.5L
a tangy, delicious, vibrant and highly complex finale. This is
bottles are available)
a generous and succulent wine that will also be
approachable young if desired. BH 91 Points
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Note: a 1.83 ha monopole planted between '55 and '59 - it
had been abandoned and was rescued from scrub brush. A
more deeply pitched and slightly riper nose reflects
PIERRE GELIN FIXIN 'CLOS
intensely earthy and sauvage aromas of underbrush and
NAPOLEON' 1ER CRU
dark currant. There is good richness to the round yet
17112
2012
1.5L
MONOPOLE (Only 1 bottle is
attractively detailed medium weight flavors that possess
available)
plenty of minerality that adds a touch of lift to the more
powerful and ever-so-mildly rustic finale. This well-balanced
effort should also drink well young if desired. BH 90 Points
A distinctly toasty nose, still reticent, with lime and apple
fruit. Broad and rich, the palate shows ample sucrosity and
WILLIAM FEVRE CHABLIS 'LES
intensity, lifted by fine acidity with a pungent and saline
40140041 CLOS' Grand Cru (2 bottles are
2015
3L
finish. Nutty and very long, and the wood seems well
available)
integrated. Drinking Window 2018 - 2030 DC 96/WS 93-96
Points
The Côte de Brouilly boasts higher elevations, comparable
to those of Chiroubles, and therefore shares a similar
elegance while remaining intense and powerful due to it's
30354
RUET COTE DE BROUILLY
2014
3L
distinctive blue granite soil composition. Blueberry and iris
notes are the take aways here. AJ
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$149.99
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WHITE BURGUNDY

14526

BITOUZET PRIEUR VOLNAY

2011

375 ML

20442

ROUSSEAU 'CHARMES
CHAMBERTIN' GRAND CRU (6
bottles are available)

2012

375 ML

20208

(DOM.) CHANSON BEAUNE
BASTION 1ER CRU (7 bottles are
available)

2013

750 ML

4014001

(DOM.) CHANSON PULIGNYMONTRACHET 'LES
FOLATIERES' 1ER CRU

2015

750 ML

4014002

(DOM.) CHANSON SAVIGNY-LESBEAUNE 'HAUTS MARCONNETS'
1ER CRU

2015

750 ML

4014028

AGNES & DIDIER DAUVISSAT
CHABLIS 'BEAUROY' 1ER CRU

2015

750 ML

17502

BERNARD DEFAIX CHABLIS
'VAUDESIR' GRAND CRU (2
bottles are available)

2013

750 ML

18110

BERNARD MOREAU ET FILS
'CHEVALIER MONTRACHET'
GRAND CRU (2 bottles are
available)

2013

750 ML

10244

BERTAGNA VOUGEOT 'LES
CRAS' 1ER CRU

2011

750 ML

There is enough reduction to notice though I suspect that it
will pass soon as this was, after all, just bottled. There is
good energy and detail to the lightly mineral-inflected
flavors that also terminate with a mild touch of austerity.
Note that there is a bit of gas present on the finish and
between it and the reduction I would suggest decanting this.
BH
Intensity and volume are the first things that come to mind
in the 2012 Charmes-Chambertin. Layers if blue/blackish
fruit blossom in a wine that is beautifully textured and
vibrant throughout. I very much like the intensity here. I
tasted two different barrels of Charmes, both in different
states of their evolution, which is why generally speaking I
feel the wines aren't fully formed just yet. Vinous 92-94
Points
Aromas of this wine show considerable wood. On the
palate, the wood is very present, giving acidity as well as
layers of toast and spice. Hints of yellow fruit show through,
suggesting the possibility of a ripe, rich wine in the future.
Drink from 2019. WE 90 Points
There is a trace of exoticism to the spicy white fruit
compote-like aromas that give way to silky, pure, detailed
and seductively textured flavors that possess plenty of
volume, indeed they are almost oily, on the expansive,
highly complex and balanced finish. This strikingly good
effort should age well over the medium-term. BH 93 Points
There is solid concentration but also solid vibrancy and
minerality to the intense, detailed and complex flavors that
deliver first-rate persistence on the clean and dry finale.
This is really a very good Savigny blanc and worth a look.
BH 91 Points
This is a lean, racy premier cru Chablis with fresh, focused,
and zesty acidity; think fresh lemon zest and lime curds
alongside aromas of green apple and a cool, flinty, mineraldriven finish. Clean, crisp, and absolutely delicious! AJ
The 2013 Chablis Grand Cru Vaudésir is fermented and
aged in used oak barrels. It has an understated, more
introspective nose than its peers. This invites you in and
then reveals hidden scents of frangipane, nettle, flint and
smoke - wonderful! The palate is fresh and vibrant on the
entry, elegant in style with nuanced citrus fruit mixed with
orange zest and lemongrass toward the composed and
sustained finish. This is a classy Vaudésir for the vintage.
Bravo! WA 92 Points
There is excellent freshness and a dynamic sense of
energy to the intensely mineral-driven, refined and
admirably pure medium-bodied flavors that are also blessed
with plenty of palate coating dry extract while displaying
strikingly good depth and length. This is already wonderfully
harmonious and this should be great in time. BH 92-95
Points
This white is plush, polished and backed by bracing acidity.
Acacia blossom, lemon cake, apple and hazelnut flavors
persist through the long finish. Best from 2015 through
2022. 235 cases made. –BS WS 92 Points

ITEM

80140107

10568

21586

7289

10872

695

25192

47658678

6455

80140108

14602

15059

80140105

DESCRIPTION

VINTAGE
SIZE
REVIEWS
Products that are ALL RED and have RED STRIKES through them are SOLD OUT
While there is a trace of exotic character to the citrusinflected white orchard fruit nose it is more discreet than
usual. The medium-bodied flavors are tightly coiled with
BILLAUD-SIMON CHABLIS
terrific energy that is so mineral-driven that the bone dry
2014
750 ML
'MONTE DE MILIEU' 1ER CRU
finish is like sucking on tiny stones. This is not the most
refined wine here but it is admirably intense. While clearly
extremely young this should still be approachable young.
BH 92 Points
The 2010 Meursault Les Santenots comes across as quite
understated and pretty. Mint, pears, white flowers, honey
BITOUZET MEURSAULT
and slate take shape in the glass as this nuanced, detailed
'SANTENOTS' 1ER CRU (5 bottles
2010
750 ML
white shows off its considerable personality. The richness of
are available)
the year comes through on the fleshy, expansive finish. WA
91 Points
A wonderfully fresh nose is comprised mostly of white
orchard fruit, citrus and sea shore elements. There is a hint
of lemon zest to the round, rich and relatively full-bodied
BOIS D'YVER CHABLIS certified
2015
750 ML
flavors that are agreeably refreshing... This delicious effort
organic (8 bottles are available)
should pick up depth with a few years of bottle age. BH 88
Points
Golden green color with silver highlights. A fresh, pure
nose, on the mentholated and citrus fruits notes. A palate
BROCARD 'KIMMERIDGIEN'
2015
750 ML where are mixed a beautiful freshness and minerality. A
CHARDONNAY
crystalline, precise wine. Magnificent density, beautiful
energy. AJ
As is usually the case this is less aromatically refined but
more complex and more expressive with its full-on nose of
dried peach, apricot, pear, floral and spice hints. There is
BUISSON CHARLES MEURSAULT
fine concentration to the intense and powerful medium'GOUTTE D'OR' 1ER CRU (2
2012
750 ML
bodied flavors that brim with dry extract before concluding
bottles are available)
in palate coating, clean, dry and beautifully balanced finish.
This is a big but harmonious effort that should amply reward
extended cellaring. BH 93 Points
Note: to my knowledge Capitain is the only domaine to
bottle an example of La Coutière in white though several
others do so in red.This is generously wooded though not
CAPITAIN GAGNEROT ALOXE
so much as to smother the ever-so-mildly exotic white and
CORTON 'LES COUTIERE' 1ER
2011
750 ML
yellow fruit aromas. There is a light minerality to the supple
CRU (6 bottles are available)
and forward middle weight flavors that possess good detail.
It's possible that better complexity will develop with a few
years in bottle.BH
The nose explodes with aromas of citrus, peach and apricot
followed by a wonderful balance between acidity and
sweetness with a marked freshness. The structure and
CAVE DE LUGNY 'LES CHARMES'
2015
750 ML
slightly spicy flavor of Les Charmes makes it unique among
MACON-LUGNY
Maconnais wines. The wine is still very aromatic and very
fresh. AJ
This is classic Macon Burgundy and is easily one of the
CAVE DE LUGNY MACON-LUGNY
2015
750 ML best examples the region produces. Ample peach and pear
'LA CARTE'
fruit, good structure and a long dry finish. AJ
This is tangy and minerally for a Maconnais white with
CHANSON VIRE CLESSE
2013
750 ML lemon rind, mango and lemon grass character. Full body,
excellent fruit and a medium finish. JS 90 Points
A ripe, opulent style, well-structured courtesy of the vibrant
acidity. Peach, apple and baking spice flavors are up front,
CHATEAU DE FUISSE 'TETE DE
2015
750 ML with a stony element chiming in on the finish. Shows fine
CRU' POUILLY-FUISSE
balance and expression. Best from 2018 through 2024. 500
cases imported.–BSWS 92 Points
The Montrachet (only 170 liters were produced of this wine)
was vinified and aged in a 57-liter barrel, as well as a 114CHATEAU DE PULIGNYliter barrel. It reveals sweet, creamy, vanilla and spice cake
MONTRACHET 'MONTRACHET'
2011
750 ML aromas. Medium-bodied, rich, deep, and plump, this
GRAND CRU (4 bottles are
velvety-textured wine displays loads of spices and minerals
available)
in its personality, as well as in its exceptionally long, pure,
and smooth finish.WA
Sourced from two vineyards in the hamlet of Pouilly:
“Chailloux” and “Vers Cras”, the vines for this cuvée are fifty
to seventy years old. A powerful wine of great depth and
CHEVEAU POUILLY-FUISSE 'LES
VIEILLES VIGNES' (8 bottles are
2013
750 ML length, this old vines offering is barrel-fermented and barrelaged with about 25% of the oak being new. About 1200
available)
bottles of this elite cuvee of Fuissé from the Cheveau family
are distributed in the USA. AJ
This could not be mistaken for anything other than Chablis
as there is plenty of typicity to the white fruit and floral
scented nose. There is also excellent size, weight, power
CHRISTIAN MOREAU CHABLIS
2014
750 ML and richness to the middle weight plus flavors that exude
'LES CLOS' GRAND CRU
ample minerality on the overtly saline and hugely long
finish. This is flat out terrific and is a classic expression of
the vineyard. BH 95/WS 95 Points

REG PRICE

SALE PRICE

$52.99

$42.99

$99.99

$89.99

$25.99

$21.99

$19.99

$14.99

$105.99

$89.99

$99.99

$79.99

$15.99

$13.99

$18.99

$14.99

$25.99

$17.99

$39.99

$34.99

$999.99

$599.99

$35.99

$31.99

$99.99

$79.99

ITEM

11198

80140085

80140082

40140036

4014008

80140099

12680

80140110

80140087

80140086

30291

6777

80140091

6774

DESCRIPTION

VINTAGE
SIZE
REVIEWS
Products that are ALL RED and have RED STRIKES through them are SOLD OUT
This is the first wine to display any material level of
reduction and I would suggest decanting this first if you're
going to drink it young. Otherwise there is a lilting, even
DAMPT CHABLIS 'LES LYS' 1ER
2015
750 ML
delicate mouth feel to the wonderfully textured lighter weight
CRU
flavors that possess lovely focus on the balanced and
citrusy finale. BH
This is a mouthwatering, thirst quenching kind of White
DAMPT PRESES BOURGOGNE
Burgundy: a patio-pounder that will drink equally well on its
CHARDONNAY 'CHEVALIER
2015
750 ML
own or with freshly shucked oysters, escargots, and the
D'EON'
citrus-grilled types. AJ
Very ripe apple and apricot nose. Rich and full-bodied on
the palate, this is imposing for a village wine. It has masses
DAMPT PRESES CHABLIS
2015
750 ML of fruit but perhaps lacks a little typicity. There's a vein of
'TRADITION'
acidity that drives through to the quite long finish. Drinking
Window 2017 - 2022 DC 89 Points
The aromas are fresh and profoundly expressive. They offer
a lovely aromatic richness of white peach and grapefruit
DEUX MONTILLE POUILLY2012
750 ML
with mineral and floral notes as well as an exotic touch of
FUISSE 'EN VERGISSON'
apricot and even lychee. AJ
1 hectare, 30 year old vines, clay-limestone terroir, Vinified
DOMAINE DE BELLEVUE 'LA
2016
750 ML in Stainless steel. 100% chardonnay. Nice little white value
GALOCHE' BEAUJOLAIS
from the Beaujolais region. AJ
A whiff of the exotic can be found on the notably ripe and
beautifully layered nose that reflects notes of honey, citrus,
spice and oak. There is superb size, weight and minerality
to the impressively scaled big-bodied flavors that are so
dense that there is a distinctly lavish and lush mouth feel to
them, all wrapped in an explosive and almost painfully
DOMAINE DE LA ROMANEEintense finish that really fans out as it sits on the palate.
CONTI 'MONTRACHET' GRAND
2014
750 ML
While I do note the presence of a hint of exoticism on the
CRU
nose, I would observe that the 2014 Montrachet is less
exotic than it usually is. I also suspect that despite being
quite tightly wound today, it will be more accessible young
than many vintages of this storied wine. Lastly, I had the
occasion to try this twice and both bottles showed similarly.
BH 95 Points
(no new oak): Lime, quinine and white pepper on the
pungent nose. Densely packed and adamantly stony, with
DOMAINE DE MONTILLE
'CORTON CHARLEMAGNE'
2011
750 ML electric cut to the middle palate. Finishes with a firm citrus
edge and excellent length. This seems as vibrant as a
GRAND CRU
2010. Vinous 92-94/BH 91-94 Points
Apple, melon and earth notes combine in this fluid white,
DOMAINE FAIVELEY MONTAGNY
2012
750 ML whose bright structure holds it all together. Moderate length.
Drink now. 350 cases imported.–BS WS
A pungent and more expressive nose offers up a broad
assortment of aromas that include notes of matchstick,
white orchard fruit and in particular white peach, exotic tea
and plenty of citrus nuances. The mouth feel of the bigDOMAINE LEFLAIVE 'BATARD2015
750 ML
bodied flavors is notably more refined than usual yet the
MONTRACHET' GRAND CRU
underlying power of a fine Bâtard is certainly present and
especially so on the hugely long, firm and built-to-age finish.
In a word, impressive. BH 94 Points
Offers a broad mouthful of peach, apple and melon flavors,
underscored by lively acidity. Has power and weight, with a
DOMAINE LEFLAIVE
mouthwatering finish that goes on for a minute or more.
'CHEVALIER-MONTRACHET'
2015
750 ML
Really expansive on the finish, where citrus and mineral
GRAND CRU
notes reign. Best from 2020 to 2033. 71 cases imported.
WS 97 Points
This too is agreeably cool with its fresh array of pear, apple
and kiwi fruit aromas. There is once again fine volume to
DOMAINE LEFLAIVE
2015
750 ML the solidly concentrated flavors where the mid-palate is
BOURGOGNE
supple to the point of being almost easy yet the finish
tightens up enough to maintain the balance. BH
This is also very fresh if restrained with relatively high-toned
aromas of white peach, floral notes and lemon zest that
DOMAINE LEFLAIVE
carry over onto the rich, attractively well-delineated and
MEURSAULT 'SOUS LE DOS
2011
750 ML
delicious middle weight flavors. There is enough dry extract
D'ENE' 1ER CRU
to coat the palate on the nicely persistent and again light
mineral-suffused finish. I like the style. BH 89-91 Points
Floral and citrus aromas introduce the intense, well-detailed
and nicely concentrated flavors that exude a subtle
DOMAINE LEFLAIVE
MEURSAULT 'SOUS LE DOS
2015
750 ML minerality on the clean, dry and focused finale. This should
drink well after only a few years of age but repay 6 to 8. BH
D'ENE' 1ER CRU
92 Points
This is the ripest wine to this point with a mildly exotic nose
of fresh apricot and mango nuances along with pear, peach
DOMAINE LEFLAIVE PULIGNY
and floral scents. There is very fine concentration to the
MONTRACHET 'COMBETTES'
2011
750 ML textured and mouth coating middle weight plus flavors that
1ER CRU (Only 1 bottle is
display a subtle minerality on the powerful and solidly long
available)
finish. I very much like the silky mouth feel which confers a
sense of finesse. BH 91-93 Points

REG PRICE

SALE PRICE

$35.99

$29.99

$19.99

$16.99

$19.99

$17.99

$39.99

$35.99

$15.99

$13.99

$3,499.99

$2,999.99

$159.99

$129.99

$19.99

$15.99

$799.99

$699.99

$899.99

$799.99

$79.99

$69.99

$159.99

$134.99

$219.99

$179.99

$259.99

$219.99

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

VINTAGE
SIZE
REVIEWS
Products that are ALL RED and have RED STRIKES through them are SOLD OUT
An elegantly wrought version that exhibits lime blossom,
acacia, hazelnut, peach and citrus flavors, all tied up neatly
DOMAINE LEFLAIVE PULIGNY
MONTRACHET 'FOLATIERES'
6776
2011
750 ML with the supple texture. Fresh and focused, with a lingering
aftertaste of citrus and mineral. Best from 2016 through
1ER CRU (3 bottles are available)
2024. WS 93 Points
The 2015 Puligny Montrachet Village represents a step up
in terms of complexity this year from the Bourgogne Blanc
(occasionally, they can be close in terms of quality, not this
year, however). It offers scents of cold limestone, touches
DOMAINE LEFLAIVE PULIGNY30290
2015
750 ML
of apple peeling and a hint of struck flint. The palate is well
MONTRACHET
balanced with green apple, freshly sliced pear and a touch
of salinity towards the elegant finish. It should offer plenty of
drinking pleasure over the next 4-6 years. WA
The 2015 Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru Clavoillon has a
pretty nose in the make, touches of white flower and white
peach filtering through the citrus fruit, superb mineralité
DOMAINE LEFLAIVE PULIGNY80140090 MONTRACHET 'LES
2015
750 ML tucked just underneath. There is wonderful salinity and
tension here, harmonious, not concentrated but so refined
CLAVOILLON' 1ER CRU
on the finish. Great terroir expression is already locked into
this wine and it will give immense drinking pleasure. WA
This is ripe, brimming with peach, lime, floral and pastry
aromas and flavors, backed by vivid structure. In the end,
DOMAINE LEFLAIVE PULIGNY80140089 MONTRACHET 'LES PUCELLES'
2015
750 ML this is harmonious, offering a racy profile, with an essence
of lime blossom and stone on the aftertaste. Best from 2020
1ER CRU
to 2032. WS 95 Points
The essence of pure, crystalline, varietal Chardonnay, unmarked by any oak, exhibiting all the subtle minerality and
invigorating acidity that makes these wines such perfect
DOMAINE TALMARD MACON12511
2016
750 ML
partners with cuisines of all sorts. The wine is now bottled
CHARDONNAY
with a Stelvin closure to protect and enhance its freshness
and character.AJ
An alluring white, offering harmony and beautiful texture,
the better to show off its peach, honeydew melon and stone
DOMAINES LEFLAIVE MACON23390
2014
750 ML flavors, with floral and apple hints flirting around the edges.
VERZE (8 bottles are available)
Ends with a long finish. Drink now through 2020. 1,390
cases imported.-BS WS 92 Points
Full of life! A bouquet of citrus aromas, and then we find
DROUHIN 'LAFORET'
36897
2015
750 ML honey and vanilla. In the mouth, it's funky, spontaneous,
CHARDONNAY
striking. Really charming! AJ
A fresh, precise style, offering apple, lemon and stony
flavors that play off the lively acidity. Stays juicy and long on
6090
DROUHIN CHABLIS VAUDON
2015
750 ML
the finish. Drink now through 2021. 7,000 cases imported.BS WS 89 Points
The cool, pure and citrus-inflected nose also reflects petrol
and floral nuances. The round and seductively textured
DUJAC MOREY-SAINT-DENIS
30126
2014
750 ML flavors possess reasonably good volume and intensity if
Blanc (3 bottles are available)
only moderate depth and persistence. Note that this should
drink well early if patience is not your strong suit. BH
Here the wood is much more discreet though it's not
invisible on the mildly exotic aromas of melon, pear and
citrus blossom. There is slightly better verve to the equally
EDMOND CORNU LADOIX BLANC
15052
2012
750 ML
rich, round and delicious flavors that offer a bit more depth
(7 bottles are available)
and persistence on the clean finish. This will drink well soon
after it's released. BH
Fruity nose combines notes of freshly sliced pear with those
of petrol and soft citrus nuances. There is fine volume to the
80140095 ETIENNE SAUZET BOURGOGNE
2015
750 ML
plump, round and seductive flavors that offer acceptable
length. Overall this is easy-to-like BH
This is often the best 1er in the range and so it is again in
2013 if only by the smallest of margins. The notably floral
nose features notes of pear, apple, lemon zest, spice and
the barest hint of wood treatment. There is outstanding midETIENNE SAUZET PULIGNY
palate density to the caressing yet powerful flavors that are
MONTRACHET 'LES
15550
2013
750 ML at once succulent yet racy while secreting a soft saline
COMBETTES' 1ER CRU (6 bottles
component onto the refreshing and explosively long finish.
available)
This is very impressive and despite the fact that it will
require at least a decade to reveal its full potential, it should
drink reasonably well when young. BH 92-94/WA 92-94
Points
A notably more elegant and markedly floral nose offers up
notes of pear, citrus, apple and soft spice wisps. There is
better detail and verve as well to the less imposingly scaled
if finer middle weight flavors that deliver slightly more depth
ETIENNE SAUZET PULIGNY29161
2015
750 ML
and length as well. This is really quite a good Puligny
MONTRACHET
villages and worth checking out and in particular because it
should drink well early on yet repay several years of aging
too. BH 89 Points

REG PRICE

SALE PRICE

$259.99

$199.99

$149.99

$129.99

$199.99

$169.99

$364.99

$324.99

$15.99

$12.99

$55.99

$45.99

$15.99

$12.99

$23.99

$19.99

$110.99

$89.99

$51.99

$41.99

$39.99

$34.99

$179.99

$149.99

$79.99

$69.99

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

VINTAGE
SIZE
REVIEWS
Products that are ALL RED and have RED STRIKES through them are SOLD OUT
A slightly riper nose is comprised by notes of dried yellow
orchard fruit, soft spice and again a hint of jasmine tea.
There is a bit more volume to the rich, even lush medium
ETIENNE SAUZET PULIGNYweight flavors that coat the mouth with dry extract before
MONTRACHET 'LES REFERTS'
15552
2013
750 ML
culminating in a delicious, balanced and impressively long
1ER CRU
finale. This generously proportioned effort should also drink
well in its youth if desired yet age effortlessly. BH
91/VINOUS 91+/WA 91-93 Points
Sexy touch of clove reduction to the aromas of musky
peach and citrus peel. Silky and concentrated, with its
enticing touch of sweetness nicely countered by balancing
ETIENNE SAUZET PULIGNY80140096 MONTRACHET 'LES REFERTS'
2015
750 ML acidity (4 grams per liter, according to Gérard Boudot).
Finishes tactile and energetic, with lingering flavors of
1ER CRU
yellow fruits and saline minerality. This should age nicely.
Vinous 92 Points
Notes of pear, white peach and soft floral nuances precede
impressively concentrated flavors in the context of what is
common for the genre, all wrapped in a clean, dry and
FRANCOIS MIKULSKI
4014200
2015
750 ML
citrusy finish. This has enough structure to suggest that it
BOURGOGNE
should be capable of repaying 2 to 3 years of aging if
desired. BH
There is good verve to the intense and attractively textured
medium weight flavors that culminate in a balanced and
FRANCOIS MIKULSKI
40140062
2015
750 ML
lingering finish where hints of bitter lemon emerge. This too
MEURSAULT
should be approachable young. BH
(13.3% alcohol; Chagnoleau and Gon work these vines on
an east-facing limestone hillside near Viré-Clessé as tenant
farmers; this cool site was picked on September 7 in 2015):
Bright yellow. Lively lemon and lime aromas are lifted by a
FRANTZ CHAGNOLEAU MACON
VILLAGES 'CLOS SAINT
23526
2015
750 ML floral topnote. Juicy in the context of the year, showing very
good cut to its citrus flavors. A touch youthfully aggressive
PANCRAS'
on the back end but without any obvious alcoholic warmth.
This wine, from vines averaging 28 years of age, was done
in stainless steel (25%) and foudres (75%). Vinous
(this was previously called Pré Jaux): Reduced aromas of
lemon and wet stone. At once stylish and concentrated,
showing excellent juicy cut and lift to the lively flavors of
FRANTZ CHAGNOLEAU SAINT
12844
2014
750 ML lemon, minerals and white flowers. A serious, sharply
VERAN 'PRELUDE'
delineated Saint-Véran with very good potential. The
Mâcon-Villages may be sexier today but this shows even
more energy. Vinous 90 Points
From a tiny planting of Chardonnay in the “Clos Solon” lieudit producing only 600 bottles or so annually; 2013 is only
the third harvest for the domaine; barrel-fermented and
GEORGES LIGNIER MOREY
28922
2013
750 ML
aged with an underlying earthiness and rusticity that makes
SAINT DENIS (5 bottles available)
for an intriguing expression from one of the rare white wines
of the Cote de Nuits. AJ
Intense and driving full-bodied flavors that exude a
wonderful sense of underlying tension on the palate staining
finish that lasts and lasts. This is really quite dry but not
GUYON 'CORTON
10247
2011
750 ML
really austere and a Corton-Charlemagne that should amply
CHARLEMAGNE' GRAND CRU
repay up 6 to 8 years of cellaring. Fine quality here and the
intrinsic class of a grand cru is evident. BH 92 Points
Very mild reduction doesn't completely mask the pretty
stone and pear aromas that complement the pear and
GUYON PERNAND
VERGELESSES 'SOUS FRETILLE'
10246
2010
750 ML stone-infused medium-bodied flavors that possess good
mid-palate fat along with a vibrant, delicious and lingering
1ER CRU (4 bottles are available)
finish. BH 89 Points
The white grapes from the Clos des Porrets are produced
HENRI GOUGES NUITS SAINT
on the slopes, south of Nuits-Saint-Georges, on deep soil
GEORGES 'CLOS DES PORRETS'
11402
2012
750 ML which yields a more expressive, full-bodied and long-tasting
MONOPOLE 1ER CRU (100%
wine. Another peculiarity of this premier cru: its modest
Pinot Blanc)
production. AJ
This charming white is sourced from a .60 hectare parcel in
Gevrey. The vines were planted in 1943. There are a few
HUBERT LIGNIER BOURGOGNE
40140037
2014
750 ML (15%) interplanted Chardonnay vines in the mix that
ALIGOTE (4 bottles are available)
contribute roundness and depth. The age of the vines
produces a wine of surprising concentration. AJ
There is outstanding volume and concentration to the
attractively well-detailed and imposingly-scaled flavors that
display borderline painful intensity on the driving and linear
JADOT 'MONTRACHET' GRAND
10990
2012
750 ML
if very compact finish. Even by the usual outsized standards
CRU (6 bottles are available)
of Montrachet this is a big though not massive example. BH
91-94 Points
This fresh, brilliant pale-gold Chardonnay shows delicate
varietal aromas with flavors of apple and melon offset by
22891
JADOT MACON VILLAGES
2015
750 ML
citrus notes and a crisp acidic balance ending in a clean,
lively finish. AJ

REG PRICE

SALE PRICE

$149.99

$119.99

$159.99

$127.99

$34.99

$29.99

$79.99

$71.99

$19.99

$16.99

$29.99

$24.99

$65.99

$55.99

$205.99

$155.99

$65.99

$55.99

$95.99

$79.99

$29.99

$25.99

$649.99

$449.99

$12.99

$10.99

ITEM

19379

4014024

25790

4973

26744

973

12247

30286

26234

15745

23527

DESCRIPTION

VINTAGE
SIZE
REVIEWS
Products that are ALL RED and have RED STRIKES through them are SOLD OUT
The Saint Romain Village sees 22% new oak and offers a
well-defined bouquet with lively citrus and green-apple
JAFFELIN SAINT ROMAIN (5
2010
750 ML scents. The palate is vibrant on the entry, nicely balanced
bottles available)
and clean. There is plenty of citrus fruit zinging around the
finish. WA
This wine is crisp, mineral, and fresh. It is simple and
JEAN-MARC & THOMAS BOULEY
2015
750 ML satisfying, perfect for what it is and is intended to be.
BOURGOGNE ALIGOTE
Raised in stainless steel. AJ
(90% from Roncières, a site rich in deep clay soil that
Viennois says typically yields a rounder, lower-acid wine
with higher alcohol than most other sections of Vaillons):
Brisk aromas of lemon, pepper and spearmint. Tightly
LAROCHE CHABLIS 'LES
VAILLONS' 1ER CRU VIEILLES
2014
750 ML wound, stony and uncompromising, conveying a distinctly
cool ripeness as well as a touch of youthful reduction to its
VIGNES
chalky flavors of citrus peel, crushed stone and flinty silex.
Very classy Vaillons with a concentrated finish. Vinous
90+/WS 90 Points
The 2015 Chablis 1er Cru Les Vaudevey is usually the last
to be picked although head winemaker Grégory Viennois
says that in this year it was not picked last, in order to
capture the acidity. It offers light cooking apple and chalky
LAROCHE CHABLIS 'LES
2015
750 ML scents on the nose that would benefit from more vigor. The
VAUDEVEY' 1ER CRU
palate is well balanced with a peachy, nectarine opening
and a touch of orange rind toward the finish, with decent
length and tension. Enjoy this over the next four to five
years. WA
The 2015 Chablis St Martin has what you might describe as
a "dainty" nose at first, a little timid, but it soon finds it voice
courtesy of its apple blossom and fresh pear aromas,
perhaps with a hint of peppermint in the background. The
palate is well balanced with a crisp line of acidity. I
LAROCHE CHABLIS 'SAINT
2015
750 ML
appreciate the tension of this Chablis: taut and linear, quite
MARTIN'
saline in the mouth and this serves to prolong the finish.
This is a well-crafted and very delicious Chablis from
Gregory Viennois and his team. This comes recommended.
WA 90 Points
Smooth and ripe, this offers good acidity as well as apple
LATOUR POUILLY-FUISSE
2014
750 ML and citrus flavors. With a crisp texture and touches of
minerality, it is ready to drink. WE
The broad stone-fruits nose is open and sumptuous, while
the very rich, full-bodied palate is weighty but not heavy.
LEFLAIVE 'BATARD2014
750 ML
Very spicy and intense – almost minty – pungent and very
MONTRACHET' GRAND CRU
long. An exemplary Bâtard. DC 96 Points
There is a touch of mineral reduction that adds breadth to
the wonderfully elegant and ultra-pure nose of various citrus
and floral elements that are trimmed in just enough wood
treatment to notice. There is a gorgeously refined mouth
feel to the chiseled, intense and palate staining medium
weight plus flavors that display an almost pungent
LEFLAIVE 'CHEVALIER2014
750 ML minerality on the cool, harmonious and hugely long finish
MONTRACHET' GRAND CRU
that is dry but remarkably not the least bit austere. This
stunningly good effort is Zen-like in its sense of
completeness and 2014 should make for one of the future
great vintages of this storied wine. Note though that it is
presently very structured and is going to require plenty of
cellar time. BH 94-97 Points
Note: from vines planted in 1935...Mild traces of wood and
vanilla don't materially reduce the appeal of the lemon, floral
and apple-inflected aromas. There is exceptionally good
MALTROYE CHASSAGNE
intensity and volume to the notably refined middle weight
MONTRACHET 'LA DENT DE
2014
750 ML
flavors that display that beguiling quality of underlying
CHIEN' 1ER CRU
tension on the racy, dry, and hugely long finish. This
powerful effort possesses superb balance and this is
definitely worth your attention. BH 93/Vinous 93 Points
A complex, expressive and beautifully layered nose speaks
of white flowers, lemon zest, pear and white peach. There is
a lovely richness and texture to the generous, round and
MALTROYE CHASSAGNEMONTRACHET 'CHENEVOTTES'
2010
750 ML utterly delicious medium-bodied flavors that possess an
abundance of dry extract that buffers the moderately firm
1ER CRU (9 bottles are available)
acidity on the mouth coating finish. I like the balance. BH 91
Points
The 2014 Santenay Village Blanc has an attractive nose
with lively citrus fruit, and a subtle touch of wild mint and
pine. The palate is fresh and vibrant with a clean line of
MARC COLIN SANTENAY
2014
750 ML
acidity, a touch of bitter lemon mixed with orange zest,
fanning gently out towards the lightly spiced finish. WA
88/BH 88 Points
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DESCRIPTION

VINTAGE
SIZE
REVIEWS
Products that are ALL RED and have RED STRIKES through them are SOLD OUT
A spicy, savory version, with a core of peach and citrus
flavors, all backed by bright acidity. Creamy and wellMARC MOREY CHASSAGNE
integrated, offering a tangy aftertaste that leans toward the
MONTRACHET 'LES VERGERS'
2012
750 ML
spice theme. Excellent length. Drink now through 2022. 75
1ER CRU (4 bottles are available)
cases imported.
–BS WS 92 Points
The 2015 Bourgogne Chardonnay, which had been in vat
for two weeks, has a light but agreeable grassy bouquet
that is nicely defined. The palate is crisp on the entry with a
MICHEL BOUZEREAU
2015
750 ML
pleasant tang of spice, quite lively for a generic white
BOURGOGNE
Burgundy, even if it scarpers out the door pronto on the
finish. Enjoy this for a couple of years after bottling. WA
The supple yet reasonably well-delineated middle weight
flavors possess a highly refined mouth feel along with a
MICHEL BOUZEREAU
subtle minerality that becomes more prominent on the
MEURSAULT 'GENEVRIERES'
2015
750 ML
punchy finish that really fans out as it sits on the palate.
1ER CRU
Lovely stuff that should offer good short to medium-term
cellaring potential. BH 92 Points
Here the expressive and more complex nose exhibits a hint
of exoticism with its broad-ranging aromas of smoke, citrus
peel, pear, apple and white peach. There is more volume,
MICHEL BOUZEREAU
MEURSAULT 'TESSON' (3 bottles
2015
750 ML mid-palate density and power to the lavish but focused
flavors that coat the mouth with dry extract, all wrapped in a
are available)
slightly longer and well-balanced finale. This is an excellent
Meursault villages. BH 89 Points
Sexy, vibrant nose combines orange, lemon and stony silex
scents, plus a complicating hint of white truffle; deeper and
more nuanced than the 2014 En Chantone. Then silky and
OLIVER GROUX POUILLY LOCHE
2013
750 ML
suave in the middle palate, showing excellent saline
'CLOS DES ROCS' MONOPOLE
intensity and lift. A distinctly powerful 2013 with a lightly
phenolic, very long finish. Vinous 91 Points
A bracing white, whose acidity marshals lemon, green apple
OLIVIER LEFLAIVE PULIGNYand baking spice flavors. Shows a hint of honey and ends
2014
750 ML
MONTRACHET
with savory, salty notes on the finish. Best from 2018
through 2025. 804 cases imported.–BS WS 90 Points
Distinctly smoky, with white peach, apple and subtle lemon
OLIVIER LEFLAIVE RULLY 'LES
aromas and flavors. Ends with minerally details and a light
2014
750 ML
CLOS' 1ER CRU
touch of anise. Drink now through 2020. 225 cases
imported. –BS WS 90 Points
100% Chardonnay, from a 4-hectare parcel of the right
bank of the Serein river. Kimmeridgian limestone soils, with
a higher concentration of clay. Average vine age: 40 years.
PAUL NICOLLE CHABLIS 'LES
2015
750 ML Wine undergoes natural yeast fermentation and Malolactic
FORNEAUX' 1ER CRU
fermentation in stainless steel talks. Aged 12-18 months on
lees in stainless steel tanks and with 15% of the final blend
aged in barrel (one third new, one third old barrels). AJ
100% Chardonnay from a south/southwest-facing 2-hectare
'Mont de Milieu' vineyard, which neighbors Chablis Grand
Crus. 40-60 year old vines. Kimmeridgean limestone soils,
PAUL NICOLLE CHABLIS 'MONT
2015
750 ML with a high concentration of clay topsoil. Wine undergoes
DE MILIEU' 1ER CRU
natural yeast fermentation and Malolactic fermentation in
stainless steel talks. Aged 12-18 months on lees in
stainless steel tanks. AJ
(from Puligny vines on the Meursault border - vinified in
stainless steel) Notes of petrol, pear and straw introduce
PAUL PERNOT BOURGOGNE
2015
750 ML round, delicious and nicely concentrated flavors that offer
good length on the bitter lemon-inflected finish. This should
drink well shortly after release. AJ
Here too there are distinct petrol nuances suffusing the
aromas of menthol, apple and acacia blossom. The
PAUL PERNOT PULIGNY2015
750 ML delicious, round and attractively textured medium weight
MONTRACHET
flavors possess a borderline creamy mouth feel before
culminating in a sappy and sneaky long finish. BH
Once again there is a whiff of the exotic adding breadth to
the dried yellow orchard fruit, lilac, Asian-style tea and soft
PAUL PERNOT PULIGNYcitrus nuances. The mouth feel of the middle weight flavors
MONTRACHET 'CHAMP CANET'
2013
750 ML
is rich to the point of being luscious yet there is enough acid
1ER CRU (6 bottles are available)
support to maintain the balance on the palate coating and
impressively long finish. BH 92 Points
Slightly green-tinged color. Fresh white peach and a touch
PAUL PERNOT PULIGNYof reduction on the nose that carries onto the palate. Nicely
MONTRACHET (5 bottles are
2015
750 ML
high-pitched, offering flavors of lemon verbena, candied
available)
lime rind and spices. Vinous
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DESCRIPTION

VINTAGE
SIZE
REVIEWS
Products that are ALL RED and have RED STRIKES through them are SOLD OUT
A restrained nose reluctantly offers up aromas of green
apple, spiced pear, citrus and a discreet wood note. There
is impressive richness to the concentrated and broadshouldered flavors that possess an opulent palate
impression before terminating in a superbly intense, stony
RAPET 'CORTON29734
2014
750 ML and gorgeously persistent finish. This is a very structured
CHARLEMAGNE' GRAND CRU
effort with a very firm core of ripe acidity and it seems clear
that is going to require extended aging to reach its full
potential. Given the usually keen prices that the Rapet
wines sell for this would be a good option at the grand cru
level. BH 93 Points
There are 19 climats which make up Morgeot and the site
itself is nearly one-fifth of the total appellation, so there is a
lot of variety in quality from this 1er Cru site. François’ rows
are in “Tête du Clos” and “Les Grands Clos,” directly in the
RENE LEQUIN-COLIN
CHASSAGNE-MONTRACHET
30422
2014
750 ML mid-slope and center of Morgeot...The vines in “Tête du
Clos” were planted in 1971 and the vines in “Les Grands
'MORGEOT' 1ER CRU
Clos” were planted in 1987. This Morgeot is spicier than
Lequin’s Vergers and it has more body as well. It displays a
velvety texture and impressive length. AJ
This is relatively classic aromatically speaking as the overt
ripeness of the vintage is less evident on the cool citrus,
floral, spice and quinine-suffused nose. Once again there is
a sleek mouth feel to the more intense and delineated
SERVIN CHABLIS 'VAILLONS'
29624
2015
750 ML
middle weight flavors that exude a fine bead of minerality
1ER CRU
onto the saline and moderately dry finale. Note that this is
quite forward and should drink very well after only 2 to 3
years of cellaring. BH 90 Points
The nose is attractive with its pear and apple aromas
SOEUR & FRERE MAISON DEUX
serving as a pretty introduction to the vibrant, clean and
MONTILLE POUILLY-FUISSE
40140036
2012
750 ML bright flavors that exude a lovely saline character that adds
'VERGISSON' (6 bottles are
to the refreshing palate impression of the agreeably dry
available)
finish. BH 88 Points
A bright, pale yellow wine with a lively bouquet of peach
and pineapple tropical fruits intermingling with touches of
STEPHANE ALADAME
40140057 MONTAGNY 'DECOUVERTE' 1ER
2015
750 ML more savoury, mineral notes. Medium-bodied, with a
vibrant, intense core of citrus and stone fruit alongside a
CRU
firm mineral zip that continues through the long finish. AJ
No use of oak barrels. The very old vines thrive on
limestone soils in Beaujolais. It is a lively, fresh wine that is
TERRES DOREES BEAUJOLAIS
25417
2014
750 ML
drinking beautifully right now. The finish is long and clean
BLANC
and the flavor profile is classic southern Beaujolais. AJ
Fresh apricot, orange, honey and caraway seed on the
expressive, slightly exotic nose. Suave and refreshing in the
THIERRY & PASCALE MATROT
mouth, with a light touch and attractive Puligny austerity to
PULIGNY MONTRACHET 'LES
19965
2013
750 ML
the orange and yellow fruit flavors. Showing much more
CHALUMEAUX' 1ER CRU (5
personality and precision than the Meursault Charmes, not
bottles are available)
to mention better balance. Vinous 92 Points
A clear pale gold in the glass with aromas of green and red
apples and a hint of oyster shell. On the palate, fresh and
16964
TREMBLAY CHABLIS
2016
750 ML
crisp with notes of lime. A beautifully balanced wine, fleshy
and ripe with a distinctly mineral finish. AJ
A focused, lemon-, apple- and melon-flavored version, with
accents of seashore and stone. Leaves a mouthwatering
7221
WILLIAM FEVRE CHABLIS
2015
750 ML finish that lingers well, echoing citrus and stone elements.
Drink now through 2023. 4,000 cases imported. –BS WS 91
Points
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RED BURGUNDY

20209

(DOM.) CHANSON BEAUNE
'CLOS DES FEVES' 1ER CRU
MONOPOLE

2013

750 ML

4014003

(DOM.) CHANSON SANTENAY
'BEAUREGARD' 1ER CRU

2015

750 ML

This wine comes from a vineyard that is wholly owned by
Chanson. It is juicy, ripe while having a great, straight line of
acidity. The red-berry fruits are still developing and coming
through the firm, smoky dark tannins. The wine, with its
spicy aftertaste, will be ready to drink from 2020. WE 94
Points
Bright ruby color. Aromas of dark berries (dark cherries)
mixed with violet fragrances, sandalwood and earthy notes.
Complex and energetic. Deep structure with well-integrated
tannins. Long aftertaste. AJ

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

VINTAGE
SIZE
REVIEWS
Products that are ALL RED and have RED STRIKES through them are SOLD OUT
Lovely floral lift to the aromas of cherry pit, rose petal, mint
and sexy new oak. Densely packed and silky, offering good
size but a light touch. Red fruit, bitter chocolate, floral and
(DOM.) FAIVELEY GEVREY
CHAMBERTIN 'LES CAZETIERS'
3676
2011
750 ML mineral flavors display terrific precision. Finishes pure,
gripping and long, with a firm underpinning of dusty but
1ER CRU (6 bottles available)
sweet tannins and a lingering floral quality. This one should
evolve gracefully. Vinous 92+ Points
One of the highlights of the range this year, the 2012
Gevrey-Chambertin Clos Saint-Jacques is utterly
magnificent. Dark cherry, plum, smoke, licorice and violet
(DOM.) JADOT GEVREY
notes flesh out in a voluptuous, racy Burgundy endowed
CHAMBERTIN 'SAINT-JACQUES'
4108
2012
750 ML
with stunning depth and pure pedigree. With time in the
1ER CRU (3 bottles are available)
glass the flavors flesh out beautifully. The Clos SaintJacques is voluptuous and supple, yet also backed up by
plenty of structure. Vinous 93-95 Points
The 2012 Echezeaux Grand Cru is very delicate on the
nose at first, shifts into fifth gear with modest aeration to
reveal precise redcurrant, cranberry and dried rose petals
(DOM.) MEO CAMUZET
scents. The palate is medium-bodied with candied orange
ECHEZEAUX 'LES ROUGES DE
10598
2012
750 ML
peel lining the opening before it fans out with dark berry fruit
BAS' GRAND CRU (10 bottles are
laced with iodine and dab of cassis. Good structure here,
available)
though its compactness and solidity suggest that it will need
several year’s cellaring. WA 93-95/BH 92-95 Points
(MAISON) JESSIAUME
It has a ripe, sweet and generous bouquet with small red
CHAMBOLLE MUSIGNY 'AUX
cherries, incense and a touch of cassis that is quite heady
13478
2012
750 ML
ECHANGES' 1ER CRU (8 bottles
compared to the other cuvees from Jessiaume. The palate
are available)
is sweet and fleshy on the entry. WA
Dense, starting out with aromas of sandalwood and spice,
backed by floral, blackberry and spice flavors. Juicy and
ANTONIN GUYON CHAMBOLLE
MUSIGNY 'LES CRAS' (2 bottles
10245
2011
750 ML long, harmonious and expressive. Just needs a little time.
Best from 2016 through 2028. 30 cases imported. –BS WS
are available)
90 Points
A lightly spicy but notably earthy nose of a ripe and very
fresh array of mixed red berries gives way to rich and utterly
ARNOUX-LACHAUX NUITS SAINT
delicious flavors that possess excellent volume before
GEORGES (3 bottles are
10593
2011
750 ML
terminating in a seductively textured finish that is shaped by
available)
dense but fine tannins. Again, this is first rate for its level.
BH 89-91 Points
As usual the blend this year draws heavily from declassified
Santenay villages and Santenay 1er cru Commes. New this
year is around 25% from estate Bourgogne in Pommard
BENJAMIN LEROUX
40140058
2015
750 ML
and Meursault. This means that the 2015 is the first Leroux
BOURGOGNE
Bourgogne rouge to actually include some Bourgogne-level
juice in the blend. There is also a little Fixin this year. AJ
The Domaine Berthaut-Gerbet Fixin 2015 is a step up in
definition and intensity. Fixin is often being considered as a
bit austere and hard .. but the new style of Domaine
Berthaut-Gerbet is aiming to change this – and the
40140063 BERTHAUT-GERBET FIXIN
2015
750 ML
somewhat hot 2015 vintage certainly helps, a perfect match
for the Fixin terroirs. This village Fixin is both forward and
rich – its elegant and harmonious .. with a lovely fruit on the
mid-palate. AJ
A vibrant nose full of red fruit, subtle spices, aged balsamic,
and nuanced cocoa. Warm, full, and supple it has the
12702
BITOUZET-PRIEUR BOURGOGNE
2014
750 ML character to hold its own with a variety of cuisines. Tightlyknit tannins suggest great aging potential, but it is superb
now with some time to breathe. Terrific value! AJ
Rich, ripe and juicy, boasting cherry, raspberry, floral, spice
and mineral aromas and flavors. Balanced, with fine length
BOUCHARD PERE & FILS
12734
2012
750 ML
and a mineral aftertaste. Drink now through 2024. 300
CHAMBOLLE MUSIGNY
cases imported. –BS WS 90 Points
There is good detail and plenty of punch to the delicious yet
entirely serious flavors that possess fine complexity and
BUISSON CHARLES
persistence on the polished and balanced finale. This is a
BOURGOGNE 'HAUTES
3161
2014
750 ML bit more structured than what is typical for the appellation
COUTURES' (Organic) (3 bottles
and thus at least a year or two of patience is advised. Note
available)
that this would make a great choice for a "serious" house
red. -Outstanding Top value- BH
Rustic yet pure, red and blue fruits dance with spice, sunwarmed earth, pressed flower petals, and underbrush. This
is an extraordinary value for everyday drinking and although
CHATEAU DE LA MALTROYE
5328
2014
750 ML
utterly delicious now, its Santenay and Chassagne
BOURGOGNE
provenance will allow this wine to improve with a few years
in the bottle. AJ
Deeply pitched aromas of dark berries, cola and Indian
spices, with a smoky mineral quality adding lift. Sappy and
CHATEAU DU MOULIN-A-VENT
expansive on the palate, offering ripe blackberry and bitter
'LE CLOS DE LONDRES' (9
18491
2009
750 ML
cherry flavors lifted and braced by tangy acidity. Closes
bottles available)
smooth, smoky and long, with supple tannins adding grip.
Vinous 91 Points
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SIZE
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Products that are ALL RED and have RED STRIKES through them are SOLD OUT
Creamed black cherry, spiced plum and lavender flavors
weave together in this charming red, with cool mineral,
CHATEAU DU MOULIN-A-VENT
12815
2012
750 ML licorice and herbal notes gliding into the mouthwatering
MOULIN-A-VENT
finish. Drink now through 2018. 1,800 cases made.–AN WS
91 Points
Bright ruby. Sexy, mineral-tinged raspberry and floral
pastille scents are complemented by suggestions of Asian
spices and orange zest. Lively, focused and pure, with
CHATEAU DU MOULIN-A-VENT
MOULIN-A-VENT 'CHAMP DE
12825
2011
750 ML intense red fruit liqueur flavors that put on weight with air.
Dusty tannins shape the finish, which clings with excellent
COUR' (6 bottles are available)
tenacity and just a hint of fine-grained tannins. Vinous 92
Points
Aromas of mixed berries, strawberry liqueur and raspberry,
cinnamon and pepper spices with a touch of liquorice. The
CLOS DU MOULIN AUX MOINES
20806
2015
750 ML
mouth has a soft, tender attack, supported by pleasing
BOURGOGNE
tannins, a lot of structure and a healthy vivacity. AJ
Intense aromas of bright red fruit and earth.
On the palate, the 2014 Chevalier D'Eon is racy, light and
DAMPT FRERES BOURGOGNE
80140084
2014
750 ML
clean with flavors of cranberries and pomegranate and a
PINOT NOIR 'CHEVALIER D'EON'
pleasant mineral-accented finish. AJ
This highly sought after wine, produced in limited quantities,
is little time for sale in the cellar of Chablis. It develops
aromas of red fruit dominated cherries and cassis. It
DANIEL-ETIENNE DEFAIX
30152
2009
750 ML
accompanies with excellence sweet-sour dishes such as
BOURGOGNE
rabbit with prunes, quail with grapes and figs ... It's maturity
is at its optimum, and we advise you to enjoy it now AJ
Good dark red Cool, youthfully inexpressive nose
dominated by black cherry and smoky minerality; the
strictest of these 2014s today (Mallard described it as
Cistercian) Densely packed and very rich but classically dry,
with savory minerality currently holding the upper hand over
DOMAINE D'EUGENIE 'CLOS
88124
2014
750 ML
the wine's fruit This extremely backward wine is also
VOUGEOT' GRAND CRU
showing its new oak element (85%) in the early going, with
the firmly tannic finish displaying a note of caramel along
with a strong impression of saline dry extract. Vinous 94+
Points
An ultra-spicy and attractively fresh nose is composed by
openly floral, Asian tea, plum and black currant scents.
There is a lovely sense of energy to the fleshy and
concentrated medium weight flavors that coat the palate
DOMAINE D'EUGENIE
88123
2014
750 ML
with dry extract while delivering lovely depth and length.
'ECHEZEAUX' GRAND CRU
The Brûlées is excellent but this very firm and serious effort
possesses better overall complexity and the mouth feel is
sensational. BH 93 Points
The 2011 Clos Vougeot Grand Cru has a candied bouquet
with touches of orange zest, more red-fruit character and
DOMAINE D'EUGENIE 'CLOS DE
incense that is very refined. The palate is well-balanced
VOUGEOT' GRAND CRU (6
15149
2011
750 ML
with fine earthy finish that lingers long in the mouth. Like the
bottles are available)
2012, it is here that Domaine d’Eugenie really excels. WA
94 Points
A discreet but not invisible touch of wood sets off admirably
pure aromas of various dark berries, pungent earth, floral
and soft spice nuances. There is good power and volume
but as with several wines in the range in 2012 the
supporting tannins are notably fine and almost invisible at
DOMAINE D'EUGENIE 'CLOS DE
VOUGEOT' GRAND CRU (6
29233
2012
750 ML present as the abundant dry extract coats the palate and
pushes the sense of structure to the background on the
bottles are available)
gorgeously long finish. This isn't exactly robust but it is very
firmly structured which together with the excellent power
and punch make this is a seriously good effort. BH 95
Points
The 2011 Echezeaux Grand Cru is more closed on the
nose than the Aux Brulees and demands more coaxing
from the glass. But just give it a couple of minutes and it
unfolds to reveal black currant fruit mingling with raspberry
DOMAINE D'EUGENIE
'ECHEZEAUX' GRAND CRU (6
15148
2011
750 ML and Morello, a sub-layer of minerals and forest-floor scents.
The palate is medium-bodied with firm backbone, quite
bottles are available)
masculine in the mouth with a pleasant austerity on the
finish. This is a seriously fine Echezeaux. Drink 2017-2030.
WA 93 Points
There is just enough wood present to notice but not so
much that it impedes an appreciation of the elegant and
admirably pure aromas of floral, spice, plum and red and
black currant. There is excellent richness and volume to the
DOMAINE D'EUGENIE
suave and round medium weight flavors that brim with dry
'ECHEZEAUX' GRAND CRU (6
29231
2012
750 ML
extract that imparts a seductive texture to the punchy and
bottles are available)
utterly delicious finale. Though presently quite firmly
structured I suspect that this too will be approachable young
with only a few years of bottle age yet be capable of
rewarding more than a decade of cellar time. BH 93 Points
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The 2012 Vosne-Romanee Clos d’Eugenie comes from the
0.57-hectare clos adjacent to the winery, sees 40% new
wood (two new barrels out of a total five) and it includes
20% whole cluster. This is distinct from the regular VosneRomanee, that is for sure, with superior delineation and
DOMAINE D'EUGENIE VOSNE
ROMANEE 'CLOS D'EUGENIE' (11
2012
750 ML mineralite emanating from the glass with just two or three
minutes aeration, but bestowed a similar fruit profile. The
bottles available)
palate is very well structured with superb tension and poise.
Again, it is very pure and focused, silky smooth in texture
with heightened nervosite on the finish compared to the
regular village cru. This is very fine. WA 90-92 Points
The 2011 Vosne-Romanee Clos d’Eugenie has a tightly
wound bouquet with scents of brambly black fruit and briary,
DOMAINE D'EUGENIE VOSNE
tertiary notes developing in the glass. The palate is
ROMANEE 'CLOS D'EUGENIE' (9
2011
750 ML
medium-bodied with firm, grippy tannins and hints of brine
bottles are available)
infusing the dark-berry fruit. Drink now-2019. WA 89/BH 89
Points
The expressive nose exhibits plenty of floral character along
with spicy red currant and plum scents. There is good
freshness and a lovely sense of vitality to the rich and
DOMAINE D'EUGENIE VOSNE2012
750 ML
notably ripe medium-bodied flavors that retain good
ROMANEE
precision on the lingering finish. This should drink well in its
youth if desired. BH 88 Points
The 2014 Vosne-Romanée Village, which had been racked
three weeks prior to my visit and matured in three new
barrels out of fourteen, is a blend of 'Les Vigneux' and the
bottom half of Les Brûlées augmented by the domaine's
DOMAINE D'EUGENIE VOSNE2014
750 ML younger vines. It has a surprisingly precocious nose with
ROMANEE
black cherry and a touch of cassis fruit. The palate is
medium-bodied with juicy ripe tannin, moderate acidity,
quite fleshy for a 2014 with a red cherry and soy-tinged
finish. WA
The 2013 Vosne-Romanée Village, without the addition of
'Les Commune' for the first time, has a lifted dark cherry
and blackberry leaf nose, nicely defined and quite vigorous.
DOMAINE D'EUGENIE VOSNE2013
750 ML
The palate is medium-bodied with supple ripe tannins,
ROMANEE
nicely judged acidity and a very linear finish that just needs
to develop a little more complexity by the time of bottle. WA
(made entirely from the rocky, south-facing highest part of
this vineyard, where the soil resembles the calcaire of
Premeaux, according to winemaker Michel Mallard; the fruit
from the lower part of the vineyard goes into the estate's
DOMAINE D'EUGENIE VOSNEbasic village wine): Bright, dark red Spicy, floral nose is a bit
ROMANEE 'AUX BRULEES' 1ER
2014
750 ML
reduced today Densely packed and rather suave, with its
CRU
fine-grained strawberry and raspberry fruit flavors enlivened
by an element of crushed rock Finishes spicy, energetic and
long Winemaker Mallard describes this silky wine as 'more
easily digestible' than the 2015 version. Vinous 92 Points
This is also exuberantly spicy with a relatively high-toned
nose of various red berries, violet, lilac and Asian tea. There
is good freshness and vibrancy to the concentrated, intense
DOMAINE D'EUGENIE VOSNEROMANEE 'AUX BRULEES' 1ER
2013
750 ML and voluminous flavors that display plenty of minerality on
the palate coating and highly persistent finish. This is an
CRU
elegant but muscular wine where the supporting tannins are
clearly quite ripe. BH 92 Points
(from a crop level of 31 hectoliters per hectare and vinified
with one-third whole clusters): Bright medium red Darker
and riper on the nose than the basic village bottling,
showing good lift to its aromas of black cherry, dark berries,
DOMAINE D'EUGENIE VOSNE2014
750 ML licorice and violet This juicy, dry, rather elegantly styled
ROMANEE 'CLOS D'EUGENIE'
wine offers an attractive balance of berry intensity and
saline minerality Finishes with suave tannins and very good
subtle length No shortage of volume in this excellent village
bottling. Vinous 90 Points
A deft touch of wood sets off spicy aromas of dark berry
fruit, plum and floral scents. There is a wonderfully
seductive, even silky mouth feel to the mineral-inflected and
DOMAINE D'EUGENIE VOSNE2013
750 ML
sleek medium weight flavors that brim with dry extract on
ROMANEE 'CLOS D'EUGENIE'
the detailed and beautifully long finish. This too is a Vosne
villages of refinement and grace. BH 89-92 Points
The 2011 Vosne-Romanee 1er Cru Aux Brulees has a
cohesive and harmonious bouquet with pure red currant
and raspberry scents, lifted mineralite and fine delineation.
DOMAINE D'EUGENIE VOSNEROMANEE "AUX BRULEES" 1ER
2011
750 ML The palate is velvety smooth on the entry with succulent
dark cherries, cassis and blueberry that lead to a silky,
CRU (3 bottles are available)
smooth finish that lingers long in the mouth. This is very
seductive. Drink 2015-2025. WA 92 Points

REG PRICE

SALE PRICE

$105.99

$75.99

$95.99

$75.99

$85.99

$55.99

$55.99

$49.99

$69.99

$62.99

$145.99

$129.99

$165.99

$145.99

$72.99

$65.99

$99.99

$85.99

$169.99

$139.99

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

VINTAGE
SIZE
REVIEWS
Products that are ALL RED and have RED STRIKES through them are SOLD OUT
The notably ripe nose is composed of dark currant, clove,
anise and lovely violet and rose petal hints. There is
excellent phenolic maturity to the supporting structure that
DOMAINE D'EUGENIE VOSNEshape the fleshy and intensely mineral-driven middle weight
ROMANEE "AUX BRULEES" 1ER
29230
2012
750 ML
flavors that possess a refreshing salinity on the balanced
CRU (6 bottles are available)
finish. This is an elegant wine as the tannins are quite finegrained and I very much like the persistence and sense of
refinement. BH 92 Points
The 2011 Vosne-Romanee Village has a pretty bouquet,
perhaps a little rustic for Domaine d’Eugenie, but very
attractive all the same, bouncing along with red cherries,
DOMAINE D'EUGENIE VOSNEROMANEE (10 bottles are
15139
2011
750 ML crushed strawberry and bergamot. The palate is slightly
leafy and autumnal on the entry with fine tannins and a
available)
light, unimposing finish that suggest this is best consumed
in the next six years. Drink now-2018. WA 89 Points
A beautifully spicy if distinctly reticent nose features notes
of cassis, plum, violets, lilac, herbal tea and sandalwood.
There is excellent richness to the generously proportioned
DOMAINE DE LA ROMANEE
and very suave medium-bodied flavors that deliver fine
CONTI 'ECHEZEAUX' GRAND
30908
2013
750 ML
depth and length on the balanced, focused and attractively
CRU
vibrant finale that displays just a hint of youthful edginess.
While this should age effortlessly it should also be more
approachable sooner than the Corton. BH 92 Points
A wonderfully complex nose features a broad array of spice
elements with those of plum, violet, sandalwood and Asianstyle tea that are also trimmed in soft wood nuances. There
is good punch to the refined, cool and pure medium-bodied
DOMAINE DE LA ROMANEE
flavors that possess better concentration on the balanced,
80140097 CONTI 'ECHEZEAUX' GRAND
2014
750 ML
persistent and youthfully austere finale where the only nit is
CRU
a very subtle hint of warmth. Of all of the wines in the
Domaine's portfolio, in my view the Ech is the most
improved over the last 10 years and it shows as the 2014 is
bigger and more powerful than usual.BH 94 Points
Like the Ech this is aromatically quite restrained but
aggressive swirling eventually coaxes an intensely floral
and strikingly perfumed nose to reveal notes of elegant red
berries, anise, exotic tea and soft wood hints. This is very
DOMAINE DE LA ROMANEE
Grands Ech in character with its sleekly muscular bigCONTI 'GRANDS ECHEZEAUX'
30909
2013
750 ML
bodied flavors that display outstanding intensity on the
GRAND CRU
moderately austere, backward and notably more structured
finale. Interestingly this is only slightly more persistent than
the Ech though this could very well change in time as there
is clearly more underlying material. BH 93 Points
Here the expressive nose is even spicier and more floral
with its lovely array of rose petal, lilac and lavender scents
adding elegance to the mostly dark pinot and earth aromas
that are also trimmed in a bit of wood but in this case it is
DOMAINE DE LA ROMANEE
even more subtle. As is virtually always the case this is
80140098 CONTI 'GRANDS ECHEZEAUX'
2014
750 ML
bigger, richer, more powerful and more muscular with
GRAND CRU
excellent volume to the rich and mouth coating flavors that
deliver superb length on the chiseled, robust and hugely
long finale. Patience will definitely be required. BH 95
Points
The 2013 La Tâche Grand Cru was picked from the
afternoon of October 7 and over the next two days at 18
hectoliters per hectare. It has a heavenly nose with
exquisite mineral-rich red cherry, wild strawberry, blood
orange and subtle woodland, damp autumn leaf and moss
aromas that are extraordinarily complex. It seems to gain
vigor and intensity with each swirl of the glass. The palate is
DOMAINE DE LA ROMANEE
medium-bodied with very fine tannin, a slightly suppler La
30913
2013
750 ML
CONTI 'LA TACHE' GRAND CRU
Tâche compared to recent years, a wine with an athleticism.
There is nothing wasted or superfluous here, a honed La
Tâche that is all about tensile structure matched by perfect
acidity and an incredibly complex, kaleidoscopic finish that
seems so mercurial in the glass, initially offering red fruit
then changing its mind and revealing darker and more
tertiary notes. In a word: awesome. Production is 1,023
cases. Tasted February 2016. WA 97 Points

REG PRICE

SALE PRICE

$189.99

$129.99

$69.99

$55.99

$1,299.99

$1,099.99

$1,099.99

$799.99

$1,499.99

$1,199.99

$1,499.99

$1,099.99

$2,999.99

$2,599.99

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

VINTAGE
SIZE
REVIEWS
Products that are ALL RED and have RED STRIKES through them are SOLD OUT
The 2014 La Tâche Grand Cru was picked on 17, 18 and
20 September at 32 hectoliters per hectare, bottled between
1 and 25 April 2016. It has a quite startling bouquet: dark
berry fruit, bay leaf, hints of jasmine tea and autumn leaves.
It delivers multi-faceted aromatics, a mercurial bouquet,
brown spices emerging with continued aeration in the glass.
It is a tad more forward than I expected. The palate is
DOMAINE DE LA ROMANEE
80140100
2014
750 ML medium-bodied with great structure and fine grip. This is a
CONTI 'LA TACHE' GRAND CRU
slightly more masculine La Tâche and replicating its
performance in barrel, the fruit spectrum shimmies from red
to black (incidentally, exactly as I observed when I tasted it
in barrel). There is a lovely lift on the finish that leaves you
with a piquant kiss on the cheek. This is wonderful. 1,929
cases produced. Tasted February 2017. WA 96/BH
96/Vinous 96+ Points
A distinctly cool and restrained nose is comprised by notes
of both red and dark currant, cinnamon, violet, Pekoe tea,
clove, hoisin and noticeable wood treatment. The
imposingly-scaled, concentrated and almost painfully
intense mineral-driven flavors possess a beguiling inner
DOMAINE DE LA ROMANEE
mouth perfume that continues onto the robust, earthy, dusty
CONTI 'RICHEBOURG' GRAND
30912
2013
750 ML
and moderately austere finish that, somewhat curiously, is
CRU
noticeably shorter than usual. This dense, structured and
ultra-serious effort feels as though it is only beginning to
take shape and as such my score offers the benefit of the
doubt that this will come together with time in bottle of which
I underscore that plenty will be required. BH 94 Points
The 2014 Richebourg Grand Cru was picked on 20 and 21
September at 29.75 hectoliters per hectare. This has a
gorgeous, flamboyant, vivacious bouquet with blossoming
red cherries, crushed strawberry, less undergrowth scents
compared to the showing in barrel, replaced by pressed
rose petal notes. There is wonderful delineation and
exuberance here. The palate is medium-bodied with a
DOMAINE DE LA ROMANEE
lively, spicy, white pepper-tinged entry, just a faint hint of
80140101 CONTI 'RICHEBOURG' GRAND
2014
750 ML
black truffle tincturing the dark berry fruit. There is superb
CRU
backbone and density here, a Richebourg delivering on its
promise from barrel, plus it comes armed with an
extraordinarily long aftertaste that evokes marine-like
images, something wild and estuarine. While not as
flattering as the Romanée-Saint-Vivant at the moment, just
wait ten years. 1,160 cases produced. Tasted February
2017. WA 96 Points
The 2013 Romanée-Conti Grand Cru was picked in the
afternoon of October 8 at a yield of 17.5 hectoliters per
hectare. I remember this was taciturn in barrel vis-à-vis the
La Tâche, which is commonly the case, however here it
sprints from the blocks thanks to a life-affirming bouquet of
red plum, wild strawberry, cold wet limestone and black
truffle that segues into something almost girolles-like, even
DOMAINE DE LA ROMANEE
smoky. Like the 2013 La Tâche, it is very mercurial in the
CONTI 'ROMANEE CONTI' GRAND
30914
2013
750 ML glass and to that end, I stretched my sample out for 10-15
CRU
minutes. The palate is medium-bodied and very harmonious
on the entry. Filigree tannin frame this wine, perfect acidity
lending freshness and tension, here a gradual build towards
a delineated, almost edgy finish. It brought to the forefront
of my mind an actor about to utter the first line of a play.
Give it several years in bottle before you start throwing
bouquets onto the stage, for the performance will be worth
the wait. WA 97/Vinous 97 Points
The 2014 Romanée-Conti Grand Cru was picked on 19
September, cropped at 32.6 hectoliters per hectare and
bottled on 25 and 26 April 2016. I remember tasting this
from barrel, thinking how taciturn it was, before coaxing out
those subtle tertiary aromas. Here it remains bashful once
more, however, it soon begins to open and deliver the
ethereal, mineral-infused red fruit. It is almost conservative
compared to the more multi-faceted 2014 La Tâche. This is
precise and detailed, not inclined to deliver aromatic "thrills"
DOMAINE DE LA ROMANEE
at such an early juncture. The palate is medium-bodied with
80140102 CONTI 'ROMANEE CONTI' GRAND
2014
750 ML
supple tannin, perfectly judged acidity, perhaps fuller in the
CRU
mouth than the 2013 Romanée-Conti, with volume and grip
towards the finish. Paradoxically, it is also a discrete wine,
quite linear and maybe without the sustained persistence
that elevates the La Tâche. You could sum up this
Romanée-Conti in three words: precision, precision,
precision. A total of 657 cases were produced, which is
much above the average of 450, but do not expect the
normal economic rules of supply and demand to apply.
Tasted February 2017. WA 97/BH 97 Points

REG PRICE

SALE PRICE

$2,999.99

$2,499.99

$1,999.99

$1,599.99

$1,799.99

$1,599.99

$16,999.99

$12,999.99

$13,999.99

$10,999.99
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DESCRIPTION

VINTAGE
SIZE
REVIEWS
Products that are ALL RED and have RED STRIKES through them are SOLD OUT
Good dark red. Soil-driven aromas of cherry liqueur, cocoa
powder, mocha, earth and noble herbs. Wonderfully pliant
and sweet on entry, then densely packed and tight for all its
DOMAINE DE LA ROMANEE
inner-mouth perfume. Flavors of dark berries and dried
CONTI 'ROMANEE ST. VIVANT'
30911
2013
750 ML
flowers are lifted by ethereal dark spices. An outstanding
GRAND CRU
expression of soil, this very suave wine finishes horizontal
and very long, with positive veggie and spice hints. Vinous
94+ Points
The 2014 Romanée-Saint-Vivant Grand Cru was picked on
21, 22 and 23 September cropped at 31.6 hectoliters per
hectare. Now this has a distinctly earthy bouquet, one that
leads you into the dark woods. Yes, there is plenty of
vivacious red berry fruit, here augmented with something
autumnal, brown leaves on an October morning, moss and
tree bark. Then with continued aeration, these shift away
DOMAINE DE LA ROMANEE
and are replaced by pure floral aromas. The palate is very
80140103 CONTI 'ROMANEE ST. VIVANT'
2014
750 ML
precise on the entry with a touch of orange rind and
GRAND CRU
mandarin complementing the crushed strawberry and
raspberry fruit; there is a touch of spiciness towards the
finish that exerts a gentle, yet insistent grip à la Richebourg.
The persistence here is very impressive and it just seems to
blossom in the glass until you have utterly succumbed to its
charms. 1,756 cases produced. Tasted February 2017. WA
95/BH 95 Points
Readers who want to check out the vintage at DRC should
probably start with the 2012 Échézeaux, a wine that is
wonderfully expressive today, although naturally very
young. Still, the depth of the fruit and overall sense of
DOMAINE DE LA ROMANEECONTI 'ECHEZEAUX' GRAND
14128
2012
750 ML pliancy add to an impression of exuberance that is hard to
resist. Hints of tobacco, mint, new leather and dried herbs
CRU
add nuance over time, but 2012 Échézeaux is above all
else a wine of textural radiance and pure beauty. Vinous 94
Points
The 2012 Grands Echézeaux was picked on September 22,
24 and 25, at 27 hectoliters per hectare. Compared to the
Echézeaux the nose is more demure, perhaps more
refined, does not feel the urge to "put it all out" as it were.
Reticent is the word - yet the precision and delineation is
DOMAINE DE LA ROMANEEundeniable. The palate is medium-bodied with very supple
CONTI 'GRANDS ECHEZEAUX'
14131
2012
750 ML
tannin, here a mixture of red and black fruit, a little broodier
GRAND CRU
and more introspective than its "cousin" but with greater
persistence in the mouth. It unfurls on the finish: hints of dry
tobacco and cedar, leaving you with the impression of a
"masculine" Grands Echézeaux, one built for the long haul.
987 cases produced. WA 95/Vinous 95 Points
The 2012 La Tâche was picked September 25 and 27 at 21
hectoliters per hectare. It is blessed with one of those
aromatic profiles that stops you in your tracks, in some
ways stops time itself. There is an intensity and drive here,
a mixture of red and black fruit, autumn leaves and wet
limestone and later, roof tiles on a hot July afternoon. The
palate is medium-bodied and nigh perfectly balanced. The
DOMAINE DE LA ROMANEE14141
2012
750 ML tannins are filigree, the fruit extremely pure with an intense
CONTI 'LA TACHE' GRAND CRU
mineralité on the finish. There is an effortless quality about
this La Tâche and yet is just clams up on the finish, does
not quite deliver that knockout blow that so many other
vintages have given. Perhaps it is saving it for later?
Readers should note that there is just 1,113 cases
produced rather than the usual 1,870. WA 97/BH 97/Vinous
97 Points
This is also intensely floral, in fact it may very well be the
most floral wine in the range. Though it may not be quite as
elegant as the Romanée St. Vivant it is arguably even more
aromatically complex with a wonderfully fresh if restrained
nose of hoisin, black fruit, soy and anise. There is
DOMAINE DE LA ROMANEEremarkable concentration of dry extract that completely
CONTI 'RICHEBOURG' GRAND
14272
2011
750 ML buffers the otherwise tightly wound tannic spine while
CRU
pushing it to the background as the broad-shouldered
flavors culminate in a balanced, long and velvety mineralinflected finish that delivers astonishing persistence. While
the Domaine's 2011s will in general drink well earlier than is
typical, the Riche may be an exception to that
generalization. BH 95 Points
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$1,899.99

$1,599.99

$1,799.99

$1,599.99

$1,299.99

$999.99

$1,399.99

$1,099.99

$3,199.99

$2,699.99

$1,699.99

$1,399.99
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DESCRIPTION

VINTAGE
SIZE
REVIEWS
Products that are ALL RED and have RED STRIKES through them are SOLD OUT
Usually, choosing between La Tâche and Romanée-Conti is
like choosing between your two favourite children. Not this
year. The 2012 Romanée-Conti is one of the most
spellbinding that I have tasted since I began 17 years ago.
The bouquet is quite astonishing with brilliant delineation
DOMAINE DE LA ROMANEECONTI 'ROMANEE CONTI' GRAND
14147
2012
750 ML and focus, an almost disorientating sense of mineralité that
soars from the glass and leaves you speechless. The palate
CRU
is perfectly proportioned with a sensational line of acidity,
brimming over with energy and frisson. This flirts with
perfection and you know, one day it might actually achieve
it. Just 350 cases produced. WA 99 Points
Usually one of the more seductive, feminine wines in the
range, the 2012 Romanée St.-Vivant is unusually powerful
and structured. Huge, searing tannins and superexpressive, bright acidity both are a prominent today. The
DOMAINE DE LA ROMANEE2012 is going to need a number of years in bottle to
CONTI 'ROMANEE ST VIVANT'
14143
2012
750 ML
approach the early part of what is likely to be a very long
GRAND CRU
drinking window. A huge finish totally drenched with saline
notes is breathtaking, if not especially typical of RSV.
Needless to say, the 2012 is going to be a fascinating wine
to follow over the next several decades. Vinous 97+ Points
Reduction hides the aromatic composition but there is good
freshness and punch to the strongly mineral-driven middle
weight flavors that possess fine delineation as well as very
DOMAINE DE MONTILLE
fine shaping tannins, all wrapped in a balanced, restrained
POMMARD 'LES PEZEROLLES'
12689
2011
750 ML
and mildly austere finish. There is a wonderfully
1ER CRU
sophisticated mouth feel and this is textbook Pézerolles
though I underscore that patience will be required. BH 9194 Points
This is a delicious, ripe and fruity wine that comes from the
south of Beaujolais. It has ripe red-berry fruits and soft
DOMAINE DES TERRES DOREES
9733
2015
750 ML
tannins allied to a juicy acidity that keeps it all fresh. Drink
'L'ANCIENNE' BEAUJOLAIS
now. WE 90 Points
A complex and relatively elegant nose offers up notes of red
currant, raspberry, black cherry and a hint of anise. There is
DROUHIN BEAUNE 'CLOS DES
MOUCHES' 1ER CRU (11 bottles
28656
2011
750 ML a supple and markedly silky texture to the mid-palate thanks
to the notably fine-grained tannins, all wrapped in a linear
available)
and moderately austere finish. BH 88-91 Points
This cru estate is owned by the Duboeuf family. The wine
has some wood aging that adds to the rich texture while not
DUBOEUF 'CHATEAU DES
40087
2015
750 ML detracting from the ripe juicy red-cherry fruit. With its
CAPITANS' JULIENAS
tannins, the wine could age, so drink from late 2017. WE 90
Points
Impressively aromatic with crushed berries, dried flowers,
nutmeg and other spices. Full-bodied, round and flavorful
DUBOEUF 'DOMAINE DES
55564
2015
750 ML
with a light vanilla and chocolate aftertaste. About 20% new
QUATRE VENTS' FLEURIE
barrels. JS 93 Points
Beautifully perfumed with rose petals and lilacs. Stone
undertones. Medium to full body, silky and polished tannins
DUBOEUF 'JEAN DESCOMBES'
80140076
2015
750 ML
and a very pretty gunflint and blueberry aftertaste. JS 93
MORGON
Points
A towering, utterly majestic wine, the 2012 Bonnes Mares is
the stuff dreams are made of. Within the Dujac range, the
Bonnes Mares doesn't seem to get as much attention as
some of the other wines, but its track record over time
places it at or near the top in my view, excluding of course
the Romanee St. Vivant and Chambertin, both of which
have much shorter track records. Beams of tannin, acidity
DUJAC 'BONNES MARES' GRAND
10339
2012
750 ML and minerality propel the Bonnes Mares into the
CRU (6 bottles are available)
stratosphere. The flavors are dark, intense and tightly
wound. In other words, this is classic Bonnes Mares that will
require a good decade to become approachable, although
personally, I would not open a bottle before age twenty.
With sufficient bottle age, Dujac's Bonnes Mares has often
developed into a transcendental Burgundy of the very
highest level.Vinous 98 Points
This is markedly more restrained with its reluctant aromas
of brooding dark berry fruit, earth, sauvage and hints of
dried flowers. There is excellent volume, concentration and
imposing power to the big-bodied flavors that deliver plenty
DUJAC 'CLOS DE LA ROCHE'
30123
2014
750 ML
of minerality and outstanding persistence on the robust but
GRAND CRU
balanced finish. This classically proportioned Clos de la
Roche is indisputably going to require extended keeping.
BH 93-95 Points

REG PRICE
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$14,999.99

$10,999.99

$1,899.99

$1,399.99

$115.99

$89.99

$19.99

$16.99

$119.99

$99.99

$22.99

$18.99

$22.99

$18.99

$22.99

$18.99

$999.99

$599.99

$575.99

$419.99
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30125

30124

18308

12490

30151

11034

11035

473

11401

10250

10862

DESCRIPTION

VINTAGE
SIZE
REVIEWS
Products that are ALL RED and have RED STRIKES through them are SOLD OUT
A completely different aromatic profile is present here with
its notably more elegant and expressive nose of various
floral elements that include lavender and rose petal along
with various spice and red berry fruit scents. There is a
terrific sense of underlying tension to the precise, racy and
DUJAC CLOS-SAINT-DENIS
focused middle weight flavors that are notably finer than
2014
750 ML
GRAND CRU
those of the Clos de la Roche but at the cost of being
notably less powerful. I very much like the superb
persistence and fine balance and even though the tannins
are quite fine they are also notably dense and as such this
too is absolutely going to require plenty of patience. BH 9395/Vinous 93-95 Points
The 2014 Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru les Beaux Monts has a
very attractive bouquet, pure and sensual with black
cherries, boysenberry and a touch of blueberry.
Understated but quite compelling. The palate is mediumDUJAC VOSNE-ROMANEE 'LES
2014
750 ML
bodied with fine tannin, silky in texture, beautifully balanced
BEAUX MONTS' 1ER CRU
with very well judged acidity with a touch of salinity towards
the finish. This is a very well crafted Beaumonts that
deserves several years in bottle. WA 92-94 Points
Noble, tangy aromas of blueberry, blackberry and
Christmas spices. Pungently oaky and sweet, but quite
backward, with impressive, harmonious acidity for the
F MAGNIEN 'CHAMBERTIN CLOS
DE BEZE' GRAND CRU (4 bottles
1997
750 ML vintage. This is less expressive than the Bonnes-Mares
today and rather compact, but the very long finish displays
are available)
the wine's lovely fresh fruit. Should be a beauty with a few
years of bottle aging. Vinous 91+ Points
Here too there is a trace of wood framing the very fresh and
ripe red berry fruit and soft earth aromas. There is equally
FOREY MOREY SAINT DENIS (2
2012
750 ML good freshness and ripeness to the attractively textured
bottles are available)
medium-bodied flavors that possess good length on the
notably firm and mildly rustic finish. BH
Comes from a small parcel that borders Morey-St.-Denis
GEORGES LIGNIER
and exhibits very pure cherry, a bright minerality, and some
BOURGOGNE 'CHAMPS DE LA
2014
750 ML
firm tannins. A very graceful yet serious Bourgogne Rouge.
VIGNE'
50 cases available for the USA. AJ
A ripe and complex nose of red and dark berry fruit aromas
tinged with hints of warm earth, spice and underbrush that
GEORGES LIGNIER MOREY
can also be found on the round, sweet and acceptably deep
SAINT DENIS 'CLOS DES ORMES'
2010
750 ML
flavors that deliver both balance and roundness on the very
1ER CRU (2 bottles are available)
Morey finish that is underpinned by relatively fine tannins.
BH
Domaine Georges Lignier owns a full 2 hectares out of the
4 hectares that comprises the “Clos des Ormes”. Obviously,
this impeccably situated “cru” is one of the more important
GEORGES LIGNIER MOREY
appellations of the estate and much attention is paid to
SAINT DENIS 'CLOS DES ORMES'
2011
750 ML
rendering a wine of great finesse and grace. This wine
1ER CRU (8 bottles are available)
typically carries a lighter robe, deceptive perhaps because
the concentration levels are high and limn the wine in high
relief through its intense aromatics and persistent finish. AJ
There is enough wood to notice without being enough to
overwhelm the layered and ripe aromas of black currant,
plum and freshly turned earth. There is excellent
concentration to the serious, intense and velvety middle
HARMAND-GEOFFREY GEVRY2012
750 ML
weight flavors that possess a beguiling texture thanks to the
CHAMBERTIN 'VIEILLES VIGNES'
abundance of dry extract on the mouth coating finish. This
isn't especially vibrant but it doesn't lack for character and
richness. BH 88-91 Points
A spicy and slightly floral nose also features cool and pure
aromas of primarily red berry fruit and soft earth hints.
HENRI GOUGES NUITS SAINT
There is a relatively refined mouth feel thanks to the fine
GEORGES 'LES CHAIGNOTS' 1ER
2012
750 ML
grained tannins that shape the middle weight flavors as well
CRU (5 bottles available)
as the delineated, dusty and lingering finish. BH 89-91
Points
A distinctly, even pungently earthy and animale nose is
HENRI RICHARD 'CHARMES
composed of notably ripe aromas of cassis, dark berry and
CHAMBERTIN' GRAND CRU
2010
750 ML oak nuances. There is fine volume to the suave and
certtified organic (Only 1 bottle is
relatively forward flavors that tighten up quickly on the
available)
balanced and mouth coating finish. BH
The 2011 Charmes-Chambertin Grand Cru was raised
entirely in new oak. It is aromatically not a million miles
away from the Aux Combotte "11" tightly wound and a little
timid on the nose at first and demands coaxing. It
reluctantly reveals quite intense wet limestone scents that
HUBERT LIGNIER 'CHARMES
CHAMBERTIN' GRAND CRU (6
2011
750 ML dominate over the red and black fruit. The palate is
medium-bodied with a fine grip on the entry with the oak
bottles are available)
lending it a smooth veneer. Harmonious and focused, it
glides to quite a sinewy finish that needs a couple of years
to fully integrate the wood. Very fine. Drink 2016-2028. WA
93 Points

REG PRICE

SALE PRICE

$699.99

$399.99

$359.99

$329.99

$249.99

$165.99

$79.99

$59.99

$29.99

$25.99

$95.99

$85.99

$85.99

$75.99

$79.99

$65.99

$89.99

$75.99

$185.99

$165.99

$349.99

$249.99

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

VINTAGE
SIZE
REVIEWS
Products that are ALL RED and have RED STRIKES through them are SOLD OUT
Roasted redcurrant and a salty quality on the somewhat
HUBERT LIGNIER CHAMBOLLE
advanced nose. Sweet, lush and exotic on the palate,
MUSIGNY 'LES CHABIOTS' 1ER
10570
2011
750 ML
conveying an impression of low acidity. Some will like this
CRU (3 bottles are available)
soft wine for its immediate appeal. Vinous
The 2012 Chambolle-Musigny Vieilles Vignes comes from
two parcels of 60-year old vines. It has a well-defined and
generous bouquet with pine-tinged red berry fruit. The
HUBERT LIGNIER CHAMBOLLEMUSIGNY 'VIEILLES VIGNES' (2
14251
2012
750 ML palate is medium-bodied with a fleshy, spicy opening. The
oak is again, quite prominent at the moment as you would
bottles are available)
expect, but there will sufficient fruite to absorb that wood by
the time of bottling. Fine. WA
The 2012 Morey-Saint-Denis Village has a fragrant bouquet
with rose-petal infused red berry fruit that open nicely with
aeration in the glass. The palate is medium-bodied with
HUBERT LIGNIER MOREY SAINT
14245
2012
750 ML
crisp tannins, fine focus and appreciable nervosite towards
DENIS (8 bottles are available)
the finish. This over-delivers for a village cru. WA 89-91
Points
Bright medium red. Ripe, alluring aromas and flavors of wild
strawberry, raspberry and earth. Sweet, fine-grained and
HUDELOT NOELLAT VOSNE
enveloping, showing lovely energy and density and still
ROMANEE 'LES SUCHOTS' 1ER
10597
2012
750 ML
holding its fruit in reserve. Finishes fresh and firm-edged,
CRU (7 bottles are available)
with full, fine-grained tannins and excellent length. Vinous
91 Points
Beautiful dress, very ripe red fruit aromas.
JACQUES GIRARDIN SANTENAY
This Santenay is a food wine, structured, powerful with an
40140061
2013
750 ML
'CLOS ROUSSEAU' 1ER CRU
ageing potential beyond 10 years. AJ
A perfumed and very ripe nose of black raspberry and
understated earth nuances complements the very rich and
JEAN CHAUVENET NUITS SAINT
generous medium-bodied flavors that are attractively
GEORGES 'LES PERRIERES' 1ER
4442
2009
750 ML
delineated as the minerality adds a touch of refinement on
CRU (Only 1 bottle is available)
the gorgeously long and mouth coating and velvety finish.
BH 91 Points
This little red is a favorite of ours for its rustic, wild berry fruit
and ebullient palate presence. The vineyard is located
JEAN MARC PILLOT
BOURGOGNE 'LES GRANDES
7119
2014
750 ML south of Chassagne in the town of Remigny. Some of the
vines are quite old, approaching the 60-year mark (as of
TERRES'
2012). AJ
Les Gravières, one of Santenay's finest terroirs, approaches
the ceiling of what is possible in this appellation. A brooding
JEAN MARC VINCENT
80140067 SANTENAY 'LES GRAVIERES'
2014
750 ML bouquet of dark fruit, wild rose, subtle soil tones and
espresso is followed by a very complete, deep, elegant
1ER CRU
palate framed by fine tannins and juicy acidity. AJ
Earth- and spice-accented cherry and raspberry aromas
and flavors, along with a hint of gaminess in the
background. Sappy and incisive; a spine of smoky
JEAN-CLAUDE LAPALU COTES
18997
2013
750 ML minerality adds structure and energy. The game and spice
DU BROUILLY
notes recur on a very long, gently tannic finish that shows
good clarity and building sweetness. I find the interplay of
gaminess and fruit here pretty intriguing. Vinous 90 Points
Pillot exploits over a hectare of vineyards planted in 1960 to
JEAN-MARC PILLOT
Pinot Noir at the village level. This is a robust, cherryCHASSAGNE MONTRACHET
18801
2012
750 ML flavored wine of strength and vigor. A simple, satisfying red
'MES VIEILLES VIGNES' (6 bottles
from a village that should be more recognized for the high
are available)
quality of its red wines, this being a prime example. AJ
Black fruit, smoke, tar, licorice and worn-in leather meld
together in the 2011 Nuits-Saint-Georges Les
JEROME CHEZEAUX NUITS ST.
Charbonnieres. There is plenty of resonance and depth in
GEORGE 'LES CHARBONNIERES'
10859
2011
750 ML
the fruit. Stylistically, the Charbonnieres comes across as
VIEILLES VIGNES (6 bottles
somber, powerful and inward, all qualities I expect it will
available)
have over the next decade or so. Vinous 90 Points
A beautiful ruby color. This wine has pleasant, fresh, redfruit aromas on the nose, which we find again on the palate.
4014116 JOSEPH FAIVELEY BOURGOGNE
2014
750 ML
It has rich and very ripe substance, with fine round tannins.
It’s a very well-structured and pleasing wine. AJ
The 2012 Grands Echezeaux Grand Cru comes from the
family’s 0.30-hectare parcel split over three plots. It has a
more mineral-driven bouquet than fruit-driven at the
moment, with touches of cold limestone infusing the tart red
LAMARCHE 'GRANDS
berry fruit. The palate is medium-bodied with fine tannins,
ECHEZEAUX' GRAND CRU (3
11663
2012
750 ML
open red berry fruit, good backbone and a somehow
bottles are available)
conservative and yet appealing finish. This is a Grands
Echezeaux unapologetically classic in style, the terroir really
showing through at this early stage. Very fine. WA 91-93
Points
There is just enough wood to notice framing the red currant,
black cherry and plum aromas that also display pretty floral
and spice notes. There is fine concentration, power and
LAMARCHE 'LA GRAND RUE'
GRAND CRU MONOPOLE (2
11661
2012
750 ML punch to the refined and classy middle weight flavors that
possess excellent intensity on the balanced, mouth coating,
bottles are available)
velvety and beautifully persistent finish. This too will need at
least a decade plus of bottle age. BH 93 Points

REG PRICE

SALE PRICE

$259.99

$199.99

$119.99

$99.99

$99.99

$85.99

$179.99

$129.99

$39.99

$34.99

$149.99

$129.99

$29.99

$25.99

$55.99

$49.99

$29.99

$25.99

$45.99

$35.99

$69.99

$59.99

$24.99

$19.99

$369.99

$299.99

$599.99

$429.99

ITEM

11669

11666

24742

4014009

5328

26029

2482

7336

10675

15748

11467

5024

DESCRIPTION

VINTAGE
SIZE
REVIEWS
Products that are ALL RED and have RED STRIKES through them are SOLD OUT
The 2012 Vosne-Romanee 1er Cru La Croix Rameau
comes from a tiny 0.21-hectare parcel of vines tucked into a
plot between Romanee-Saint Vivant and the outbuildings of
the village (there are just three exploitants.) It has a
rounded, pastille-like purity on the nose: strawberry and just
LAMARCHE VOSNE ROMANEE
'LA CROIX RAMEAU' 1ER CRU (2
2012
750 ML a hint of mulberry at the moment, developing nicely in the
glass though. The palate is harmonious on the entry with
bottles are available)
light tannins, clean fresh and quite linear red cherry and
raspberry fruit that segues into an edgy, citric finish that is
very appealing. This is a lovely, unpretentious premier cru.
WA 90-92 Points
A deft application of wood sets off very spicy, cool and airy
aromas of red and black pinot fruit along with notes of violet
and lavender. There is good power to the luscious,
LAMARCHE VOSNE ROMANEE
concentrated and seductively textured medium weight plus
'MALCONSORTS' 1ER CRU (6
2012
750 ML
flavors that deliver fine depth and length on the moderately
bottles are available)
firmly structured finish. This should be ready to go with 10
to 12 years of cellaring though not be austere young if
desired. BH 92 Points
There is a lovely spice element to the ripe and fresh nose of
red currant and plum aromas that are trimmed in just
enough wood to notice. The lush, even suave mediumLAMARCHE VOSNE ROMANEE (6
2012
750 ML
bodied flavors possess good mid-palate concentration
bottles are available)
before terminating in a clean and dry in the best sense
finish that delivers moderate persistence. BH
Saint-Aubin "Les Eduens" has a bright ruby color. The nose
reveals a perfume of fresh red fruits. On the palate, the
LARUE SAINT-AUBIN 'LES
2015
750 ML
tannins are fresh and supple. This is a wine which brings
EDUENS'
immediate pleasure. AJ
An earthy and rustic nose is comprised primarily by dark
berry fruit and plum scents. There is good volume and midpalate concentration to the attractively textured middle
MALTROYE BOURGOGNE
2014
750 ML weight flavors that are supported by phenolically mature
tannins, all wrapped in a complex and balanced finish. This
is quite good for its level and recommended plus it will age
if desired. BH
Note: a monopole of the Domaine...There is a moderate
amount of wood and menthol framing a ripe and markedly
more complex nose of dark pinot fruit, spice and plenty of
earth influence where a hint of the sauvage can also be
MALTROYE CHASSAGNE
MONTRACHET 'CLOS DU
2014
750 ML discerned. The vibrant middle weight flavors combine power
with good refinement thanks in large part to the relatively
CHATEAU' 1ER CRU
fine-grained tannins on the refreshing and gorgeously
complex finale that exhibits outstanding persistence. This is
excellent and worth your attention.BH 90-93 Points
MEO CAMUZET HOSPICE DE
NUITS NSG 'VIGNERONDES' 1ER
2008
750 ML A very rare release of Hospice wine by Meo-Camuzet.
CRU (5 bottles are available)
A 2005 Chambolle-Musigny Les Feusselottes smells of
liqueur-like black raspberry and high-toned floral and
MEO CAMUZET PERER ET
distilled raspberry essences, then saturates the palate with
SOEURS CHAMBOLLE MUSIGNY
2005
750 ML
sweet fruit and marrow. It possesses a lovely creaminess
'FEUSSELOTTES' 1ER CRU (Only
and a chocolate-like richness yet preserves a fresh fruit skin
1 bottle is available)
edge, finishing with abundant sensual appeal. WA 91 Points
A very reserved nose only grudgingly liberates spicy and
airy aromas of both red and black pinot fruit. There is very
MONGEARD MUGNERET VOSNE
ROMANEE 'LES ORVEAUX' 1ER
2012
750 ML fine detail and energy to the equally restrained mediumbodied flavors that display a touch of austerity on the
CRU (4 bottles are available)
otherwise balanced and lingering finish. BH 89-91 Points
An exuberantly fresh red berry fruit nose exhibits subtle
hints of earth and spice. There is good richness to the
round, delicious and caressing middle weight flavors that
PARENT BOURGOGNE
2015
750 ML
exhibit only a touch of rusticity on the refreshing finish that
'SELECTION POMUNE'
is just structured enough to suggest that this should benefit
from a few years of bottle age. BH 89 Points
There is really lovely energy and fine detail to the mineraldriven, delineated and powerful broad-shouldered flavors
that are blessed with impressive reserves of palate coating
PARENT CORTON 'LES
2012
750 ML dry extract that delivers terrific length on the austere and
RENARDES' GRAND CRU
superbly complex finish. This is an old school Corton and
will need a minimum of 8 to 10 years of cellar time to be
approachable and reward 15 to 20. BH 91-94 Points
The vines are located in Chambolle-Musigny and VosneRomanee. This wine is lush and powerful with black
PASCAL LACHAUX BOURGOGNE
2013
750 ML raspberry and cocoa flavors. This is an excellent Cote de
'PINOT FIN'
Nuits wine to enjoy young, but it will also benefit from aging.
Incredibly high quality at this entry-level price point. AJ

REG PRICE

SALE PRICE

$199.99

$149.99

$189.99

$149.99

$99.99

$89.99

$34.99

$29.99

$29.99

$24.99

$75.99

$59.99

$149.99

$129.99

$299.99

$179.99

$99.99

$85.99

$34.99

$29.99

$169.99

$129.99

$29.99

$24.99

ITEM

29707

29733

20434

30305

30353

37607

12727

18050

18080

18052

27425

36896

36893

DESCRIPTION

VINTAGE
SIZE
REVIEWS
Products that are ALL RED and have RED STRIKES through them are SOLD OUT
Complex, incisive scents of fresh red berries, blood orange,
allspice and candied rose, lifted by a smoky mineral
nuance. Juicy raspberry, cherry and spicecake flavors are
PAVILLON DE CHAVANNES
COTE DE BROUILLY 'CUVEE DES
2015
750 ML accented by a hint of white pepper; bitter orange pith and
rhubarb qualities lend refreshing bitterness. Gains depth on
AMBASSADES'
the very long, penetrating finish, which features sneaky,
fine-grained tannins. Vinous 93 Points
Black cherry, black pepper and violet aromas and flavors
RAPET BEAUNE 'LES
are the highlights of this detailed, sleek red. Balanced and
BRESSANDES' 1ER CRU (9
2013
750 ML
fresh, with a subtly spicy finish. Best from 2017 through
bottles available)
2025. 150 cases made. –BS WS 91 Points
Intensity and volume are the first things that come to mind
in the 2012 Charmes-Chambertin. Layers if blue/blackish
fruit blossom in a wine that is beautifully textured and
ROUSSEAU 'CHARMES
vibrant throughout. I very much like the intensity here. I
CHAMBERTIN' GRAND CRU (Only
2012
750 ML
tasted two different barrels of Charmes, both in different
1 bottle is available)
states of their evolution, which is why generally speaking I
feel the wines aren't fully formed just yet. Vinous 92-94
Points
The 2013 Clos de la Roche Grand Cru, which will contain
some new oak although I tasted from a used barrel, has a
tightly knit bouquet that at the moment is less expressive
than the Mazis-Chambertin. The palate is crisp and pure,
ROUSSEAU 'CLOS DE LA
quite tensile, with a spiciness that becomes more prominent
ROCHE' GRAND CRU (3 bottles
2013
750 ML
toward the fleshy, harmonious finish. Curiously, even from a
are available)
used barrel the texture feels as if there is some new oak,
but that is just the concentration of fruit coming through.
Frédéric enthused about this wine and I suspect that it may
surpass my expectations once in bottle. WA 93-95 Points
Régnié is the first site from Domaine Ruet to be harvested
and as such, it is the lightest and juiciest of the range,
RUET REGNIE 'LES BOIS'
2015
750 ML
redolent with raspberries, red currants and black cherries.
Average vine age is 20-60 years! AJ
A distinctive red, with a sweet aroma of burning vine
cuttings leading to flavors of wild strawberry and cherry. A
THIERRY & PASCAL MATROT
mineral note emerges as this lingers on the languid, chalkVOLNAY 'SANTENOTS' 1ER CRU
2012
750 ML
tinged finish. Best from 2016 through 2025. 50 cases
(3 bottles are available)
imported.
–BS WS 90 Points
Tangy and focused, displaying building sweetness and a
touch of anise. Clings nicely on the finish, wich features
VILLA PONCIAGO 'LA RESERVE'
2012
750 ML
dusty tannins and an echo of bitter berry skin. Vinous 89
FLEURIE
Points
Complex nose combines citrus scents, flinty minerals and
nutty oak. Sweet on entry, with mirabelle, honey and wet
BERNARD MOREAU ET FILS
stone flavors framed and lifted by lemony acidity. In a
CHASSAGNE MONTRACHET
2013
750ML distinctly tight style and a bit youthfully disjointed, finishing
'CHAMP GAINS' 1ER CRU (5
with a firm edge. This wine struck me as less primary than
bottles are available)
the Chenevottes but in need of even more time in bottle.
VINOUS 92+ points
(from vines in the center of the cru, planted in 1930; just 26
hectoliters per hectare produced in 2013): Bright, light
yellow. Ripe, expressive aromas of peach, pear and
BERNARD MOREAU ET FILS
minerals. An outstanding expression of dense, ripe fruit with
CHASSAGNE MONTRACHET
2013
750ML
a firm supporting mineral underpinning. Shows an old-vines
'GRANDES RUCHOTTES' 1ER
creaminess and volume without heaviness. Most impressive
CRU (Only 1 bottle is available)
today on the gripping, bracing back end. This vineyard
benefits from hard rocky subsoil. VINOUS93+ Points
From three parcels aged 24-, 39- and 50+-years-old, the
2013 Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru la Maltroie has an
expressive and effervescent floral bouquet: citrus fruit,
yellow flowers, Clementine and a hint of almond. The palate
BERNARD MOREAU ET FILS
is crisp on the entry with superb acidity that slices through
CHASSAGNE MONTRACHET 'LA
2013
750ML
the intense marmalade-tinged fruit. This has real swagger
MALTROIE' 1ER CRU
and wonderful mineral tones toward the finish that fans out.
You will be hard pressed to find a Chassagne-Montrachet
premier cru better than this in 2013. Chapeau! WA 92-94
Points
Unusually for this cru there is a touch of the exotic to the
more typical aromas of citrus on the sea breeze-scented
nose. Like the Les Lys there is a really lovely mouth feel to
DAMPT CHABLIS 'COTE DE
2015
750ML the somewhat bigger and richer medium-bodied flavors that
LECHET' 1ER CRU
possess an appealing generosity before terminating in a
balanced finale where once again a hint of lemon rind can
be found. BH
Round and juicy, this evokes apple, peach and lemon
DROUHIN MACON VILLAGES
2015
750ML aromas and flavors. Elegant and open, with a moderately
long finish. Drink now. 10,000 cases imported. –BS WS
Though rich and juicy, this features good underlying acidity
that keeps this fresh and focused. White peach, apple and
DROUHIN POUILLY FUISSE
2015
750ML
lemon flavors align with a chalky feel at the end. Drink now
through 2022. 3,000 cases imported. WS 90 Points

REG PRICE

SALE PRICE

$25.99

$22.99

$59.99

$49.99

$399.99

$249.99

$499.99

$299.99

$19.99

$17.99

$79.99

$64.99

$21.99

$18.99

$105.99

$89.99

$145.99

$125.99

$105.99

$69.99

$35.99

$29.99

$14.99

$12.99

$29.99

$25.99

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

VINTAGE
SIZE
REVIEWS
Products that are ALL RED and have RED STRIKES through them are SOLD OUT
A lush yet succulent style, this displays floral, apple, white
peach and subtle honey flavors. Balanced, leaving a fresh,
20368
DROUHIN ST. VERAN
2015
750ML
cleansing impression on the finish. Drink now through 2021.
8,000 cases imported. WS 90 Points
The 2013 Meursault 1er Cru Poruzots has a mineral-driven
bouquet that is very focused and tense, getting to the heart
of this great vineyard. The palate is fresh and vibrant with
FRANCOIS MIKULSKI
MEURSAULT 'PORUZOTS' 1ER
18258
2013
750ML tangy orange peel and marmalade notes and a lovely saline
touch that begs you to take another sip on the finish.
CRU (6 bottles available)
Excellent - this may well turn out to be one of the best wines
from the domaine this year. WA 91-93 Points
Ripe, offering tropical fruit, melon and butter flavors. This is
HENRI DARNAT BOURGOGNE
bright, with a hint of grapefruit peel on the finish. Drink now
'LA JUMALIE' (4 bottles are
18488
2012
750ML
through 2018. 690 cases imported.
available)
–BS WS
With fresh honey and white flower aromas, the wine shows
JADOT BOURGOGNE
10176
2015
750ML elegant, rich white fruit on the palate in a medium-full body
CHARDONNAY
with fresh acidity. AJ
The judicious, subtle use of oak allows Louis Jadot's
Pouilly-Fuisse to retain its complexity and structure. Aromas
22903
JADOT POUILLY FUISSE
2015
750ML
and flavors of toasted nuts and citrus grace this
harmonious, medium-bodied wine. AJ
The Mâcon-Charnay Franclieu is made in stainless-steel
JEAN MANCIAT MACON
24197
2016
750ML vats, to express the fruity, floral aromas and flinty minerality
CHARNAY 'FRANCLIEU'
that characterize the best Chardonnay in the region. AJ
It offers a floral and titillating nose. Round and candied fruit
LATOUR MACON VILLAGES
15727
2013
750ML on the mouth, muscat-like notes can be smelt with mineral
'CHAMEROY'
freshness. AJ
Peach, melon and apple flavors mark this fruity white.
Vibrant and moderately long on the finish. Drink now. 8,600
O LEFLAIVE 'LES SETILLES'
21457
2015
750ML
cases imported.
BOURGOGNE
–BS WS
It distinguishes itself with aromas of "hedgerow flowers"
such as acacia, hawthorn, honeysuckle, very fine
PASCAL CLEMENT RULLY
18140
2013
750ML elderberry, lemon, white peach and flint. With time, it
'RABOURCE' 1ER CRU
develops notes of honey, quince, dried fruits. On the palate,
it is fruity, lively, rounded, rich and lingering. AJ
This is the most aromatically elegant wine in the range with
its airy and cool nose of spice, exotic tea, rose petal and
essence of red currant and cherry scents. There is fine
detail and intensity to the pungently stony middle weight
BERNARD MOREAU ET FILS
18062
2013
750ML
flavors that deliver fine length though the finish is again
VOLNAY 'CAILLERETS' 1ER CRU
ever-so-slightly lean. The natural class of a fine Caillerets is
present along with fine complexity which compensates for a
less than ideal sense of balance. BH 90 Points
A highly attractive mélange combines aromas of red
currant, violet, plum and spice nuances. There is a lovely
sense of tension to the rich and mineral-inflected mediumBERNARD MOREAU ET FILS
18053
2013
750ML
bodied flavors that coat the palate with sap on the ever-soVOLNAY 'SANTENOTS' 1ER CRU
mildly austere finale. This should be approachable young if
desired. BH 90 points
Note: from a .675 ha parcel; this is a monopole. A bright,
cool and exceptionally pretty array of various red berries,
wet stone, earth and discreet spice nuances leads to
intense, vibrant and refreshing medium weight flavors that
BRUNO CLAIR GEVREY
CHAMBERTIN 'CLOS DU
18245
2013
750ML display plenty of minerality. There is a lovely saline
character to the firm, sleek and beautifully balanced finish
FONTENY' 1ER CRU MONOPOLE
that will require at least 6 years of cellaring to soften and
this is unlikely to reach its apogee before 10 to 12 years
have passed.BH 89-92 points
The 2013 Marsannay les Longeroies has the most
flamboyant and expressive bouquet of the three Marsannay
BRUNO CLAIR MARSANNAY 'LES
crus: very pure and defined with floral scents developing in
LONGEROIES' (9 bottles are
18247
2013
750ML
the glass. The palate is medium-bodied with fine structure
available)
and mineralité, quite edgy with a long persistent, stony
finish. Excellent. WA 90-92 points
Pretty firmness and spiciness with subtle fruit. Medium to
DOMAINE FAIVELEY GEVREY80140109
2013
750 ML full body, delicate tannins and a fresh finish. Made from 12
CHAMBERTIN
different micro-areas. Drink or hold. JS 90 Points
The 2012 begins with aromas of mostly red fruit including a
little cranberry and just a touch of green. Tasting the wine
reveals that it is very easy to drink featuring more fresh red
29667
DROUHIN LAFORET PINOT NOIR
2012
750ML
fruit, soft tannins, good balance and good acidity. It is also
very smooth with a nice spice component that comes out at
the end and leads into the lingering finish. AJ

REG PRICE

SALE PRICE

$19.99

$17.99

$125.99

$110.99

$25.99

$21.99

$16.99

$13.99

$25.99

$21.99

$19.99

$16.99

$18.99

$15.99
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$29.99

$24.99

$99.99

$59.99

$79.99
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$159.99
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$14.99

ITEM

18061

18136

11587

16934

16945

16941

18126

19090

19208

10966

22900

DESCRIPTION

VINTAGE
SIZE
REVIEWS
Products that are ALL RED and have RED STRIKES through them are SOLD OUT
Age of vines in the plot from 30 to 50 years, annual
production of 3000 to 4000 bottles. The Gevrey Chambertin
V.V. 2013 is a classic Dugat-Py. In the nose tight and quite
DUGAT-PY GEVRY CHAMBERTIN
compact red and dark berry fruit – mainly notes of
'VIEILLES VIGNES' (4 bottles are
2013
750ML
raspberries .. spiced with hints of oak and gun powder. On
available)
the palate equally tight with a good structure, pure
raspberry fruit … quite muscular and weighty for a village.
AJ
A much more deeply pitched nose is comprised of abundant
earth and sauvage characters on the dark berry fruit and
violet-suffused aromas. There is fine richness and even
better power to the solidly well-concentrated but also wellDUJAC CHARMES CHAMBERTIN
GRAND CRU (2 bottles are
2013
750ML delineated flavors that are underpinned by ripe tannins and
very fine length on the dusty, mouth coating and lingering
available)
finish. This is firm but not to the point of austerity and this
should drink well after only 5 to 7 years of bottle age if
desired. In a word, excellent. BH 93 points
Dujac's 2012 Charmes-Chambertin, usually one of the more
generous wines in the range. Elements of reduction
presently mask much of the exuberance I sensed in the
DUJAC CHARMES CHAMBERTIN
Charmes when I last tasted it from barrel. There is plenty of
GRAND CRU (Only 1 bottle is
2012
750ML
energy in the glass, but the Charmes clearly needs time in
available)
bottle to come together. The only question is really how
much... Dujac's Charmes is a blend of fruit from Charmes
and Mazoyères. Vinous 93+ Points
A relatively elegant and quite floral nose displays plenty of
earth and game nuances on the softly spicy aromas of
mostly red currant and pomegranate. There is excellent
volume and ample power to the muscular flavors that
possess both good concentration and delineation before
DUJAC CLOS DE LA ROCHE
2013
750ML
concluding in a wonderfully intense, saline and wellGRAND CRU
balanced finish that delivers outstanding length. This is a
bigger and firmer wine than the Ech and will need at least a
decade to be approachable and 15 to 18 years to reach its
full apogee. BH 94/Vinous 94 Points
The 2013 Morey St. Denis is beautifully focused and lifted in
the glass, with lovely mid palate depth and pliancy. This is
DUJAC MOREY SAINT DENIS (2
2013
750ML an especially aromatic, feminine style of Morey. Dark red
bottles are available)
cherry, plum and spice notes are given an extra bit of
brightness by the minerality of the year. Vinous 89-91Points
Pure, soil-driven aromas of raspberry, red licorice, flint and
cumin. Sexy, silky and superconcentrated, showing a
mineral pungency to the red and darker berry and spice
flavors. This has near-grand cru volume and weight.
DUJAC VOSNE ROMANEE 'AUX
2013
750ML
Finishes plush and fine-grained, with serious tannins
MALCONSORTS' 1ER CRU
arriving late to provide firm grip. The rising finish leaves
behind an exhilarating suggestion of exotic fruits. Vinous
93+/BH 93 Points
Candied raspberry and smoky minerals dominate the nose.
Sweet and silky in the mouth, but insidious peppery acidity
DUJAC VOSNE ROMANEE 'LES
conveys an element of tension to the middle palate. Very
BEAUX MONTS' 1ER CRU (6
2013
750ML
ripe phenolics here; finishes sweet, rich and long, with a
bottles are available)
repeating suggestion of peppery energy and a rich, saline
impression of extract. Vinous 92 Points
Georges Lignier is a cousin of Hubert, and while the two
estates are clearly separate operations, they do share some
of the greatest vineyards in and around Morey-Saint-Denis.
GEORGES LIGNIER MARSANNAY
2013
750ML That may be where the similarities end, as the delicate,
subtle and seductive qualities of Domaine Georges Lignier
are a fascinating contrast to the more intense and
structured wines of Hubert Lignier. AJ
The 2015 Domaine Jacques Girardin Bourgogne Vieilles
Vignes Pinot Noir has a fresh and elegant nose with red
JACQUES GIRARDIN
2015
750ML
fruit aromas. This is a supple wine, lightly structured, fruity
BOURGOGNE 'VIEILLES VIGNES'
and fresh. AJ
A brooding and almost completely inexpressive nose
reveals the barest glimpses of dark berry fruit as it fights
with the very prominent toasty wood. The round and very
supple big-bodied flavors possess good mid-palate
JADOT 'CLOS VOUGEOT' GRAND
2012
750ML concentration as well as fine size, weight and power before
CRU (5 bottles are available)
terminating in a velvety, delicious and youthfully austere
finish where the wood telegraphed by the nose reappears.
This exceptionally primary effort will require long-term
cellaring to be at its absolute peak. BH 93 Points
This medium-bodied wine is harmonious, with forward,
plump fruit and a silky texture that is balanced by round,
gentle tannins and an elegant structure. Aromas and flavors
JADOT PINOT NOIR
2014
750ML
of red cherries and wild strawberries are very typical of
Pinot Noir, and are complemented by a delicious, lingering
finish. AJ
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A pungent if relatively high-toned floral and red berry fruit
suffused nose that displays a subtle sauvage hint leads to
relatively elegant medium plus-bodied flavors which
MAUME 'MAZIS CHAMBERTIN'
GRAND CRU (10 bottles are
80695
2006
750ML possess excellent volume and ample mid-palate sap as
there is plenty of dry extract to buffer the firm tannins that
available)
coat the mouth on the sweet, long and entirely serious finish
that offers sneaky length. BH 90 Points
The bouquet is expressed over fruity (blueberry,
gooseberry, kirsch) and flowery (violet) accents, moving
toward undergrowth, leather, pepper and liquorice. On the
PASCAL CLEMENT CORTON
18037
2012
750ML
palate, it is powerful and full-bodied, structured, readily
'RENARDES' GRAND CRU
expressing its chewy tannins. Firm and forthright, rich, it
needs time to fully develop. AJ
Strawberry, blackberry, violet, reseda and rose are some of
the spontaneous aromas. In the mouth, it is the expression
PASCAL CLEMENT GEVREY
18036
2012
750ML of a great Burgundy wine. Full and powerful, rich, strong, it
CHAMBERTIN 'LES EVOCELLES'
asserts itself on a firm structure, with velvety, fine grain
tannins, without hardness. AJ
Roblet-Monnot's 2012 Pommard Arvelets is the most closed
of these 2012s. Firm and unusually tannic, the 2012 is
nevertheless totally intriguing from start to finish. Today it is
unclear if the fruit will fully emerge, as the structural
ROBLET MONNOT 'POMMARD
18047
2012
750ML
elements are imposing, but I am hoping it will, as the wine's
ARVELETS' 1ER CRU
energy and persistence are compelling. It was also vinified
with whole clusters, which may partly explain the wine's
reticence. Vinous 90-92 Points
100% Pinot Noir from 6 vineyards located in northern
Meursault (as the red wine from that part of Meursault is
generally – and legally – sold as Volnay). Planted at 12,000
vines/hectare. Aged 24 months in all French oak barrels
ROBLET MONNOT 'VOLNAY
18038
2012
750ML
(30% new). Red in color with well formed legs; dry,
SANTENOTS' 1ER CRU
medium-bodied with freshly-balanced acidity and medium
phenolics. Classic power and perfume with red fruit and
spice, cola and mineral. AJ
A new and rare 1er cru cuvee from Roblet-Monnot: The
resulting wine is deep, rich and very complex. The 2012
ROBLET MONNOT VOLNAY
18039
2012
750ML
bottling is a stunning example of fine and fragrant Volnay.
'SAINT JEAN' 1ER CRU
AJ
A broad-ranging nose features aromas of humus, violet,
plum, dark raspberry and again plenty of earth influence.
This is also tautly muscular with plenty of size, weight and
power yet the mouth feel is, at least at present, still
ROUSSEAU 'CLOS DE LA
ROCHE' GRAND CRU (3 bottles
18457
2012
750ML relatively tender and caressing, all wrapped in a palate
coating, long and balanced finish. There is excellent
are available)
phenolic maturity to the supporting structural elements and
this should amply repay 12 to 15 years of cellaring. Vinous
92-94 Points
An elegant and pure nose features aromas of various wild
red berries and plenty of earth and sauvage character. A
ROUSSEAU GEVREY
restrained and cool mouth feel characterizes the lightly
CHAMBERTIN (6 bottles are
18449
2012
750ML
mineral and saline-inflected middle weight flavors that
available)
possess both good balance and delineation on the lingering
finish. This will be approachable young if desired. BH
The Côte du Py, one of the best cru vineyard sites in
Beaujolais, is on the slope of a 3,000-foot extinct volcano. It
produces structured wines that can age well. Stéphane
STEPHANE AVIRON MORGON
8014013
2014
750 ML Aviron brought out the quality of Py with a wine that is
'COTE DU PY' VIEILLES VIGNES
powerful, ripe and dense with considerable tannic structure.
It will certainly need to age, so drink from 2019. WE 94
Points
Be grateful that Stéphane Aviron is an old-vine hunter.
Serious tannins and concentration from 100-year-old vines
STEPHANE AVIRON MOULIN A
give this wine its depth and richness. It has a great potential
80140114
2014
750 ML
VENT VIEILLES VIGNES
to age with black fruits, a mineral texture and acidity. This is
an impressive cru wine, full of both fruit and density. Drink
from 2019. WE 94 Points
The 1er Cru vineyard of Clos St. Pierre was classified
among one of six top sites for Pinot noir in Givry. The hightoned aromas of pretty red fruit are a typical expression of
THENARD GIVRY 'CLOS SAINT
26414
2014
750ML
this beautiful vintage. It's mouth-filling and it has quite some
PIERRE' 1ER CRU
sweetness of these fruits that has the balancing hand of the
structure. AJ
A subtle application of wood serves as an unobtrusive
backdrop for the mix of upper and lower register aromas of
both red and dark cherry, raspberry, earth and soft floral
nuances. There is solid volume and plenty of punch to the
THIERRY & PASCALE MATROT
BLAGNY 'LA PIERE SOUS LE
18481
2013
750ML lightly mineral-inflected medium-bodied flavors that possess
a clean, cool and restrained mouth feel, all wrapped in a
BOIS' 1ER CRU
saline, balanced and lingering finish. While this could be
enjoyed now, a few short years of bottle age should be
beneficial. BH 89 Points
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